I SUBSCRIPTION PRIOR,
f IP PAID IK ADVAKCR,

Yol. L.

$2.00

PRR

TRAR.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 28,

$1.60.

aubertMtuuntB.

LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
G A Parc her—Apothecary.
Eti Moore—Apothecary.
B F Joy—Photographer.

organist.
Raymond McFarland, prinolp&l of the
Lekeiter (Mass.) academy,will deliver tbe
Memorial Day address before tbe Wm. H.
Rice post, Q. A. K., on Tuesday, May 30,
'05.
Mr. McFarland was formerly of

Riw York
Douhleday, Page A Co—The World’s Work.

To Attain Credits

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

MAILS

The

founda-

surest way to build a solid

tion for business and attain proper credit
is to have

|

account with

an

nized “solid”

some

THE

house.

banking

recog-

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
with its

and

capital

!

the “solid”

j

invite

surplus

security

offers

"We

that’s needed.

patronage, assuring

your

just
thor-

|

oughly up-to-date banking advantages,

;

and absolute

safety

of

principal.

MAIL CLOSES AT r08T-0FFICE.

jIoino West—11.20 a n», 5 and 9 pm.
aoiwo East—7 a m aud 5.30 p m.
No Sunday trains.

KLL8WOBTH. MAINE.

To Our Fire Insurance Customers.
In view of the fact that there is naturally some inquiry by the assured as to
the effect of the recent disaster at Baltimore and the financial condition of
Are insurance companies, we are pleased to announce to our customers that
we have been advised by all of our companies that the recent losses will not
impair their capital and that a large surplus will be left for the protection of
all their policy-holders. We suggest that you look over your policies at this
time, and if in need of further protection we tender you the services of our
F.

I.

day\v*uing.

THIS AMERICAN is on sale in
Ellsworth at the news stands of
C. II. Leland and J. A. Thompcents ; subper year in

Single copies, 5
scription price $1.50
son.

advance.

MASON.

A.

Mace, of Aurora,

was

Ella-

in

Monday.

worth
W.

Errock spent Christmas with
Boston.

H.

friends in

F. E. Biaisdell, of Franklin,
Ellsworth Monday.

governor

Whitcomb

a

in

was

in

was

reappointed B. B.

has

notary public.

Miss Edith Beall, of Alton, 111., ia the
guest of Miss Bertha L. Giles.
J Milton Allen an1 wife, of Bar Harbor, were In Ellsworth Monday.

H. Davis, of Bar Harbor,
yesterday on business.

W.

in

was

Ellsworth

The city schools, including the high
school, will cpsn next Tuesday for the
winter term.
Several

parties drove to

clubhouse

Monday,

and

pitalities of the camp.
Next Monday will he
Year’s day, and being

a

Nicolin

the

enjoyed

the hos-

observed as New
legal holiday, the

banks will be closed.

O.

W.

The

TAPLEY,

General Insurance, Real Estate, Investments
BUILDING,

BANK

ELLSWORTH.

Without a doubt I am now carrying the best line of Meats and Vegetables of any market in the city.

CANNED GOODS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

goods is fresh and of the best. Prices
day, aud all orders delivered promptly.

My

stock of

run

every

right.

are

Delivery

H. W. Morang,
Hagerthy Building,

Ellsworth.

Main Street,

BEST.

THE

DEMAND

"The Taste Tells.**
take

no

substitute!

Oh Be

Joyful

and procure

IS THE BEST OF

for

some

a

of

sitting
those

latest Photos at the

missionary meeting

Studio

New MM Teleioie Porcelain Inlays.
up-to-date
and Teleirapl Coipy,
Bridge
_BOSTOX, MASS._

RESTAURANT.
Meals and Lunches at all hours. A
good dinner for 25c. Mrs. S. A.
Moore, Water Street, Ellsworth.
Kooms formerly occupied by P. 8. Bowden.

Jjkaftaaional

J\

F

and

traction.

Fellows

ball.

SURGEON.

"I
WANNING BLOCK.
OFFICES,
Residence, No. 9 Hancock SL
TKLEPUOKK.

The

party

is

arranged

at

this time to accommodate the boys and

girls

home from

college

for the

holidays.

large congregation was present at the
Christmas services of the Congregational
The pastor, Rev. J.
church last Sunday.
A

Adams, preached a Bermon appropriate
to the day, and the choir sang the followM.

mnsic:

“We have

seen

his

U,

GOULD.

Good Will Sunrise corporation which
recently purchased the MethodiBt church
property on Bridge bill, that was so badly
damaged by fire last winter, has decided
to remodel the building into alodge room
and banquet ball. Charles B. Moore will
obarge of tbe work, which will have

beginearly

in tbe year.

Goodwill council, O. U. A. M., has
chosen the following officers for the ensuing year: Councillor, Eugene Moore;
vice councillor, Frank II. Ecbeuagucla;
secretary, George F. Royal; assistant secretary, Millard Moore; financial secretary,
Charles Pierson; treasurer, Charles B.
Moore; Inside sentinel, John W. Eaton;
outside sentinel, Arthur E. Moore.
Tbe young
of the

classes

WILL

TAKE

COUNTY

CARE

WORTH HIMSELF

—

OF

DEPUTY
ELLS-

AN OPEN

residence of Rev. P. A. A. Killam
to arrange for a social,and helpful organiA
zation which they had planned for.
at the

committee

Sheriff-elect Byron H. Mayo who asno
office Jan. 1, has given to the pubHe accompanies
lic his list of deputies.
the announcement with an open letter to
so
the people of Hancock county, which is
given below.
It will be observed that no deputy is as
Mr. Mayo
appointed from Ellsworth.
will come to Ellsworth himself, and will
undertake to look out for this part of the
county himself.
Noticeable among the list of appointees
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO./ NEW YORK.
is Rev. 8. L. Hanscom, of Bar Harbor.
Mr. Hanscom, it will be remembered, ran houses or places, and houses of >11-fame
either by promptly entering a c nioUtut
as an independent candidate for sheriff
before
magistrate, and ex-euti »g the
two years ago, and was beaten by less
warrants issued thereon, or by furni-hlng
than 100 votes.
the county attorney promptly Rod withB 'e^ed
f
Last fall, although a republican, he out delay, with the name*
espoused the cause cf Mr. Mayo for offenders, BDd of the witness* r.” R. S. o.
laws of 1891 c. 132,1892 <•. 317.
27-60,
sheriff and had the satisfaction of seeing
Byron H. Mayo.
him elected.

was

constitution and

appointed

to

draw up

a

by laws, and at the next

meeting the club wilt be formally organ-

The Christmas trade last week taxed to
fullest the resources of the express

their

company and the postoffice in Ellsworth.
All day and late into the night, the genial
“Jim” Smith was kept busy, collecting
and delivering packages. He was assisted
a part of the time by George Parcher, son
of G. A. Parcher, the agent here for the
American

Express

Co.

At the

postoffice

to

house-wife
the

the

great,

Royal Baking

Powder.

Mr. Mayo’s

letter, which was made
Christinas Entertainment.
Monday, is as follows:
The children of
the Congregational
Southwest Harbor, Me., Dec. 24.
Sunday school gave their eiMeriRinrmnfc
To the People of Hancock County:
and had their Christmas tree in t»>e chapel
By the power vested in me R. 8. 80-8, I at 4 o’clock last
Saturday afternoon.
have appointed the following deputies:
They all had a delightful time. Hmry
Rev. Sylvanus L. Hanscom, of Eden, E. Davis
impersonated Santa l Uu% Tne
public

last

county deputy.
Mr.

entertainment

Bloomfield

Higgins,

of

Eden,

deputy.
Mr.

Samuel

Goodwin, of

Amherst,

deputy.
Mr. Burke Leach, of Bucksport, deputy.
Mr. John Webster, of Biuehill, deputy.
H.
Mr. Rowland
Howard, of North
Brooksville, deputy.
Mr. Leroy Wardwell, of Penobscot,

wan hr

programme

fo

lows:

Song... II11.\ 1 Giles
Recitation.Fred Parker, Ella Goodwin
Morton Whitcomb, Philip Grows,
Song
Francis Greeley
...

Cantata—The Charmed Garden.
8 hep herd a—Guy E-tey, George E Greeley, jr
Fairies—Marlon Rideout, queen, Madeline
Moon, Hazel Giles. Anna Cl-rK
Little Clauses—Irene Rppes, Anna Cushman, Eleanor Joy
LA KE WOOD.

H. Eaton, of Stonington,
deputy.
Mr. Roscoe Springer, of West Sullivan,
deputy.
Mr. James 8. Fernald, of Tremont,

MiesJosie Garland has gone to Brewer
to visit her ulster, Mrs. Herbert Moore,
who has beeu ill.

UCfJUtiy*

mas

As tbe time draws

near

(or

me

to enter

a

Newburyport,

aid

There is

Bumefl

peopled Sunday school deputy.
Bnptist church recently met
Mr. Joseph

the

what

intoxicating liquors,
accord officials, professional

men, busimen, and every citizen shall and
will stand shoulder to shoulder In promoting a maintenance of the laws of

ness

our

who

Those

Roll!’a,

of

and Vernal
The
here

home to

came

Howard

were

the Ellsworth trgb school,
Frazier, of Bayside.
entertainment

Christmas

Friday evening

was a

and much credit is due the
well

as

as

spend Christand Harry

Moore

those

who

d

g»a

given

success,

inBiiagemciifc

participated

event, to make the occasion

a

hi

the

pleasant

one.

Martin Garland, son of Jame« 8. Garland, and a graduate of the Eiisworth
high school, has accepted a position at
Harhor

Southwest

as

teach

He

r.

is

thoroughly qualified for his position, and
his many frieuds join in winning him
Mr.
much success in this enterprise.
Garland began his work Monday, Dec. 28.
CHURCH

NOTES.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. iSimonton, pastor.
Friday, Dec. 30—Prayer meeting at 7 30.
Sunday, Jan. 1—Special NdW Year’s
service at 10.30.
Sunday school at 11 45.
Union service at the Baptist church in the
evening.

Bayside—Preaching Sunday

at 2 p. or.

Mr. bimoutoo.
BAPTIST.

P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
1
Morniug service aft
10.30. Sunday school at 1145. Colon serRev.

Sunday, Jan.

—

vice at 7.

Prayer meeting Friday eveniug
All

are

at

7.

cordially invited.
CONGREGATIONAL.

J. M. Adams, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 1—Morning service aft
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.
Rev.

UNITARIAN.

Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 1—Service at 10 30 a. m.
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
Senator-elect

ington,

Sumner P. Mi'ls, of Ston-

who studied law

in the

cilice of

Littlefields, of Rockland, and who passed
the State examination last summer, has
opened an office in Stohington. He will
probably be admitted to the Hancock bar
at Its next session.

State.

In conclusion, I beg to call your attention to the laws governing the duties of
the county officials:
“Sheriffs and their deputies and county
attorneys shall diligently and faithfully

COMING EVENTS.
Thursday eveulng, Dec. 29. «t Odd Felhall—Dancing party by ladies of
Unitarian society. Tickets 35- each.
lows

FIFTY

past year has been a prosperous one
this lodge, thirty-six members having been initiated, bringing the total
membership up to nearly 400- With the
yearly dues of this lodge at f4 and the initiation fee |20, it will be readily seen

The

Gallon Jugs

for

what

dis-

Moore’s Drug Store,
Corner oj>p. Postofilce.

large
The

of money goes into this
money goes into the treasury,
sum

Greeting,

1905. A Happy New Year

With the passing of the old year and the coining of the new we tender
compliments of the season to our patrons, our friends and to others.

been

it does not

put

work is

out

progressing satisfactorily.

the

To those who have favored us with their patronge in the past years we extend our thanks and an assurance of our best efforts in serving them in the
future.
that it
To those who have not yet favored us with their trade we wish to say
is our earnest endeavor to offer the people of Ellsworth the best phai maceutical service that can be found anywhere.
Our only resolution for the coming year is, as always, to try to do still better
those things that we now do well, and to extend and improve our business in

stay there. Over $500 has
the past year for sick and
death benefits. The new block, built by
the lodge several years ago, is nearly paid
for, only about $2,000 being out at 3%
One attraction for this lodge is every way possible.
per cent.
the annual convention held sometime
May the New Year be a
during the winter. While the date of the
convention has not yet been fixed, committees have been appointed, and the
but

Special

a

lodge.

count if the whole lot is taken.

F.

—

East,” by Simper; “There the full force was kept extremely busy
laws within
Judea,” by Griggs; “Hark, especially during the last three days. C. inquire into all violation ofand
institute
their respective counties,
means
Those Holy Voices?” by C. Knowlton was employed as an extra
proceeding against violations or supposed
He—And are your father and mother
violation of law, and particularly tae law
clerk. The three rural carriers, Messrs
sale of intoxicating on good terms uow? She—On, yes. Tney
the
SUmrrUscmnttss.
Drummey, Gray and Moore, materially agaiDBt and Illegal
the best of friends since they were
are
of drinking
the keeping
liquors
assisted. On Friday the sale of stamps h
uses, and tippling shops, gambling divorced.
was the largest for a single day in the
hiBtory of the office.
&Di>etttacmentB<
Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., will hold Its anNEW
nual election of officers Friday evening.

In

SALE

At UANCOCK HOUSE STABLE,
Severn 1 good business Horses, new and secondhand Can luges, Harnesses. Agent for 11. A.
Moyer’s Flue Carriages. Everything as represented or no sale. Terms reasonable.

REV. 8. L. HANSCOM

dwelt in Old

Ellsworth. each; three for 25 cents.

FOR

NOUNCES HIS APPOINTEES.

upon the discharge of my official duties
meeting of the Ancient Order of as sheriff of Hancock county, I am not
Mins Mary F.‘ 'Calnane, 'of Boston, is
Un ted Workmen held yesterday, the fol- unmindful of the great responsibility
the guest
of
her mother, Mrs. Mary lowing officers were elected: P. M. N, that rests upon me.
Having been chosen by a vote of the
Elmer E. Rowe; M. N., Harvard Greeiy;
Calnsne, during the holidays.
I
the public servant of all,
There will he a special meeting of Wno. | F., E. A. Lerinond; O., John A, Lord; people, become
interests of the
to promote the nest
H.H.Rice relief corps to-morrow evening. recorder, J. F. Know icon; receiver, Frank
S. Loi4l financier, E. F. Robinson; O., E. county by enforcing tbe laws honestly,
A full attendance is requested.
F. Robinson, jr.; J. W., John H. Leland; continually and faithfully.
Miss Cliz-iheih Morris is spending her
Having made no pledges, except that I
O. W., Daniel Doyle.
vacation among relatives and friends in
would try to promote the welfare of the
The many friends of Fred S. Smith, of
Boston and vicinity and Auburn.
I shall begin ray service with a
formerly of this city, will sym- people,
Chief Justice Wiswell will preside at Gardiner,
kindly regard for all, and prejudice toze with him In the severe loss by Are
path
civil
term
of
the supreme judicial
the
ward none, believing that tbe high and
that he sustained last Sunday morning.
court convenes at Bangor next Tuesday.
the rich and poor are subject alike
The tire destroyed the opera house block low,
and should be governed by tbe laws of
E. K. Hopkins and wife, who sp^nt
in wnich Mr. Smith’s dry goods store, the
our State and nation.
Island Fails with their
Christmas at
largest of the kind in Gardiner, was loWh ii accepting the nomination for
daughter, Mrs. 8. T. Campbell, are home. cated, and his entire stock of goods,
Miss Frances Sandra, of Westboro, valued at some $30,000. Fortunately he sheriff of Hancock county, I promised to
execute all laws, more especially the prois spending the winter with her was well insured.
M-tss
hibitory law, to the best of my ability.
uncle ami auut, Melvin S. Smith and
Prof. Harry C. Emery, of Yale, enterMy sentiments have not changed, and I
wife.
tained a distinguished party of friends at
expect tbe hearty support of all law-abidDr Harry c. Mason and wife, of Ston- the American bouse Monday evening.
ing citizens of tbe county without reiogton, are spending the holidays with In the party were Hon. Andrew P. Wisgard to politics or party lines.
Mr. Mason’s parents, C. W. Mason and well, chief justice of the Maine supreme
their public
The clergymen who by
A.
Lucilius
Associate-Justice
wife, in this city.
court,
ministry and Christian character are tbe
of
collector
Emery, Henry Whiting,
Mrs. S. K. Whiting fell on Pine street
promoters of every good work, have alyesterday afternoon and broke both bones Frenchman’s bay district, Henry W. ways been deeply interested in the cause
national
the
First
cashier
of
of her left wrist. Dra. Osgood and Mc- Cushman,
of temperance, and I am confident that
Donald net the fracture.
bank, of Ellsworth, Jhon A. Peters, their influence will be strong and effectEllsworth
of
the
municipal ual iu the fqture.
judge
The county commissioners, P. W. Rici
Col. Hannibal E. Hamlin, judgeI call upon our physicians who are edu
ardson, of Tremout, Nahum Hinckley, of court,
Hill’s
on
Gov.
staff, and cated men of
good standing, and by their
Bluebill, and J. P. Etdridge, of Ellsworth, advocate-general
Gallert.
Myer
chosen profession and acquired knowledge
are in session at the court-house closing
Among: those who came home to spend in the use and science of drugs and medup the affairs of the year.
Christmas were Miss Georgia Foster, Miss icine, have power to control, to a great
The concert and hop of the U. of M.
liena B. Roberts, ot Boston, Fred W. Joy, extent, the use of intoxicating liquors, by
glee club was well attended by college
ot New York. F. W. Stanton, C. A. Hans- using their influence in this work that
boys and girls home for Christmas. The
and wife, of Baltimore, Miss Mary affects the health and lives of so many of
affair was under the ausp'ess of several com
A. McFarland, of Augusta, C. W. Camp- our citizens, and 1 feel that they will
young ladies of the high school.
bell, of the University of Maine, Joseph gladly do so.
Mrs. S. A. Moore, |who some years] ago
H. Woodward, of Bangor, A. L. Gould, of
Public sentiment is strongly in favor of
Water
on
has
a
restaurant
street,
kept
Portland, George E. Packard, of New the enforcement of the prohibitory law
leased the rooms recently occupied by P.
York, Marie S- Gordon, of Pittsfield, C. of our State, and the people of the county
8. Bowden, on Water street, and will
E. Bellatty, Leslie] Beckwith and Martin demanded it, so I would ask those that
business.
a
restanraot
conduct
again
Adams, of Boston, Miss Catherine Simon- are interested in the liquor traffic to join
To-morrow evening the Unity club will ton, from Portland, Conn, Miss Clio with me in suppressing the unlawful sale
bold a dancing and card party in Odd Chilcott from
Mass.
with one
that
of

DENTIST.
Main Street,

bhcriff-elect Byron H. Mayo will move
Ellswortb this week. Tbe family consists of Mr. and Mrs. Mayo, two children
and Mrs. Knowles, a friend of tbe family.
They Mill move Immediately into tbe jail*
Mr. Whitcomb, tbe retiring
bouse.
sheriff, bas moved to^tbe Davis .house on
Oak street.

At

IO Cents

Carta.

SIMOJN TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN

dental
The'most
work. Crown and
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Ex-

Congre-

dell to-morrow afternoon.

Star

Joy

of tba

gational church was held with Mrs. P. B.
Day yesterday afternoon.
The ladies’ circle of
the Methodist
church will meet with Mrs. Fred M. Blaia-

ing special
ADDRESS:

Ah next week Is tbe Week of Prayer,
tbe Methodist and Baptist pastors bave
planned a series of special services to begin next Sunday evening In the Baptist
vestr,, and to continue through tbe week.
Fuller particulars will be announced later.
All are cordially Invited.
to

E.

The

Yours respectfully,
C. W. &

m.

Miss Josie M. Snow, of Bluehiil,
Ellsworth yesterday.

Burrill National Bank,

office.

bold

RECEIVED.

From West—7.16 a m and 6.13 p m.
From East—11.56 a m, 5.35 and 9.47 p

SHERIFF-ELECT B. H. MAYO AN-

LETTER.

Next Week all tbe masonic lodges w)l*
annual meetings—Blanquefort com*
mandery, K. T„ Monday evening; Acadia
H. A. chapter Tuesday evening; Lygonla
lodge, F. and A. M., Wednesday evening,
and Coterie lodge, F. aud A. M., Thurs*

effect October JO, 1904.

No. .r>2

(

atftcrtfeniunts.

DEPUTIES NAMED.

Laraotne.

AT ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICE.

In

Stearns. The cLoir consists of Miss Mary
F. HopJllns, soprano, Mrs. J. A. Cunning*
b-im, alto, O. W. Tapley, tenor, J. A.
Cunningham, bass; Mrs. A. P. McFarland,

ENTERED AS SBOOKD- CLASS MATTER
AT TUB KLI.SWORTH POriTOPPiCK.

1904

bright

and prosperous one for you I

G. A. Parcher, Apothecary, Ellsworth, Me

CHRISTIAN

fllutual Utiufit <£olumu.

ENDEAVOR,

_

f»r«r Meeting Topic For tbe Week
B«*ginning Jan.

SUITED BT

and then refer to them each day of the
year as an Inspiration to renewed
energy both in his personal life and in
his life of service in connection with
the church and the society.
A goal marks the end of an achievement.
The athletes in the Grecian
games
pressed toward the goal or
mark. When they readied it. they no
longer strove. There was nothing then
to strive for. Hence if we seek goals
for 11)05 it is a confession that the en-.s
we strive for have not been attained.
Paul made this confession before he
placed his goal before him: “Not as
though I had already attained or were
already perfect, but I follow after.”
Paul knew nothing of the doctrine of

perfection, nor snouJa we oe aeceivea
by thinking that we can attain to it in
this life. Since Adam’s fall the only
perfect man who has ever lived was
Lord, and we will not become perfect in this life; hence the need of se
itcting goals of inspiration toward
Which by the grace of God we shall
our

constantly advance.
The one goal toward which the apos^
He declares that he presses is "the
mark of the high calling of Got! i:»
Christ Jesus.” No more important goal
Could be placed before us. It Includes
all other worthy goals. He who strives
for the highest goal in life necessarily
Wins the lesser ones. “Seek ye first the
kingdom of God and His righteousness,
and all these things shall be added unto you.” The prize is eternal life in
Jesus Christ. God on high calls us to
It. Let us therefore press earnestly
and constantly toward the goal wuc.v
each a prize is the reward. Beside It
the purely worldly goals sink into in
■ignilicance, and none so exalted as
God calls us on to success and victory
Under His leadership we cannot fall
“Let us therefore run with patie: e
the race that is set before us.
onto Jesus, the author and finisher of
our faith, who for the joy that was sc
before Him endured the cross, desph
Ing the shame, and is set down at ti.»
light hand of the throne of God.”
*Tis God’s all animating: voice
That calls thee from on high:
*Tis His own hand presents the
To thine aspiring eye.

prize

by thee.
at

Thy feet

READINGS.

Ex. xiv, 10-16; Isa. xlv, 22; Matt v.
48; vi, 33; xxii, 30-40; Iiom. xii, 1. 2
I Cor. x, 31; xv, 58; lleb. xii, 1. 2
Rev. ii, 10.
A

Southland Leader.

Rev. Arthur J. Smith, D. D., the evau
0dist who is now making his home in
tors

;
I

/
j.

suite,

of tlie
very early friends
of Christian Ku
deavor In the
south. He serve 1
as state secretary for one of the
southern states
and made a reputation as a lender of ability and
executive skill.
He not lnfre
<juently addresses state and other
large Chriswas

one

v
nan Endeavor
smith, D. D. conventions and

always heard with acceptance and
Kew Jemey Cheer.

Two hundred and forty Young Pecpa's societies succeeded In making a
■tin In membership the past year of
iO per cent or over, while 115 Juniors,
fctade the same gain. The Sixth Baptist Young People's society of Pater
■on led the state, its record being a
Seven otbei
gain of 300 per cent
Xoung People's societies gained 100
per cent or more.
The Westminster Presbyterian ol
Jersey City led the Junior societies
with a gain of 280 per cent. Seventeen
ether Junior societies also succeeded in
gaining 100 per cent or more. Thus
Christian Endeivor moves forward, as
Dr. Clark puts it, “by leaps and by
bounds.”

“Helpful and Hopeful

Its Motto:

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In th3 title and motto—It la for the mutual
benefit, and alms V> be helpful and hopeful
Being fi«r the common good, It Is for the com
moo use—a public servant. a purveyor of In
form ttlon and suggestion, a medium for the In
terenangeof Ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and its success depend? largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name ol
writer will not t>e printed ex-*ept by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but nooc
Address
will in.- rejected without good reason.
all comuiuulvatlon* to
Tub American.
Ellsworth. Me.

Rays for Christian people to have daily
Bible texts to guide and lead them for
j
C* day.
If such a text be wanted for
tbe first day of the year, no better can
be found than these inspired words
of Pan! to the Phiiippians. Nor need
we stop here with them, but can take
them for a yearly text, to be applied
each day of the year, or even a life
1
text, for they would apply to the
Christian's Life from the start to the
finish.
Every Christian Eiuleavorer,
therefore, could do nothing better than
to commit them on the first day of “Look
|
1905. if they are not already known,

BIBLE

MADOE**.

1.

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Our g:cals for 1S0G.—Ph£L Hi, 12-16.
fCons^cra’lon meeting.)
It is quite a common thing in these

Blessed Saviour. Introduced
Have I my race begun.
And. crowned with victory,
I'll lay my laurels down.

AUWT

up and

not

down!'*

Do you

the

see how

Rejoices in sunshine denied to Its root?
Ami hear how the lark, gazing skyward,
fl HKilng

j
i

The world with his song while the
Is mute?

r

is

und bird

“Look out and not In!” See the s p ru .ing outward
In leaf, i*ud and blossom! All wloter It lay
Imprisons I, wnile earth wore a white desolation;
Now Nature Is glad with the beauty of May.

forward,

“Look

not

back!”

Tis the chant of

creation.
The chtine of the seasons as onward they roll;
'Tls the pulse of the worl J, ’tis the hope of the
ages,
*Tis the voice of
soul.

our

God In the

Like the

that

depths of the

‘Lend a band!”
night
into morn.
The moon that drives storm-driven sailors to
land.
Ah. life were worth living, with this for the
sun

turns

Madge
and

Selected.

Helpful.

as

one
a

Here is Susan's
which

was

especially In thj holiday season, to introduce anything new. I expect a flood of
letters from the Johns ail in prabe of the

story of Tbinksgiving

promised

you last week:

PASAJbKKA. Cal., Nov. 24, 1904.
Dear Aunt Madar:
This In a very bright ami itcautiful Thanksgiving day. I'm very thankful for mantfold
blessing? which 1 have received during the year.
I am k1 id my John didn’t have to buy a turkey
for this Thanksgiving, for turkey* are very
tcarce an
high ir* th'-e parts this year.
We’re going to dine at Smith’* and what Edna
and Zelma can’t g« together for a real, genuine.
New England Thanksgiving dinner, might as
well bs left out altogether.
They are New Englanders through and
through, up and down and aide-wise.
Later—We’ve had our Thanksgiving dinner
at Smith’* and 1 a in so completely flikd with the
good things from the table thereof. I am unable
clearly to express my thanks.
There were teu of us at the table, all from
New England^-Maine,
New Hampshire and

cooking hey

Now Aunt Jana
for the

get.

;

I want you all

present year.

cheery

to

have

|

.them during

the

letter:

Dear Aunt Madge and M. Hi tee:
Where’s our snow?
and
Good evening!
what’s the new subject to be for this winter?
It's high time we were at it, and do let’s have
something bran new—I for one am sick and

It

'ear

enjoyed

from

lo year.

—

hone p*»per.

have made

of

sure

a

pays tu adven t» for hl«
The L'wNton Journal ia

oea'goed to supplement me bo ne paper,
furnlsbiug to readers the general 8'ate
news

well

a#

the

as

ne«s

of tbe whole

world. It has from year to year made
advances both in the methods of produc-

log tbe paper and alau to gathering news,
so that no publication offered to Maine
readers contains

nearly

so

much matter of

Interest

plant, especially adapted

Its

duction of

publishers

to tbe

pro*

first class paper, enab'ei the
to preseot each week such a

a

paper as is necessary to cover the news of
the week. W bile usually they give 112 long

reading matter, with sixtyfour columns in tbe supplement, tbey frequently extend this to 110 columns in tbe
regular weekly, with seventy-six columns
in tbe
supplement, presenting matter
coturana of

which would flil tbe columns of

an

ordin-

ary newspaper for several weeks. It la so
well classified that toe reader can easily
find any feature be wants.
Wnile making thi afftfrs of the state of
Maine
the

a

specialty, Its ample columns with
of the Associated

wonderful service

Press

nearly

covered.

very

spot

principal

Alt

on

globe Is

the

features

ace

fully

by their own artists. The Journews, political, business,
literary, miscellaneous and family paper.
illustrated

nal is at

once a

literary features will be enhanced by
publication of several serial stories.
Tue Red Triangle, jast begun, Is one of

The
the

thrilling of the year. Others
follow. In addition to the regular
magazine supplement with special feat*
urea and
stories, it will publish occasionally an extra stxteen-page magazine
:be most
to

are

nupplemeut containing standard works
worth more than pdce of the psp«r.
Tue
Tuose

price of

toe

weekly is fJ

a year.
p «y i.i aovatice are
liberal premium to be

*>u (it cl tiers wtio

hUj entitled
selected

lo

from

a

the

large

list

which

is

offered.
At

t.

in time sp cial

attention

ia

cal

ea

recipe

for

up

With the Christmas tree dressed In Its trimmings
so gay,
And the holly wreaths festooned on windows
and wails.
All verdure has p»rished. the insects are dead.
Their voices are quiet on meadow and hill;
The birds to a sunnier climate have fled,
Their homes in the forest are silent and still.

tbe close of the legislative session, for
fl 00; tbe weekly Kennebec Journal will
be sent to any address, until tbe close of
the legislative session, for twenty-five

to

each from
Aunt Madge.

j

Written

!

All hall merry Christmas! the

for,The American.
Christmas.
glad Christmas

day.
When the mistletoe

hangs

In the

parlor and

halls.

The

trees

have been

one

The crops are all stored ia the cellar and barn.
The harvest Is ended, the labor is done.
All things are made tidy and snug round the
farm.
The leaves have all withered and

dropped

to

the

ground,
trees

6%

Might

How would you like to take a trip to
the moon? It would be a long journey,
taking more than six months If you
went with the speed of an express
train; or If you traveled with theawlftg|; of a bull from a modern cannon,

It what your
money will
Invested In ibtrei of the

like

a

thick

heavy carpet they

If

earn

aiswortli Loan jnd Bail jim Ass’s.
A
l*

would take about as long as a trip
across the Atlantic in a fast steamer.
Under average atmospheric conditions
a large telescope gives us a view of
the inoon as It would l>e without the
telescope at a distance of 8D0 miles
from u*.
The necessary outfit for the Journey
must be much more extensive than for
any trip on the earth, even the trip to
the north pole. There will be no chance
“to lire off the country.” In addition
to warm clothing and food you must
carry with you all you need to drink,
and the problem of keeping It from
freezing or thawing It out If frozen
will not he an easy one to solve. There
is practically no air on the moon, and
you must take along a supply for
breathing. If you expect to make a
fire and cook your dinner you must
take, in addition to fuel, an additional
aupply of air to keep your fire going.
But suppose tliat in some way you
are landed on tbe moon with a supply
of things necessary for sustaining life.
If you arc on a part of the moon on
which the sun Is shining you will marvel. perhaps, first of all. at the daz
zling brilliance of tbe sunlight and the
Intense blackness of the shadows.
Everything in the shade will be In
almost total darkness, as there is no
air filled with little dust particles to
scatter the sunlight so that i( may
Illuminate tbe places out of the direct
path of Us rays.
And what a sense of desolation will
The
present Itself to your view!
desert of Sahara would look like a
luxuriant park 111 comparison with the
lunar landscape--not a blade of grass,
not a tree or brook or lake, nothing
but a vast stony, silent desert. There
are plains, not quite as level ns our
western prairies, and great numbers of
!f

now

NEW SERIES
Share*, ft each-

open,

payment«, tl per tnare.

monthly

WHT PAT RENT
when you cu “vilua
borrow on yonr
*MU‘
rtw.e
a« firm
mortaagaaim
reduce It every month,
h
«orUn.T
Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little
more
than you are now
paying for
and In about 10
you
Sharp* give
Vito
•hnrea,

---

ylvrs

r^nt.

OWH TOUR OWN
HOME.
For particulars Inquire of
Hkxrt W.

A. W.

Cushman, Soc’y.
B“k

Kino. P™.id«t

«&»•

150 Per Cent, a Year
{

Ereiy $100 invested through
should result in a i>n.fit of $i5y

us

| TION PLAN”.

ACCI’MIi.a.
investigation

Strict

courted.

CAFFRY

&

V0SE,

BROCKTON, rtASS.
itiucrt'Mimnia.

Advertisers. Publishers and Printers.
TIME and
MONEY nv

SAVE
('hallen'N

csi.10

Record

14

Hover Row.,

New Tort.

bxjXjswoutu

LAUNDRY

STEAM
AKI>
‘•WO

BATH ROOMS.

PAT, NO WA8HKE.”

A 1) kinds of laundry work done at short noGoods called for and delivered.
H. B. I8TET A OO.,
^est Bad BrMge,
Ellsworth* Ms.

ice.

25,000
New Words
are added in the last edition of Webster’s International Dictionary.
The Gazetteer of the World, and
the Biographica. Dictionary have
been completely revised. The International is kept always abreast
It takes constant
of the times.
work, expensive work and worry,
but it is the only way to keep the

dictionary the

Standard
Authority

!

English-speaking world.
Other dictionaries follow. Webster
leads.
It is the favorite with Judges,
Scholars, Educators, Printers, etc.,
in this and foreign countries.
A postal card will bring you in-

of the

\

teresting specimen

pages, etc.

Q. & C. MERRIAM CO.,
Springfield, Mass..
PUBLISHERS

OP

WEBSTER’S
Her—This I. certainly the age o!
freedom tor women. Him—Ye., I noticed
they are b-e.klng a good many bonda.
ot
bonds?
Her—Bond.! Wbat
kind
Him—Matrimonial bonds.

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

afford to lose this opportunity
a live, up-to-date paper
at a
merely nominal price?
Why not subscribe at once? Remittance may be made
by money order, registered letter, check
or in postage stamps, if more convenient,
to Burleigh & Piynt, publishers, Augusta,
Can you

to

secure

THE

Maine.

Brown—Prof. Soaring has

pleted his flying machine, but

just

com-

refuses to

It. Green—I wonder why? Brown—
He says be’d ratber bear tbe ills be has
than fly to others he knows not of.

test

“Mister," said
approached tbe
“can’t youse help

tbe

husky

bobo

as

be

the front gate,
a ooor feller wot ain’t
got no home?”
“No homeT” echoed
Henry Peck. “Say, you’ve got no kick
coming, you’re in luck.”
Unde

man

at

Hiram—Matilda,

WORLD’S WORK
The

magazine

to hie h

tells

progress of the to or Id
through toonderful pictures

of

the

and terse articles.

what did that

man say be was
going to send you
birthday present? Matilda—Some
“quotations from Bacon.” Uncle Hiram—
Oosb. He must be Interested In tbe
poik

young
for a

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
New York

market.

Scratch, scratch, scratch; unable to attend to
business during the day or
sleep during the
night. Itching plica-horrible plague. Doan’s
Ointment cures. Never falls.
At any drug
store, SO cents.—Advt.

Books,

-*ub«crIpaon Record,
Advertiser's Record
Job Printer’! Record,
Advertising Record,
rorre*|K>n<lcnce Record.
Ruled, printed and Indexed for quick entry
and rcfercn<-c
iwacrlptlre circular and price
11*4 on application. Published by
E. A. & W. E. CHILD,

Antiquity of Man.

The antiquity of man has long been
a favorite subject of speculation.
Of
late years the tendency has been to
drive the origin of the race farther aud
farther back. Herr Schwalbe, a German naturalist, who published an essay on the subject, regards the existence of mankind in pre-glacial times
as fully established, and he is even inclined to place man In the tertiary period. This would be "homo prlmlgenlus," a rather near relative of "Pithecanthropus erectus” and some of the
more anthropoid of living apes.
But
there are missing links. In this country the principal question has been
whether man was pre-glacial, and of
his being so no trustworthy evidence
has been found. As the period of gla
elation, when nearly the whole land
was under an Ice cap, endured many
times as long as all known human
history. It becomes a crucial part of
the problem whether man waa here before the glaciers or after. If before,
then his story stretches far back Indeed.
A very small portion of the
earth and that, so far as ancient man
la concerned, not the most promising,
has yet been explored geologically.—
London Telegraph.

3

year. We can show you where one
of
our customers made $24 in
three davs
on an investment of $50. Write
at once
for our “PROFIT

cents.

stripped of their fruit

by one.

'Neath the

Ron* of the Odd Tliln*# One
Kind on Mach n Voyagt.

Lawhtou Ecening Journal.
Its |
than those on the earth; they are not
news, both local ana general, la always
in long ranges, ns our terlate, fresh and complete. Every event in grouped
restrial mountain* generally art*, but
Maine la fully reported at t he earliest poe*
are
scattered nil over the surface,
■dnle moment.
Besides the news of
and in Irregular groups.
Most
singly
the
Associated
have
Press,
they
ample
j
j special correspondents, and by the use of them are shaited more or less like
our terrestrial
volcanoes, and they
1 of the
telegraph give a'l tbe happening*
probably were volcanoes ages ago. bei of the State In eaca evening’s l*sue. Tne
Journal contains a history of to day and fore the moon cooled off.
If you hapixMi to land on a part of
| not of yesterday. During the season of the
i legislature its correspondent at Augusta the moon where it is early morning
you will have plenty of time for exwill keep tbe reader fully posted in legii| litlve proceeding*, giving each afternoon plorations before night conies on. The
sun rises aud seta as it does on the
the proceedings of tbe day in full by teleearth, but the time between sunrise
graph.
and sunset is uearly tifteen of our
1'ne price of the daily ia f6 a year by
Then during the long lunar
days.
mail, or fifty cents a mouth.
uight our earth will act like the moon,
The Saturday Journal at points reached
and will light up that part of the
by tbe afternoon and evening trains becomes more popular year by year.
The inoou's surface Which i* turned toward
it, only there will be this curious difterms are but fl.50 a year. Tbe Wednesference—it will not rise and set. but
day and Saturday Journal, furnishing a
will remain uearly stationary in the
semi-weekly paper, coats the reader but
same region of the sky.
From the side
f2 50 a year. Send for sample cjptes.
Is always turned
Orders addressed to the Journal, l^ewls- of the moon which
away from us the earth, of course, can
ton, Maine, will receive prompt atten*
never be seen Mt all.
St. Nicholas.
tion.
|

the Associated Press.
The Kennebec Journal will have. In addition to the Aasoclated Press reports
from the national capitol, a valuable
special news service from one of the leading newspaper workers of Washington.
With all these advantages to offer for
the winter, when the evenings are long
and people have more time for reading
than daring any other portion of the year,
the Journal makes the following extraordinarily low offer: The daily Kennebec
Journal will be sent to any address, until

happy New Year

Banking.

TRir TO THE MOON.

the

w

|

A

A

|

with that recipe
starch cake—wh.cb we didn’t
comes

lie.
n
Committee Won a Tramp.
The keen, northeast wind has a sharp, dismal
The chairman of the good literature
sound
committee for the West Epping Young
tired of the clean apron question.
Proclaiming that cold chilly winter Is nigh.
People’s Society of Christian EndeavAunt Madge, start us onto the new subject at
The month of December, though dreary and
or is
the wife of the station agent. once,
please; and while we wait let’s notice how
cold.
For years she has at her own expense very strange it is that our “Johns” will sit
Bears a message to all on the glad Christmas
supplied the waiting room with gospel themselves down at the table three times a day
morn.
leaflets.
One day a tramp, stopping and eat hearty of all the kinds you put before
It tells a sweet story that never grow# old,
for rest, read one of them, and as a them, and no matter how good it is, not one
That Jesus, the Chrlst-chlld, our Saviour, was
lesult he gave up tramping, returned word of praise do they say, and if you ask
Isn't this fine?
They Just say yes.
feoipe and Is now living a Christian life. them:
mind if anything happens to be a bit Cod speaks to us in a soft, gentle voice,
But
•-Mary I,. Nichols In Christian Endeav- off ofyou
what it usually Is, they always remark:
And whispers to nature with tendered care,
or World.
"Why, what’s the trouble with the bread to- Let every one hear Him, believe and rejoice.
That He governs the universe everywhere.
night?’*—or whatever it happens to be.
Oar Host.
-AT. T. Preble.
My "John” says it is praise enough to eat
We must not be content with a half
of
praise is
hearty, but 1 say no; a word or two
Cranberry Isles, December, 1004.
■live society. Away with the idea that very heartniog, very restful; it gives a tired
anything is good enough if only it is
Beware of liquid food for reflection that
labeled Christian work. The best is
A Guaranteed Cure for Files.
is Imbibed through a straw.
Bone too good for Christ. He gave us
or
Protruding
Piles,
Itching, Blind, Bleeding
His all. Nothing less on our part la a Druggists refund money If PAZO OINTMENT
tails to cure any case, no matter of how long
The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway P1ue
worthy recognition of His blessed sac- standing, in 6 to 14 days. First application gives
8yrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly harmless;
I>v. in-.'Edwin Forrest Halien- case and rest. tOe. It your druggist habn’t it
Ilflce
send toe in stamps ana it will be iorwarded positive cure for coughs, colds, bronchitis,
beck in Empire 8cate Notes.
asthma.—Advt.
postpaid by Paris Medicine Co.,St. Louis, Mo.
How

coarse, the
•ubscribes ai.d

But I have been sorry ever since that we did
not persevere.
But never mind, I shall surely
try and get there next year, and hope to be
rewarded with one of our pins we are going to
An Attractive Offer.
have.
Maine people will feel an unusual inFor the benefit of the slater grangers. I will terest in
keeping a cl ore watch on legislasay I start to-morrow for Lewiston to attend tive
proceedings during the coming
the State grange holden In that city, and am
! winter, when matters of great interest to
looking forward to a pleasant time and lots of
the people of the State will come np for
Information.
The Kennebec Journal,
I think I have never sent my receipt for corn- ! consideration.
starch cake. And, by the way, that was one of daily and weekly, covers all of these prothe things In my lunch basket for the reunion. i ceedlngs with
absolute
thoroughness.
So will send U.
As the official State paper, It is the only
Cork-Starch CAKK-One eup sugar creamed
paper in Maine to publish the complete
with 1^ cups butter and lard mixed,
cups official stenographic reports of proceedcorn
flour.
cup
sweet
l
cup
starch, X
milk,
ings, and these are supplemented by the
teaspoon of cream tartar, X teaspoon soda,
condensed and comprehensive reporta of
whites of 3 eggs beaten to a stiff froth and added
a corps of special reporters engaged in
the last thing. Flavor with lemon or vAnllla.
With the yolks of the eggs I make a loaf of keeping a close watch upon committee
dark cake at the same time, which is as follows: proceedings and general matters of legisDark Cars—One cup sugar, X cup molasaea, lation
% cup butter and lard mixed. 2 cups flour, 1 cup
Along with lta magnificent reports of
raisins, yolks of three eggs, 1 teaspoon soda the proceedings of the Maine legislature,
dissolved In a little inllk, spice of all kinds.
the Journal will carry the full aervlce of
Aunt Jana.
Hastily,

losa,Jbut

Bo next comes Aunt Maria’s

corn

much

l>tar Sistera of the it. B. C.:
J have read all the letters with Interest from
the sisters about the reunion, and even went and
called on Aunt Madge to hear all about It,
which was second only to being there myself
Well, it was Indeed a disappointment to ice. for
It had been the one thing 1 had looked forward
to ail suminer, and then to come so near going
and not, was vexing. I even got my lunchbasket packed.
But my John thought the
weather looked too serious to start, and so we
KB*C

abundance charmingly arranged.
We thought and talked of our friends bick
there in the old home country where hearthstones are all aglow and mittens come in handy.
SU8AJT.

There are many things 1 would like to
mention in particular, which 1 have enjoyed in your letter, but 1 can only thank
you for all the good things it contains,
Including your good wishes—for you ace
we have a wealth of letters this week, and

I

to

myself by copying her» before tending it
to be print* d in the column.

wh1, an

Sorry~lo

have

week to week and

Massachusetts being represented.
The floral decorations of dining room and
table were principally of rosea of which there

Dear Aunt Madge and SitUre:
1 am glad we are getting such a nice M. B. C.
1 have been wishing we might have two columns, and we came pretty near It last week. A
few tetters more and we crowd out “Lydia's
adv." 1 don’t suppose that would be right, lor
I sell her medicine, but 1 think our column a
pretty good tonic, lor It give* you new thoughts
and that is what we need.
Cousin “Susan”, I think II I ever keep house
I should like to visit your neighbor and take a
few points; It must be grand to know how to do
things the best way, but I always want to
be trying things different ways. I don't like to
have to do things just such a minute, but still it
is very nice to have everything done up right.
II I ever keep bouse I will report.
Now 1 am ouly camping, but shall go to
Skowbegan soon to stay a while with my
daughter.^ Wasn’t lt nice to ace Grandma G
bear of her
with us again ?
hope she will have a pleasant winter.
Yes, Rather, 1 hadn't a thing ready for Christmas presents. 1 would uave liked to have made
some things for presents, but time passed and
nothing commenced, so will have to buy what 1
give, lor you see 1 am not as smart as 1 might
be when work 1b required.
1 don’t think of anything Interesting, so will
wish you all a merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year, and don't forget to write for our
column often, a* U makes us all happy to hear
Lore to Aunt Madge and
from one and all.
the sisters and “Grandma G", too.
Hub.
Dec. 19

happy

Aunt Maria, my dear, any one who ctn
originate as many subjects in one letter as
you can, mustn’t txiect Aunt Madge,

make it the year’* sen* for each
of us; the year which will dawn upon
Sand ty morning.

Let

a

will

publication*. OI
public spirited c!tI* »n aiways

tion to tbelr excellent

It, you may De sure.
wui you an a merry Chrtsima*
New Year.
Yours truly,

A 1st Maria.
P. S. Sioee the above letter was written vc
bare had our paper of the 14tb. and we hare
heard from "Esther" and "Grandma G“, both
very welcome letters. And, "L," we are very
glad you are one of u*. Please write often.
“May/* does It taka every minute of your
time to care for that precious baby? It seen;as if you might write a wee little setter, and tell
us how happy you arc.
"Grandma ti,” I cai*
sympathize with you, f »r 1 have lost a aoo-lc
law, a young man right In hl« prime—another
home made desolate, isn’t It awful that aucb
things cau be. It is snowing here to-day, and 1
hope there will be lots of it. Good day.

a

Dear M B. Friends:
la ’ookiug over t-o ne clipping*, kindly
furn!*b*d t>y d'ffient tender* of oar column. I found nothin* «b cb ’-eetned more
j
suitable f«*r h New Yeat’s ►on* ban the
above “Watch*o .1***’—these words wh ch
hav- been t- e mo to of so ra>nv “circles’*.
The very essence of th ir meaning »s Hope*
fai and

starts

>ow

watchword,
“Look up, out and forward, and each lend
hand!”
—Mrs. Alice freeman Palmer.

The LewUton Journal.
In :be midwinter season, wben the people have got their business well in bend
and bave leisure during tbe long winter
evenings for readme, tbe publishers oi
tbe Lewiston Journal desire to call atten-

housekeeper courage to do It over day after da]
—th-* three meal*.
I wonder If our husbands and children ere:
quite take H In, the forethought and care re
quired to cook for a family straight In end yea:
after year; to look after the lefi-overs, tb<
Utile messes, that not leg Is wasted and mixe<
in with It l« the other housework, the pate hi nj
that la never done to slay, the sewing that l>
always with ue.
Oh, yes, I think we need praise and lots of ‘.I
and we also nee 1 to love them, tender and true
Tea, and It Is this wonderful love that make*
everything all right; it is the sum and substanct
of happy homes
wherever you And them
**
TIs sweet to labor for those we love,” but a
bit of praise makes it sweeter.
Housekeepers,
do yon agree with me?
And now let’s talk about Christmas and
Christmas presents? Christmas Is a lovclv time
of year anyhow, hut mor
lo\e!y If one hai
plenty of money and plenty of time—which !
never have.
With us It Is not much money acd
less time, and I so want to remember all—at d
can’t. Well, tt Is rather trying to one’s feelings,
especially If you get lots of presents, and
can't return them in full—see?
I knit mittens, make pictures out of pretty
calendar*, make pop-corn balls, and fusa up
pretty things out of nothing—till I wish Christinas was every four years. Instead of every
year. I might tie ready for It then, and be able
to make flue presents.
Do any of toe others
feel this way ?
Now 1 must tell you all that l're a tensteamer six Inches high, with a
cone shaped
cover, that la a big help about cooking. And I
have a new carriage lamp so we can gG to the
For these and all my
grange dark nights.
other blessings I am abundantly thankful, and
I guess we will let it»e Christmas erery year.
Grandma G, where art thou? can’t you write
one little word?
And Esther, have you gone
back on us for go*!? And there are lots of
others who haven’t written for ages.
Please
come forward and be re-tdy to write on the new
subject-it will be someth ng fine—if our Aunt

N. B.—ANDREW CARNEGIE Mr*:
"1 think THE WORLD'S WORK
remark ible.”

notice differences of temperament,
of which the language shows signs.
Here the people are calm and phlegmatic.
Their speech Is jejune, lacks
color.
Elsewhere temperaments are
more evenly balanced.
One llnds precision, the word exactly fitted to the
thing. But farther on—effect of the
sun, the nir, the wine perhaps—hot
blood cotirses in the veins, tempers are
excitable, language Is extravagant, and
the simplest things are said in the
we
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CHAPTER TV.
SIMPLICITY

OF

strongest tefms.
If the type of speech varies with climate, It differs also with epochs. Compare the language, written or spoken,
of our own times with that of certain
Under
other periods of our history.
the old regime people spoke differently
than at the time of the Revolution, and
we have not the same language ns the
men of 1830, 1848 or the second empire.
In general, language is now characWe no
terized by greater simplicity.

SPEECH.

penalt

is to ho to-ei d to

judge

others by the rule they follow themselves—say what profits and not what
Is true. They ran no longer take any
one seriously—a sad state of mind for
those who write or teach! How lightly must one hold Ills readers and hear
ers to approach them in such an attitude!
To him who has preserved
enough honesty nothing is more repugnant than the careless Irony of an ae-

PEEOH Is the chief revelation of
the mind, the flrst visible form
As the thought
that It takes.
To better one’s
so the speech.
life In the way of simplicity one must
set a watch on his lips and Ills pen.
Let the word he ns genuine as the
thought, ns artless, as valid. Think

Justly, speak frankly.

All social relations have their roots
mutual trust, and this trust is maintained by each man's sincerity. Onca
sincerity diminishes, confidence Is
weakened, society suffers, apprehension Is born. This Is true In the province of both natural and spiritual interWith people whom we distrust
ests.
it Is ns difficult to do business as to
search for scientific truth, arrive at
religious harmony, or attain to justice.
When one must first question words
and intentions and start from the premise that everything snld and written
is meant to offer us illusion in place of

longer

honest and ingenuous men. |
On one side openness, sincerity, the 1
desire to be enlightened; on the other,
chicanery making game of the public! I
But he knows not, the liar, how far I
he is misleading himself. The capital !
on
which he lives Is confidence, and
nothing equals the confidence of the
people unless it be their distrust when
once
they find themselves betrayed.
They may follow for a time the exploiters of their artlessness, but then
their friendly humor turns to hate.
Doors which stood wide open offer an
truth, life becomes strangely complicat- Impassable front of wood, and ears
ed. This Is the case today. There i3 once attentive are deaf. And the pity
Is that they have closed not to the
so much craft, so much diplomacy, so
much subtle legerdemain, that we all evil alone, but to the good. This is the
have no end of trouble to Inform our- i1 crime of those who distort and degrade
selves on the simplest subject and the speech: they shake confidence generalProbably ly. We consider ns a calamity the deone that most concerns us.
what I have Just said would suffice tf basement of the currency, the lowering
show my thought, and each one’s expo of Interest, the abolition of credit.
There Is a misfortune greater than
Pence might bring to Its support an
these—the loss of confidence, of that
ample commentary with illustrations. 1
moral credit which honest people give
Rut I am none the less moved to Inone another, and which makes speech
sist on this point and to strengthen my
circulate like an authentic currency.
position with examples.
Away with counterfeiters, speculators,
Formerly the means of communica- rotten financiers, for
they bring under
tion between men were considerably
suspicion even the coin of the realm.
restricted. It was natural to'suppose
Away with the makers of counterfeit
that In perfecting and multiplying avespeech, for because of them there is
nues
of information a better under| no longer confidence in any one or anystanding would bo brought about. Nathing. and what they say and write Is
tions would learn to love each other ns
j not worth a continental.
they became acquainted; citizens of
You see now urgent it is mat eacn
one
country would feel themselves
should guard his lips, chasten his pen
Dounu in closer uromeruooa ns more
and aspire to simplicity of speech. No
light was thrown on what concerned
more perversion of sense, circumlocutheir common life. When printing was
These
reticence, tergiversation!
Invented the cry arose, “Plat lux!*’ and tion.
with better cause when the habit of I things serve only to complicate and bereading and the taste for newspapers wilder. Be men. Speak the speech of
increased. Why should not men have honor. An hour of plain dealing does
reasoned thus: “Two lights illumine more for the salvation of the world
better than one, and many better than than years of duplicity.
A word now about a national bins to
two.
The more periodicals and books
there are the better we shall know those who have a veneration for dicwhat happens, and those who wish to tion and style. Assuredly there can
write history after us will be right be no quarrel with the taste for grace
fortunate,
'iffieir hands will be full and elegance of speech. I am of opinof documents.**
Nothing could have ion that one cannot say too well what
he has to say. But it does not follow
seemed more evident.
best said and best writAlas, this reasoning was based upon that the things
should
the nature and capacity of the instru- | ten are most studied. Words
not substitute themments without taking into account the serve the fact and
make it forgotten in
human element, always the most im- selves for it and
; its embellishment. The greatest things
portant factor! And what has really
the most by become about is
this—that cavllers, ca- ; are those which gain
said most simply, since thus they
lumniators and crtHiks, nil gentlemen ing
show themselves for what they are.
glib of tongue, who know better than
You do not throw over them the veil,
any one else how to turn voice and pen |
however transparent, of beautiful disto account, have takeu the utmost ad! course, nor that shadow so fatal to
vantage of these extended means for
truth called the writer’s vanity. Nothcirculating thought, with tiie result ;
so strong, nothing so persuasive, as
that the men of our times have the ing
simplicity! There are sacred emotions,
greatest difficulty In the world to know
cruel griefs, splendid heroisms, pasthe truth about their own age and their :
sionate enthusiasms, that a look, a
own affairs.
For every newspaper that
movement, a cry, interprets better than
fosters good feeling and good under- I
beautifully rounded periods. The most
standing between nations by trying to j
precious possessions of the heart of
to
and
inform
its
neighbors
rightly
j humanity manifest themselves most
study them without reservations, bow
must
j simply. To be convincing a thing
distrust!
and
defamation
many spread
j be true, and certain truths are more
What unnatural and dangerous cur- 1
evident when they come in the speech
What
rents of opiniou set in motion!
i of ingenuousness, even weakness, than
false alarms and malicious interpretawhen they fall from lips too well traintions of words and facts! And In doi ed or are proclaimed with trumpets.
mestic affairs we are not much better !
And these rules are good for each of
informed than in foreign. As to com- us in his everyday life. No one can
j
inmercial, industrial and agricultural
imagine what profit would accrue to
terests, political parties ‘and social I his moral life from the constant obserof
tendencies or the personality
public ration of this principle: Be sincere,
men. It is alike difficult to obtain a dismoderate, simple in the expression of
interested opiniou. The more newspayour feelings and opinions in private
|
he
sees
pers one reads the less clearly
| and public alike; never pass beyond
In these matters. There are days when
j bounds, give out faithfully what is
after having rend them all, and admit- j within
you, and above all watch—that
ting that he takes them at their word, ! is the main thing.
the reader finds himself obliged to draw’
For the danger in fine words is mat
this conclusion: Unquestionably noththey live from a life of tlietr own.
ing but corruption can be found any They are servnnts of distinction that
longer; no men of integrity except a have
kept thetr titles, but no longer
few journalists. But the last part of
perform their functions, of which roythe conclusion falls In its turn. It ap- al
You speak
courts offer us example.
pears that the chroniclers devour each well, write well, and all Is said. How
other. The render has under his eyes
many people content themselves with
a spectacle somewhat like the cartoon
speaking and believe that it exempts
entitled "The Combat of the Serpents.” them from
acting! And those who lisAfter having gorged themselves with
ten are content with having heard
everything around them the reptiles them. So It sometimes happens that a
fall upon each other, uud there remain
life may In the eml be made up of a few
upon the held of battle two tails.
well turned speeches, a few tine books
And not the common people alone and a few great plays. As for practicfeel this embarrassment, but the cultiing what Is so magisterially set forth-vated also; almost everybody shares It. that Is the last thing thought of
And
In politics, finance, business, even in if we pass from the world of talent
science, art, literature and religion, to spheres which the mediocre exploit,
there is everywhere disguise, trickery, there in a pellmell of confusion we see
wire pulling—one truth for the public, those who think that we are in the
another for the Initiated. The result is world to talk and hear others talk—
that everybody is deceived. It is vain the great and hopeless rout of babto be behind the scenes on one stage.
blers, of everything that prates, bawls
A man cannot be there on them all,
and perorates and, after all, finds that
and the very people who deceive others there isn’t talking enough.
They all
with the most ability are in turn de- forget that those who make the least
An engine
ceived when they need to count upon noise do the most work.
the sincerity of their neighbors.
that expends ail its steam in whistling
The result of such practices is the has nothing left with which to turn
degradation of human speech. It is de- wheels. Then let us cultivate silence.
graded first In the eyes of those who All that we can save In noise we gain
manipulate it us a base Instrument in power.
No word is respected by sophists,
These reflections lead us to consider
casuists and quibblers, men who are a similar subject, also very worthy of
moved only by a rage for gaining their attention.
1 mean what has been callpoint or who assume that their inter- ed “the vice of the superlative.” If
ests
are
alona worth
considering. we study the inhabitants of a country
to

in

dupe

j

|

1

j

j

|

wear

perukes,

we

no

longer

write In lace frills, but there is one
significant difference between us and
almost all of our ancestors, and It is
the source of our exaggerations—our
uervoitsness.
Upon overexcited nervous systems—and heaven knows that
to have nerves is no longer an aristocratic privilege—words do not produce
the same Impression as under normal
conditions; and quite as truly simple
language does not suffice the man of
overwrought sensibilities when he tries
In private
to express what he feels.
life, In public, in books, on the stage,
calm and temperate speech has given
place to excess. The means that novelists nnd playwrights employ to galvanize the public mind and compel Its attention are to be found again in their
rudiments, in our most commonplace
conversations. In our letter writing
and, above all, In public speaking. Our
performances in language compared to
those of a man well balanced and serene are what our hnndwriting Is compared to that of our fathers. The fault
If only the truth
is laid to steel pens.
were acknowledged! Geese, then, could
save us.
But the evil goes deeper; it
We write like men
is In ourselves.
possessed. The pen of our ancestors
Here we
was more restful, more sure.
face one of the results of our mpdern
life, nif complicated and so terribly exhaustive of energy. It leaves us impatient, breathless, in perpetual trepidation. Our handwriting, like our speech,
suffers thereby and betrays us. Let us
go back from the effect to the cause
and understand well the warning It
brings

us.

What good can come from this habit
False Interof exaggerated speech?
preters of our own impressions, we
cannot but warp the minds of our fellow

men

as

well

as our own.

Between

people who exaggerate, good understanding ceases. Ruffled tempers, violent and useless disputes, hasty Judgments devoid of all moderation, the
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country storekeeper, painfully redents from Hancock County.
▲ bushel of Liverpool salt shail weigh 60
counting tho’pile of pennies in his hand.
The annual catalogue of the University “It’s a cent out of the
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
way.” “O, never
weigh 70 pounds.
of Maine for 1904 1905, which has
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in good order and fit for
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also
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In art. Our art and our literature are
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7 0»Blacksmith's
Buttings, hard
and
Grain
Feed.
reserved for the privileged few of edFlour,
still
holds
5
Flour
Corn
has
come
down
misnot
But
do
fortune.
up.
nnd
ucation
New corn is now selling for
cents per bag.
understand me. 1 do not ask poets, $1.26 and
old coi n for $1.35.
novelists and painters to descend from r lour—per bbl—
ro
Oats, bu
5 7507 50 Shorts—bag— 1.2501 «.
the heights and walk along the moun1 40
Corn, 1001b bagl 2501 35 Mixed teed, bag
In
satisfaction
their
tain sides, finding
< orn meal, bag
1 25 MIddllngs.bag l 50 ft 1 6'
1 25 Cotton seed meal,
1 «0
mediocrity, but, on the contrary, to Cracked corn.
Gluten meal,
1 50
not
is
The
mount higher.
truly popular
of
a
to
certain
class
that which appeals
IIorKeM um SwliumerK,
society ordinarily called the common
Deer and horses rank next to bears
people; the truly popular Is what Is in
Deer swim
swimming powers.
common t» all classes and unites them.
and gracefully, and it is not
The sources of inspiration from widen rapidly
for them to cover a disuncommon
perfect art springs are in the depths of tance of ten or even fifteen miles in
the human heart, in the eternal realithe water. Horses are powerful swimties of life, before which all men are
mers and have none of the aversion
equal. And the sources of a popular toward
entering the water which is
language must be found in the small
often shown even by animals which
number of simple and vigorous forms
A
swim well when forced to.
can
which express elementary sensations
number of horses that were pastured
and draw the master lines of human
on the American side of the Niagara
destiny. In them nre truth, power,
river once swam in company across
grandeur, Immortality. Is there not
this broad stream in order to return
enough in such an ideal to kindle the
It may be useful
to their old stables.
enthusiasm of youth, which, sensible
to know that in crossing a body of
that the sacred flame of the beautiful |
water with a horse the best method,
Is burning within, feels pity, and to the
if the horse is expected to swim any
disdainful adage, “Odi profanum vulconsiderable distance, is to slide over
gus." prefers this more humane saying,
his hack, hold the animal lightly by
‘‘Mlsereor super turbam.” As for me, I
the tall and njfow it to tow you across.
have no artistic authority, but from
This relieves the horse of the weight
out the multitude where I live I have
of the body and enables him to swim
the right to raise my cry to those who
faster and much farther than otherto
and
been
talents,
say
have
given
wise would be the case.
them: Labor for men whom the world
forgets, make yourselves intelligible to
The Dread Daiuhoo Bloom.
the humble, so shall you accomplish
In some parts of China the natives
so
and
peace;
a work of emancipation
are in dread of the bloom of the bamshall you open again the springs
boo, at which season all kinds of dreadwhose
masters
those
drew,
whence
ful disasters are predicted and confiworks have defied the ages because
Like some other
dently looked for.
simIn
to
clothe
how
genius
they knew
superstitions, this one has a slight
plicity.
foundation. The fact is that the bamboo only flowers once and then dies,
Harder Work, Higher Pay.
and as a rule the whole lot of plants,
Mrs. Blank was trying: to decide upon a often covering large areas, bloom toThe reason of this is that the
“You say you have not had gether.
new cook.
Individuals of a species are commonly
much experience?” she ventured, as she
gregarious and all are of the same age,
looked doubtfully at the applicant.
haviug taken simultaneous possession
“No’ra.”
of ground rendered vacant perhaps by
about
“Well, I like your being truthful
A somewhat
a similar depopulation.
it, but— it seems to me you’re asking analogous case is presented by some
rather high wages for an inexperienced
of the strobilanths of tropical Asia.
person.”
These plants live about seven years,
“Well, ma’am,” returned the applicant, then all burst out into a glorious mass
“you see, it’s just that much harder fcr of blue flowers and then die away,
me, not knowing how to do the work, and
leaving, It may be, hundreds of acres
having it on my mind how I might be of ground destitute of the luxuriant
making you all ill any minute with a mis- vegetation it previously supported.
step
were a rumor,” said the poor but
young man, I would probably be
able to win the heiress in a walk.” “Why
do you say that?” queried the dense
friend. “Because,” explained the other,
rumor soon
“a
gains currency, you
know.”

“If I

honest

a-lookin’

English, German, horticulture, mechanical
< ^
engineering, military science and tactics
6
(in which ihe ^ork now counts towards a
12 @15 degree), and Romance languages.
ic
The department of forestry has been
transfers d to the college of technology.
.35 3.4.'
A feature of irnportanc-3 an. great con25g3venience to Instructors and students, as
.06®.Oh well as intending students, is the complete

10110 wing

sixteen

stuaents

irom

county are in attendance at the
University of Maine this year: Byron H.
Chatto, ’06, Surry; Herl ert L Abbo t, ’06
Bucksport; Charles W. Campbell, ’06
Euland D. Savage, ’08, Ellsworth; Estelle
V\ ilhury
O
Perry,
’06,
Penobscot;
Hutchins, ’07, Oriand; Frank M. Mad
docks, ’07, Mildred Chi-e. ’08, Minnie
Chase, Bluehi 1; Alee B. Fam-worth, ’08
West Sullivan; Rsy;mnd F Hows, ’08
Buck port; Ca«l W. Reynold'*, *08 Be t 11
Ycu'*g, ’08, Bar Harbor; Josej h H. Doyle,
law, ’05, Franklin; Jerome B. C-ark, taw,
’07, Q. uldsboro; Frank S. Head, law

kind
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Gives Relief at once.
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It cures
membrane.
ana
drtves
catarrh
away cold In the head
quickly. It Is absorbed.
Ilenls
and
the
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brane.
Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
Full size, 50c at druggists' or by mall; Trial
ELY BROTH ER8, W Warsize, 10c. by mall.
ren St., New York.

HAY FEVE

rep y.
hus-

band, ma’am
Jack Swift is going to teehrrtt*
Joe—His
wedding to-morrow.
tin wedding!
Why, 1( bought tie was h
Fred—He is at the present
bachelor.
writing, but he <s going to marry a gir
Fred
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REMEDY

Bar Harbor.

was more

years.”

Wmitou Street, New York.

“And was your husband kind to you
during y< ur Illness?” asked ihe inquisitive woman of her seamstress
“Jn-t a‘•He

work for mor’n ten

In reply to inquiries we have pleasure la
announcing that Ely’s Liquid Cream Balm la
like the solid preparation of that admirable
remedy iu that it cleanses and heals membranes
affected by nasal catarrh. There is no drying
or sneezing.
The Liquid Cream Balm la
adapted to use by patients who have trouble 1m
Inhaling through the nose and prefer spraying.
The price, including spraying tube, is 75 cents.
Sol S by druggists or mailed by Ely Brothers, M

Hancock

sptcial,

for

you need look no farther,” said
the stern-face kind ladv. *‘I have plenty
of it right here, and”—“Souse me, ma’am,”
looker. “A®
interrupted the patient
1 sed, I’ve been lookin’ fer work, but now
that I’ve found It me curiosity is satisfied*
Orry voor, ma’am.”

tabulated statement of the work of each
term throughout the four years for each
course in the colleges of agriculture, technology and pharmacy.
ine

youse won’t believe it, ma’am,”
hungry hobo, “but I’ve been
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Appetite poor? Bowels constipated? It’s your liver!
Ayer’s Pills are liver pills.

Doctoring

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black? Use

With doubtful medicines is never satisUse BROWN’S INSTANT
factory.
RELIEF, a guaranteed family remedy.
All dealers.
Money back if it fails.
Norway Medicine Co.. Norway, Me.

Buckingham’s Dye

50cts.

of

druggiatsor R. P

Hall

& Co.. Nashua, N.M.

SbbettiB enunta.

DR. T RUES
ELI XIR
Endorsed

The Suffolk Hospital and Dispei
sary, 4 Charter St., Boston.
Dr. J. F. TRUE.
Dear Doctor: The records of 011 r
insitution showing the clinical trea
mcnt for worms and diseases oi .
kindred character fully demonstrat
the remedial value of Dr. True' s
Elixir, for the results are so marke
as to leave no doubt that it shoul

\

by

Institution.

A Safe

in every kindred hospiti

be in use
in the country.

(Signed) ALBERT C. SMITH,
Presiden
Sold by Hit

Famous

a

Remedy

For

J

Old and

druffgUts 35cta. 50ct«.

and

DK. J. F. TRUE & CO.,

til.

Young

Booklet free.

Auburn,

Me.

ON SALE
AT ALL

TRADERS’

RUB

Sweet's

^

LEE'S
LINIMENT
on

Carbolic
Ointment

Sore Muscles.

not

as

25 Cents.

I

PUT UP BY

I

k

Seven Million boxes sold in past 12 months.

an

JO cts. ££

Caldwell Sweet,
Bangor, Me.

a

Signature.

*

a

an
for skin

troubles of
kind.

Cold in One Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. ^ m//,
ThlS
To Cure

it

heals in

but cleanses
is
heals; IS

splendid

place of hurt. Extra
large bottleful for

^

only

hurry,

the

It takes
kinks; puts health in
out

Cures

J

Crip

in Two Days.
on

every
box. 25c.

$l>( £li»u)ortl) American
A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

fact that a very large percentage o
Alcoholii
them were adulterated.
liquors are frightfully impure, witl

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT TH*

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
W. W. U<it,UKA Editor and Manager.

•®b*c*i|»f*ot* Price—$'2.00
month*, 5‘
!»»

a year; $1.00 for six
for thn>e months; if paid

cents

•iruv Iv

advance, $1 60, 75 and S8

cents

All arrearages are reckoned at
re-l^-t’V'l
tlM- rate o< *2 p it year.
v**rtl*»i»g iutM-Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.
Bur.ircss communications should be addressed
»»».’ nil moi.* y orders
made payable to Tux
H/MinK I.oUNTT 1’LBIISHING CO-,
Ells
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sitting

Mr.
gun Saturday.
Harding has been known to briDg down
fifteen with tbe discharge of one barrel.

)

First

*

i

Quarter Ink

P6:07

J

!

I

I

\L Quarter

&&

oq
itO

1:01
p,nx
10:44
a. zn.

Nov., 2,300

DECEMBER 28, 1904.

car

Enforcement In Hancock County.
On the first of January a sheriff will
assume office in
Hancock county
pledged in every conceivable way to a
S ri t and impartial enforcement of

pledged
pledged

on

pledged him;

the

he was

stamp, and he has

He was elected not because he is

wide,

democrat, bat in spite of it; because
a large element in the republican
party, believing that he oould accomplish more in the way of enforcement
than th- candidate of their own party,
him, and he

was

between

the

city proper

Its island ward. It has taken a little
than four and a halt years to com
plete the tnnnel which cost f3,000,000. and
now that it Is finished the big tube is the
first one of its kind constructed in this
country under the open waters of a harbor, and is the first anywhere made entirely of concrete.
The East Boston tnnnel is not qnite a
mile and a half long. Is twenty*four feet

himself.

or

connection

more

a

voted

cemetery at Andersonville, and
they will be cherished need hardly

and

prohibitory law.. The party which

nominated him

coon*

Boston's New Tunnel.
Boston celebrates toe begiuntug of the
new year with the opening ot the East
Boston tunnel, built to afford direct street

American is 2,300 copies.

the

governor's

be said.

edition of The

This week’s

the

national
that

WEDNESDAY,

_

the Maine monument at Andersonville,
Nov 14, are in receipt of souvenirs of the
trip in the shape of pieces of aoutbern
pine cut from some of tbe logs which
composed the stockade of the old prison
pen, also some pieces of walnut which
grew on the site of tbe pen, to be made
into canes, and finally a bag of peanuts
each, which were raised in tbe same place.
The souvenirs are tbe gift of Mrs. Poet,
tbe wife of tbe superintendent of the

for six months of 1904, 2,543
for four issues in July, 2,400
Average for five issues in Aug., 2,350
Average for four issues in Sept., 2,300
Average for *our issues in Oct., 2,300
for flve issues in

making better shots speak

Tbe member* of

Average
Average

Average

one

bis

cii, and others who were of the party who
represented the State at the dedication of

MOON’S PHASES.
on

of

barrel

Will any
out?

25 26 27 28 29 30 31
ull
vi/Mooa
A Third

of ten, which be came across
in the salt water at Placentia, with

ducks out
one

a 1046
0

rumsellers.”

Harding, an expert gunner
otGott’a island, brought down eight black

18 10 20 21122 23 24

•LWew
V^Moon

daring December.

William H.

11 1213 14 15 16 17

and

measures

something

over

twenty-two feet from floor to roof.
There is a large ventilating duct throughout the section ot the tunnel that is
under the harbor. The walls are whitened
their entire length, and at the stations
are tiled in white, while everything about

elected.

the passage is fireproof.
There are three stations,

Mr.

Mayo, therefore, while nominally a democratic sheriff, is really

where

street

it

connects

Court

In

one

with

Scollay

Sheriff by the votes of those who sincerely believe in enforcement, and
who voted for him in the belief that
he would strictly and impartially en- j
force the prohibitory law in Hancock

square, one at Devonshire and State
streets, with entrances under the old
state-house, and another in Slate street at
Atlantic avenue. This last is not yet completed, but is to be connected by elevators

county.

as

j

well

as

stairways

with the street and

moral!

with the Atlantic circuit elevated strucfree transfer will be given to
support of those republicans who: ture. Here
1
voted tor Mr. Whitcomb in the belief surface and elevated lines, and at Court
street there will be free transfer to the
that he, too, if re-elected, wonld con- :
lines in the old subway.
tinue the work he so admirably began !
The opening ot the East Boston tunnel
cni o a;u.
is the third important step in the developIn face the new sberiff enters upon ment of the Boston Elevated
Railway
his duties with public sentiment over- Co.’s scheme for giving the metropolitan
whelmingly in favor of the cause be district which its lines cover the roost
has espoused. He a so has with him perftct rapid transit system yet devised
for aoy American city.
the eouuiy-attorney-elect, Mr. Wood,
The tunnel will carry passengers from
who fully realizes the strength of the SooKay square, which seem«;dest ined to be
the rspin transit centre of Boston, to Maverick square. East Boston, in seven minincluding stops, and through it cats
election, aud who is known to be a utes,
will ran, at two-minute interva.s, on lines
ri eourceiul and courageous man.
of the East Boston and Wlutbrop services
Mr. Ma; o is a successful business now maintained.
Moreover

he

has the

now

man, and not without experience in
public flairs. He is a man of high
Character, right principles and strict
integrity, lie did not seek the office
to which he has been elected; it

The

sought him, and he yielded in the
firm conviction that the prohibitory
law ought to he, could be, and if he
became sheriff would be more strictly
enf. ret d than it has been.
While it is doubtless true that there
ate
who

many of beth political parties
are “lur the law but agin’ its en-

forcement”, it is nevertheless true
that in Hancock county the sentiment
Is overwhelming in favor both of the
law and of its enforcement.

j

Japanese

Home

Army.

The military experts who Eald at the
beginning; of the war that Japan was
bound to be overwhelmed by Russia, based
their opinion principally upon the fact
that Russia's army was much larger than
Japan's. Russia bad a million men on a
On a war
peace footing; Japan 153,000.
footing Russia couuted over three and •
half millions; Japan on 632 000.
It was a reasonable calculation—almost
as reasonable as it would be to say that
Turkey could thrash the United States,
because Turkey has 700,000 men under
arms, and the United States only 60,000
The authorities who reasoned in this
way Beamed to have overlooked the element of time, or rather, they counted it

the other.
They
the Russian
forces
in
will enter
Maoohuria might be overmatched at tbe
npon his work in the fall assurance start, but they said that re-enforcements
that
the would be trickling In every day over tbe
sentiment, the
Siberlau railroad, so that in tbe course of
and
tbe
court
are six months or a year the Czar’s forces
prosecutor
would overran tbe far Bast. But they
with him.
to consider what the Japanese
He very
does not say that he forgot
would be doing in tbe meantime.
They
will put a stop
to the ille- forgot that a people alert, energetic,
and warlike can create an army
sale of
the patriotic
in a year.
The war has now been going on for
connty, hut he does say that he will
enforce the law to the best of his nearly seven months. There is no reason
why every man sent from Japan to Korea
; more than this cannot rea- or Manchuria should not have been replaced in the ranks at home by another
of him.
sonably be
man taken from the plow and transformed
Ktsewhere in this issue may be found by diligent
training into a soldier. Tnere
au open letter from Mr.
to tbe is every reason to suppose that this has
been done, and that, therefore, the Japof Hancock county in wh'ch anese home
army is at least as strong as it
h e already well known views on en- was before the flr-*t regiment sailed for
tbe mainland.
Probably It is stronger.
forcement are
but
set
There is no lack or the raw material ol
closes armies. Japan has 8.000 000 more people
forth. A list of his
than Francs, and the orgauized army ol
t ie letter.
la almost as
France, on a war
large as Russia's. It Is simply a question
of
to
as
ume
willingness
burdens, and
tn a'l directions the government is
certainly Japan has shown no lack ol
m iku g vigorous efforts to protect the that. If she
she
could
organize a
chose,
i more numerous army than Russia could
people from frauds and
pour into Manchuria if the Trans Siberian
The
advertisers.
!
railway were double-tracked and workhas issued numerous fraud ing night and day for the next two years
ment
the use of the mails What reason is there to suopoee that sb<
orders,
will not do it, 2f nec s<ar>?
silver ware,
to
If tbe Japanese were willing to mak<
such an effort in proportion to lhair popand
work-at-home
concerns,
ulation as Americans, North and South
offers, which prove to be either lot- made during the C'vtl war, they could pul
teries or unconscionable fakes. Tbe not less than 7,000,000 men into tbe field.
Of course, they could not be expected
pure food bill now before
to equal our record in pensioning then:

Mr.

Mayo, therefore,

on one side and
that
admitted

not on

public
law,
puulic
heartily
wisely
absolutely
gal
liqnor throughout
ability

required

Mayo

people

briefly

plainly
deputies

footing,

unscrupulous
postofflee depart-

denying

piano, get-rich-

quick

seeks to prevent

the

This winter it has been
weeks

“Ungodly

Congress,
importation and afterward.—Saturday Evening

Poet.

(special)—

night,

have

and

been

there matters before

to

Senator

shape

of

December to

few
such a
a

he would
And

enjoy

sent to

or

j

resi-

with him in i

House and, after

presentation

him, presented
a

note is made

by him,

he

In

the

of their

has

:

them

referred to the House committee on agriculture.
The chairman of that com*
mittee is
James W.
Rspresentative
Wadaworth, of Geneaee, N. Y., a veteran
member of the House, who has large
agricultural interests In bis home county

the

death

1

Bucb

Congress,

poetoffice committee, when be served
In tbe House. He Is a colleague of Senator Tillman, and quite as mucb at home
In a rougb and tumble controversy,
altbougb by no means as keen a man
•
intellectually.
Kepresentatlve Brownlow Is a nephew
of tbat famous Parson Brownlow, who

steadfast for tbe Union during tbe
trying Civil war times. Brownlow Is as
stocky a looking citizen as ever came out
of tbe Tenneesee mountains, and la very
was so

much In earnest.

It has become aometblngof

an

old

story
to tell about new public buildings lor
Maine, especially for Bar Harbor, But It
sbould be aald tbat Qov. Burleigh la
now feeling a little more hopeful about
getting an appropriation for tbe superstructure of a post office at Bar Harbor.
He has been dingiug away at Congress
almost ever since be came here, emphasizing tbe need of a good building for the
poetoffice tbere. He has been to the trees- 1
ary department to secure figures and letters to array In arguments to urge before
Congress and before bis own committee.
Of course there la no doubt that some
time tbere will be an appropriation for
tbe Bar Harbor building, because tbe
site baa already been appropriated and
paid for, doe to Gov. Burleigh’s activities
In committee and elsewhere.
Tbe sentiment In Congress, especially
In tbe House, Is very strong for a small
omnibus public buildings bill at this
It Is by no means assured, sod
session.
if It becomes assured, It 1s by no means
certain that anything but projects In the
larger cities can be cared tor now, when

The church

was

beautifully

300 yards of laurel
On the
ropes hung from the rafters.
aliar were two handsome bunches of red
decorated

with

Immortelles

some

and

branches of

viu me way down
tne mentrui punt at me
stomach again came on with Intense severity,
and it required several hours to reach the val
ley. A vehicle was secured and Mr. Dorr was
Both Dra Polk and Mrt.
brought to town.
Henderson were turn mooed, and they did every,
In
their
to
relieve and save the sufthing
power
ferer, but without avail, as the paroxysms continued until Sunday morning [Aov. 20| about
10 o': lock, when the mflVrer passed away.
George Dorr was one of the oldest a»d best
known prospectors and miners In I* Is section
of the ronntry.
In early days he was asso
dated wl h Payette Harris, Morris Farrell and
George McLaughlin. They located the Rainbow group, selling It out several years ago.
The deceased worked and prospected all over
the northwest, and was Interested In some valuable properties over In British Columbia.
Little Is known of Mr Dorr’s antecedents.
We believe he was horn In Maine, but spent
much of his life In the West,
lie was fortyeight years old at the time of bis death.
Mr. Dorr was a m tn of steady habits, quiet,
industrious* and genial among his associates.
He was a thorough miner, and a valuable
assistant about a mine. Rverybody who knew
him liked Mr. Dorr, and his death is sincerely
regretted and deplored.
Kind friends did all in their power to aid and
relieve him durtna his illness, and a large num
ber showed their last respects to the departed
{Tuesday afternoon, Nov. _K2. by attending the
services In Woodard's hall and following the
remains to the last resting place In the local

ence

In

session
tban

preparing tbe
extends

quarter of

over

news
a

ot

a

period

legislative
of

more

century.
Full and accurate reports ot tbe proceedings In the Senate, lu tbe House and before tbe various committees will be published enob day. At tbe same time It will
give tbe gossip of tbe corridors, tbe story
of tbe lobby and vigorous comment ou
a

measures

a

presinted

or

contemplated.

No Malue paper will bave a more complete report of legislative news than the
Sentinel will present to Its readers.
Besides this Important feature tbe
Sentinel will cover tbe news of central
Maine In a manner surpassed by no otber
paper In Maine or elsewhere, and It will
also present tbe complete servloe of Tbe
Associated Press.
It will be sent to any address for tbe
session tor |1.01. Bend orders to Watervlll Sentinel Publishing Co.,
Waterville,
Me.

altar rail

Above the

alar of red

was a

and evergreen lighted by twenty electric
I'gbts. A large crown of evergreen hung
from the dome of the church, brilliant

seventy-live

with
A

Incandescent lights.
held at 7.30 In the

festival service

was

At

One of the committee named by the
examine tbe accounts of tbe
State treasurer la Hon. E. E. Chase, ot tbe
A.
governor’s council.
B. Buck, of
Orland, Is another member of tbe committee.
When a man bets wlib a woman he always loam whether be wins or not.
“A rolling atone gathers no moaa,” but
It enjoys all tbe advantages of travel.

Kden,

In the Let
county con
great flght for the
repub.
Ilcan nomination ee
cjunty commission,.
It I. more then
likely tb.t Mr. Bunk.;
will again be a oendldete.
Other name,
are mentioned ae
possible candldetee in*Q
a stirring
Is
struggle
certain.

church

nary.

Toe cborch

decorated with everchildren of

was

greens. Sunday e/eutug the
the Sunday school gave an
concert

and class
was

interesting

consisting of singiug,
exercises.

recitations

The Christmas tree

held Saturday evening.

sermon appropriate to the day was
preached at the Methodist church by the
pastor, Kev. 8. L. Hauscom. and a special

A

musical

programme was rendered by the
choir. A Christmas concert wes
given by the Suudty school In the evening.
Tue distribution of gifts irom the
Christmas tree too* pisce Monday evenmixed

ing.
Kev. Howard B. Tlldcn
muaic

ing,

At

a

recent

a

meeting of Unison Rebekih
following officers were electedMrs. Andresr J.
Babbage, N. Q.; jj-'
Everett K. Brewer, V. Q.; Mrs.
John E
Bunker, jr., secretary j Mrs. Bryant Bradtreasurer.
ley,

lodge

the

No Place For the Cow.
A young woman of great,
perhaps too
great, sensibility begged to bo
eicused
from visiting an aunt who lived In an
oldfashioned house, where pictures of
a
certain period were In evidence.
“There
Is

engraving of a blacksmith’s shop |n
dining room!” said she hysterically

an

“You can’t eipoct me to eat
my dinner
there. I smell the hoofs.”
A similar criticism came from
one who
suffered not from
over-reSnement, out
from something quite different. She
was
of

recently acquired wealth who
says the New York Tribune, went Into an
art gallery and asked fora
painting of a
certain size.
“I have just what you
want,” ss d ths
dealer.
He ehowed her e beautiful animal
painting, but sbs looked at It fora few mlnutea
and tben shook her head.
“It won’t do,” she ..Id, “I want
this
picture for my drawing-room.”
“But It’s a beautiful thing," ventured
the dealer.
“Not fora drawing-room," announced
a woman

tbo

woman, conclusively.

have
delivered

In

a cow

drawing

a

the

Baptist church, and special
*ung.
The Christmas tree exercisee were held
Saturday evening. Tne concert by the
Sunday school will be given Sunday evensermon at

end

mad.

The office of county
deputy of Hsncock
county bee been tendered to Rev.
Syiv,
nue L.
Henscom. of Bar Harbor, but
u
yet Mr. Hanacom has not
accepted the
appointment. He has the matter
under
consideration, but has not arrived at a
decision on the matter.
Bloomdeld HI*,
gins has been appointed as
deputy
Eden, end will look after enforcing th«
law at Bar Harbor.

the

the

the

"Toil ulk about po«trr>

ana

-y0u couldn’t
room.”
jour

tan.

w»s

Jan.1
_

At the Instance of Kev. Stephen H.
Or»en, rector of Si. Stviour’* church, the
church choir sang several hymns at the
Bar Harhor hospital Christmas afternoon
at 4 30, and the pattern* at the hospital
expressed great pleasure for the thuugut*
fulness of Mr. Uretn sod fur the services
of the choir.

But

upon ih«

thejr ain't lha kin.I o' medium* that appeal!

to common Rente;
You may ulk about your dodger*, and
your
circular* and »ach.
But I calculate they don't assist an advertiser

And

much;
e*pectally In winter, when the
the ground,

snow

Is

on

I wonder where your poster* and your dodgers
can be found?
But within the cosy homestead, when the parlor
atove'a aglow,
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we

_

According

to tueir annual

of

custom

the

Preble
families assembled at the home if Frank
£. Whitmore Saturday evening for dinner
and the dlatribuilou uf gifts from the
members

Whitmore and

the

Christmas tree.

_

Arrangements for
which

wll^bejgiven

me

society minstrels

at the Casino Thurs-

day evening, Dec. IN, for the benefit of
the Bar Harbor baod are about completed,
and a good shosr Is assured.
The first part vriit consist of the minstrel setting including fifty of Bar Harbor’s beet vocalists, InstrumentalUts and
minstrel talent. Dr. J. T. Minch will be
the lutcriocutor. Bones, James Bernerami

and

n

K.

J.

Willey; Umbo*,
Llonebio and 8. A. Frost; souki by J.
Franklin Anthony, E. A. Dyer, Harry
U.

Donnelly and K. H. Kidder; end songs by
Meaara. Frost, Bernardlnl, Linuehan and
Willey, who have some good local hits and
a large stock ot jokes and funny
sayings.
The Aral part will conclude with the pa*
trlotlo finale
The Goddess of Liberty.
The part will be the prettiest »ettlug ever
seen In Bar Harbor.
The scenery for the
—

production

has been

specially painted.

The otto will consist of vocal aud in*
strumental quartettes, trombone solo by
Lee Sanford, song and dance by 8. A.
Frost, violin solo oy Miss Beatrice Kelly.
Willey and Bernardlnl will do a pleasing
black face sketch and Frost and Farrar
will appear Id Dutch nonsense. Dudley
Prescott, the famous entertainer, who has
neen secured for the occasion, will also
appear

during

the

evening.

The performance will conclude with an
old-time farce. Tickets for the show
were put on sale at the Casino
Monday.
What promises to be a lively fight for,
postmasters blp at Bar Harbor Is on
and that the contest will be.waged vigorously there is no doubt, as the office is the
best one in Hancock county, and oue of
the most important in the State.
Tueloffice bandies a vast amount of mail
matter in the summer season, and ranks
among the^first ten in the State In the
amount of salary of the postmaster which
is |2,403.
Thus far only two candidates have come
t

he

openly

candidates,

but there la
others wilt be la
Fennelly la a can*
didate for reappointment, and G. Raymond Joy baa announced,bis candidacy.
Mr. Fennelly was appointed four years
ago after a bard contest with John E.
Banker, jr. Mr. Fennelly has been prominent in republican politics for many
years, a former sheriff of Hancock con ty,
a member of the Grand
Army, and a wellknown citizen of the town.
Tbe St. Croix Shoe Co., ot Calais, bas
Mr. Joy has been on the board of select*
made an assignment to it. C. King, of tbe
U. 8. Leather Co., of B ision, and Cleorge
Ghosts would frighten many people who are
H. Eaton and Ueorge A. Curran, of Calais not el raid of geim*. Yet the germ is a real
danger. If this microscopic animalism could
Tbe liabilities exceed floO.OOO; tbe assets' L» magnified to a else in proportion to its deadwill not be known until after an Inven- line** it would show lUe a giant python, or flreortaihlng dragon. The one fact to remember
that tl»e germ is powerless lo harm the body
tory bas been made. Tbe company employ
wlieu the Llooti is pure. It is far easier to keep
abont 400 bauds.
the

governor to

of

southern

plue.

the
Congregational
Christmas sermon was delivered by Frauk
Uansoom, a son of Kev. S. L. Hanscom, a
student at the Baugor theological semi-

and

the

C. Kumssy.

evening.

federal

Senator Latimer, a
stalwart-looking
man, has been very active In bebalf of
rural free delivery, and was a member of

choir uuder Organist Maurice

the male

It appears, however, that he was not wholly
sound In bodv. but the only complaint be made
to a few acquaintances was of pains in the legs*
which he attributed to rheumatism.
A few
days after his re:urn he again assumed his
old position in Graud View mine, and went to
work in the tunnel.
1 he pains In his limbs
continued, working up toward the body.
Two weeks ago he was taken down with violent pains in the stomach. Dr. Polk was called,
and Mr. Ik»rr experienced considerable relief,
and no appreheusion was felt a« to the result of
the ailment. Still requiring the services of a
ph> slclan, ana feeling that he was able to travel
to town, last Thursday [Nov. I7J he started
down from the mine.

appropriations, now In Mary A. Haslam, ot Waltbam.
they bare severs! earnest
Mr. Fox was well and favorably known,
supporters, some of whom are senators, and tbe family have tbe sympathy ot
but more of wbom are members.
tbelr many 'rlends.
Strange as it may seetn both of them are
Funeral services at tbe bouse to-day at 2
southerners—Senator Latimer, ot Soutb o’clock. Rev.S. W. Suttou will officiate.
Carolina, a democrat, and Kepresentatlve
W. P. Brownlow, republican, of TennesFor The Session.
see.
Tbe roads In the Soutb are tbe worst
The Waterville -Worniny Sentinel will
in all tbe country, and soutberners feel as be
represented at Augusta, during tbe
keenly as any tbe need of road Improve- session ot tbe legislature of 1903, by tbe
ments.
editor, Taomas F. Murpby, whose experiof

The services at the

physical vigor.

locality that has been very eoergetlc
in the construction of good roads.
It cannot be doubted that Congress,
sooner or later, will consider the appeal of
grangers from all over the country for a
bureau cf public highways. It cannot
come at this session of Congress, for Con*
gress has about all It can do between now
and March 4 to pass the appropriation
bills to keep the government running for
another year.
cemetery.
G. M. Rielly conducted the services, deliverIt Is no news to the grangers in Maine
that the department of agriculture has ing a touching eulogy upon the dead. He was
In the services by Prof. Grant, and they
been greatly interested In the construe* assisted
were very Impressive. The hall was completely
tion of good road9, and that Secretary
crowded, attesting to the high regard In which
Wilson has directed some of bis most
the deceased was held by all classes.
efficient men to study the question and
Mr. Dorr was a son of the late Frederresult
of
their
observations
the
and
pot
ick D^rr, of Ellsworth
Falla, aud a
studies in printed bulletins for distribubrother of Mrs. J. T. McDonald and of A.
tion to farmers.
Monroe Dorr, of this city.
The department has an “office of public
road inquiries*’, of which Martin Dodge,
residing at Landover, Md., only a few
Sudden De.th of A. J. Fox.
miles from here, is director, and Maurice
The community was shocked by tba
O. Eldridge, of this city, assistant direc*
death ot A.J. Fox which occurred early
Sunday morning at bta borne ou tbe Kalla
The opln'.oo prevails bore that some- road. Mr. Fox was
enjoying bla usual
thing towards tbe enlargement ot tbat good bealtb, end bla death was wholly
bureau, along tbe llue of these grange unexpected. He waa about alxty-flve
petitions. Is more probable tban federal years ot age.
appropriation for good roads. Tbere are
He leaves besides a widow two slaters—
two picturesque and energetic advocatea Mra. Julia Miller, ot
Amberst, and Mrs.
—a

by

last

On October 21 George Dorr arrived In Loomis
from Alaska after an absence of several
months. His friend*, and they were many In
this community, warmly welcomed him back to
his old home, :md cong’ atultted him upon looking to well, for Indeed be teemed to all outward appearances to be In the very flush of

are

were

of

well attended

treme cold.

Nov. 25, which contains

count

The Dame of Hancock county has been
in the Congressional Record occasionally
of late, prior to the adjournment of Coni* tor the Christmas holidays.
Several
g
granges have been writing to Qov. Bur*
lelgh about the establishment of a bureau
of public highways.
One of them was
Good Will grange, No. 376, and another
was John Dority grange. No. 381.
There
have also been others, whose names are
not at band this moment. Similar communications and petitions are coming
from other parts of the country.
Gov. Burleigh has had the petitions,
that

Main street.

zero on

a detailed ac
November of
George Dorr, formerly of Ellsworth Falls.
A
brief notice of
death
bis
was
The following
printed at the time.
account will be of interest to the many
frienda of the deceased in this section:

of

many other New Englanders,
whose homes are in Washington.

that

op In
investi-

taken

were

Washington’s

observed

decaying vegetation,

April,

are

considering the exEpiscopal
church began with a celebration of holy
Jr.,of Pasco, Washington, The American communion at 7.90 a. in., followed
by
Is in receipt of a copy of the Palmer
morning prayer, holy communion and
Mountain Prospector,
at
published
sermon at 10 3J a. m.
L jomie, Okanogan oounty, Washington,
A floe musical programme was rendered

Here it Is just the
otherwise, escapes.
opposite. The snowstorms in the District
of Columbia seem to bring all the bad
odors out of the ground. The air it not
as crisp and nerve-bracing as In Maine,
when the winter comes. Instead of promoting good health, Washington winters
have a contrary effect.”
It the senator could have New England
weather conditions in Washington from
dence here far better.

they

The Ut« George F. Dorr.
Through the courtesy of R ibrrt Gerry,

days ago that he had never seen
Washington winter in December.
“But,” said he, “1 don’t like this kind
of a winter.
The Maine winters are
healthful and invigorating. The ground
freezes up tight. The enow sets as a sort
of blanket. Nothing injurious to health
in the

—

jingling

at

Hale

very busy at

The Christmas services at the churches

have been

complain

what

see

men

every day and

every thoroughfare. There has been
good skating on the Potomac; the air has
been crisp. The scene abuut the capitol
hns been quite as wintry a* in E Isworth
or even more into the interio. of Maine.
And yet those who delight In a severe
winter, each as New England affords, are
winters.

end

been

HARBOR.

vent Ion

on

a

on

disposed

holidays,

He baa

couple of committee and the preliminary
The antiquated gations are exhaustive.

oat

eleighbells

be done.

BAR

Christmas at the Churches—Society
Minstrels—The I*ostmastershlp.
Bab Harbor, Dec. 27 (special)
Fine
weather was granted to Bar Harbor for
Christmas day, clear and cold, with the
run shining brightly overhead and the
It was the
ground covered with snow.
coldest morning of the winter, the thermometer standing at 12 degrees below

general business before the com*
mlttee, examining Into various requeata
tor public building leglalatton.
Chairman Gtllet and the governor review a’l

real winter of

a

Ice, lasting for

after the

anew

work

winter passes without something:
and novel at the notional capltol.

runners

Grant Rogers, of Auburn, the wellha<
known temperance advocate,
learned that drinking to excess is not
the only kind of intemperance thal
is expensive. He was recently fined

28

ap

can

a

with substances harmful to the healtl
of human beings.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

71 8 9 10
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Not
new

and

Sa.

3

Washington, O. C., Deo.

FROM

public fund* Id the treasury are
running low.
But Gov. Burleigh will take the matter
the

A Taste of Real Winter—Grangers for
Good Roads —Public Buildings.

snow

words:

Su. Ko. Tu. V/e. Th. Fr.
T

WASHINGTON.

fatal consequences to those who drint
them. Food is colored or preservec

85 by the United States district court
in Portland for addressing a letter to
a Boston liquor firm, and adding the

1904

FROM

adulterated foods and drags

sale of

Tbe extent of this fraud upon the unsuspecting public is alarming. A re
cent inspection of medicines put u|
by druggists la Chicago revealed th<

out

as

every probability that
the field later. William

germ out than to drive it out after it obtains a bokl in the system. Dr- Pierce's Golde.
Medical discovery is me most powerful aud
perfect of blood purifying medicines
It increases the quae
as well as the quality of
the blood, an t enable, the
body to resist disease, or to throw it off if disease has obtained a
fooilu* in some w ak organ. Wherever digestion Is impaired, the nutrition of the
body is
diminished, for the blood Is made from the food
winch Is eaten, and half digested food cannot
th*
supply
body whh blood In quantity and
quality adequate to its needs. For ti ls condl
lion there is no
remedy equal to “Golden Medical Discovery" It Ctre- ninety eight out of
every hundred persons who give it a fair trial,
w hen ti*re 1« const! -ation Hr.
Pierce's Pleas,
ant Pellets will
promptly relieve and perma-

ity

nently

cure.

Cifarrh Cannot be Cured
with LOCA L A IMPLICATIONS. as they cannot
reach the scat of the disease Catarrh Is a blood
or constitutional (Unease, and In order to cure
It you must take Internal remedies Half's Catarrh Cure l« taken Internally and act- directly
on »h« blood and mucous surfaces.
Hall’s Catarrh C »re Is not a quack medicine. It was
prescribed by one of toe best physicians In this
countrv for years and Is a regular prescription,
li It* comjvwvi of the be«t loulca known, combined with trie t*est hW.' t urld. r*. ac<*n/ dldirectly on tht inucon- sc-fsre*. The j»erfect
combination <»| the two ingredients 1- what
produce* such wondeiful results in caring
Catarrh. Mend fur le-tlmonla's free.
r. J. CliKVKY A CO, Props.,Toledo,0.
hold by l*ruKglpi», price T6cTake Ifall's Family Pills lor constipation.

Irtgiftlattbt Notices.
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
is hereby given that the undersigned wit] petition the next legislature
of the State of Maiue for an act to make it
close time on scallop fishing in Bluebill Bay,
Hancock county in said State, from the first
day of April to the first day of November.
J. H. Rcmill and Others.
Dated Dec. IS, 1904.

NOTICE

LEG1SUTIVK! NOTICK.
is hereby given chat Walter W
or hi* associates will petition the
*
nest legislature of the State of Maine:
(1), To grant them the right to rai*e or
lower the waters of Third Pond and Second
Pond (also known as Douglass Pond), both
situated in Biuehill. Maine:
(*), To grant them the water* of said ponds,
together with the land under the same, and
(*), To grant them such additional rights
as may be
incidental, necessary or advantag out in connection with the premises.
Dated December 20, lfc>4.

NOTICE

Irwin

_

LEUHLAT1VK NOTICE.
the underT^OTICE is hereby togiven thatthe
Legislasigned propose
petition
ture of Maine for a charter to construct and
operate a it ail road to be run by electricity,
Number
or steam power, from Plantation
Thirty three in Hancock County to tide water
on Union River.
Evhkarp H. Grbely,
Hunky W. Cushman and Othkss.

Spnfal IToUfta.
CACTI ON AKY NOTICE.
To tchom it may concern:
^TIHIS is to certify that I shall pay no bills
1
of my wife Maud Gilley's contracting
after this date, as she has left me.
Harry Oillby.
Tremont, Me., Dec. 13, 1904.
NOTICE.
BUCKSPORT.
annual meeting of the stockholders of
this bank will be held at their banking
rooms. Tuesday, the tenth day of January
next, at 3 o'clock p m., for the choice of directors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them.
Edward B. Mooe,
Dec. 8,1904.Cashier.
BI’CKSPORT NATIONAL BANE OF

THE

NOTICE.

wife, Clara E. York, having left my

bed and board without sufficient
MY
not to trust her
I
notify all

cause
on

hereby

my account,

contracting.
East Biuehill,
not

persons
shall pay no dehts of her
William N. Yobk.
Me., Dec. 6,1V04.__.

I

as

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in Cuniculocus Park. i

trespass
DO demand
protection to life and property
from the
of Hancock, the State
county
Maine, and the united States of America.

o*

Mary C. Fbbts Austin.

Jfor Sale.
Crockett cottage at Cootention Cove.
Inquire of Ralph »•
Crockett. Rockland. Me.

COTTAOE^The
foot

boat.

t*0

aloop
BOAT—18
price *'«5 For particular,
E. Toaatv, Atlantic,

itt.

»

apply to

Ma'oe._

__

A. Dollard, •«roai, flve niiin
acres. dlvi«?
woodland. »toc

farm of Lewi.

uated
the Buckoport
FARM-The
Coutaius 800
from Ellsworth.
on

into tillage, pasturage and
and farming implements to go with farm
desired. Lewis A.

Pollard._

__

Pauper Notice.
contract*.: with the «tj■ o*:®!J
(hose
W'.rtli to support
Having
w^
ue-d a-.i-tati.-c ihirln* the ""**."*?
anc t*re lor

ir. ,T
ami are

legvl residents of Kiliwonlilt

^L.lnnste

all peri/tna trtmnw then, on my
toere Is plenty ol room and accomn odatious
care for them at tne City Fain: house.
M. J. DhlkjUT.

the concert

a

lox

from

the florist’s

brought to her. A little thrill of
pleasure went through her as she lifted
the cover and saw the violets; iinother

THE STATE PRINTING

was

when she read the card.
“1 thought,” she mused, “that he held
me in disdain us ‘one of that musical
crowd' who are so uninteresting to
him. lie addresses such curt, cynical
femnrks to me when we meet. I al-

Bradley paused

at

the door of Miss

Kane's studio, listened a moment to
the sound of smoothly struck chords
and then gave an apologetic knock.
The music ceased ntul the door was
opened by Miss Kane, teacher of vocal
music.
“You

know

better,” she said for-

biddingly.
“Yes.” he said with penitent air, "hut
I am not a visitor. I came on professional business, really,” and walked on
Into the room.”
“Do you wnnWJ>our voice tried?” ohe
asked sarcastically.
“No, I don't want you to score another point against me, but 1 called to
sec you in regard to your pupil, the
I understand she is
little girl rattl.
to make her debut at the charity concert tomorrow night. I want to write
ner

up.

“Ob!” she exclaimed, interested, but
■till Rkcptical. “And since when did the
city editor bimself take to writing ‘In
a Minor Strain' column?"
“Miss Fleming is ill,” he replied,
I
"and we are all helping her out.
volunteered to .take this part of her
work. I thought. Miss Kane,” he said
earnestly, “that it would he to your
advantage and to that of the child to
get satisfactory press notices, and I
will write whatever you wish.”
“Thank you very much, Mr. Bradley.” she replied, her little air of re“I shall
serve melting for dhe once.
be very glad if you vtrill do so.”
"Now, what kind of a voice has
she?”

“High soprano. Her voice is perfectly placed. When I discovered her pure
tones—I heard her first in a school—I
had her come to the studio. I sounded
low C on the piano and asked her to
sing the note. She did, with perfect
attack and pitch. Then she kept on
with the successive tones and half
1 betones until we came to B flat.
gan to tremble, for there begins the
middle register, the stumbling block of
uearly ulj singers, hut the right quality
came into her voice—that imperceptible
shading of the chest tones as they
•merge into the smooth waters of the
soprano's realm. The tones kept coming clearly, sweetly and with a silvery
ring until 1 didn't dare take her any
farther."
“I suppose it’s all right,” said Bradley, with a perplexed sigh, “but It’s all
Greek to me. If her voice was perfect
by nature why are you giving her lessons?”
“I have made her voice stronger and
more flexible; have taught her phrasing and enunciation.”
“I think you had better write a little
sketch of her personality und voice and
I will publish it.”
There came a light rap at the door,
and n slender little wisp of a girl with
big brown eyes and golden hair came
into the studio.
"This, Mr. Bradley, is my little song
bird, Louise Harvey."
Bradley was very fond of children.
He shook hands with the little songstress and, turning to Miss Kane, said;
“Is it possible that this microscopic
child can sing so gloriously as 1 have
heard it intimated?"
The little girl drew herself up with
a suspicion of hauteur.
"I am in flay teens!” she protested.
"That does give one uu old feeling.”
he said, with a laugh. “I haven't forgotten the lirst day 1 could say so
proudly, 'I am in nty teens.’
“Have you hcen out of them long?”
Miss Kane could not forbear asking.
The bright eyes of Louise sparkled
■with appreciative mirth.
"Miss Louise, you mustn’t make fun
of me. I have the power to make or
mar public personages.
I am going
to put your picture in the paper tonight, and the day after tomorrow I
•hall tell how well you cun sing.”
“Thank you,” said the little girl simply. "But I must go now. I came to
return this music. Miss Kane."
“I will go with you,” said Bradley.
“We will stop at the florist’s and order some flowers for you to carry at
the concert.”
Louise flushed with pleasure as she
left the room in company with Brad-

ley.
“1 like Miss Kane. Bhe is lovely to
me,” she confided when they were out
on the street.
“I wish she would be lovely to me,”
he said ruefully.
"Is she mad at you?” asked Louise

Ingenuously.
"Yes, music mad. But unfortunately
I can only appreciate music from a ragtime standpoint, so I can’t creep into
the circle of devotees Miss Kane draws
around herself.”
"Why don’t you Jump in?” asked

Louise.
He stopped abruptly and looked

flectively

re-

at her.

"That’s a very good idea. Miss Louise. Thank you.”
When they reached the florist’s and
Lculse had selected the roses he was
to send to her on the morrow, Bradley
■aid:
"Now I will make my first Jump
fcnd send Miss Kane some roses too.”
“Send her violets,” replied the little
£irl earnestly. “They are her favorite
flower.”
“Thank you again, Ml.s Louise. Yon
flre certainly my mascot”
He ordered a huge bunch of violets
to be sent to Miss Kane on the evening following and left his card to accompany them.
When Beryl Kane was dressing for

ways begin to get a retort ready as
I wonder
soon us I see him approach.
how ho came to send me these! I suppose because he was giving Lou some.”
She sighed ns she finished her toilet.
Her carriage stopped at the homo of
her little pupil, and Louise, radiant
with excitement and pleasure, came
out, carrying her roses.
“You got the violets Mr. Bradley sent
you, didn't you?” asked the young girl
as she took her sent beside Miss Kane.
“I must tell you what lie said about
He said you were music mad
you.
and you didn’t care for him because be
wasn't musical and lie could never get
Into your circle, and I told him to jump
in.”
Beryl listened to fids voluble confidence with tile feeling that she ought
to check or reprove the little tale bearShe felt still aner, but she didn’t.
other little thrill and thought what a
lovely night It was. If only Louise
would do her best!
Louise dill. She came out upon the
stage clad in the white robes of a
chorister, her fair childish face brilliant
with excitement ami expectancy. Her
eager, searching eyes caught sight of
Bradley in one of the boxes. She hushed happily while the dimples came and
went. The prelude to her number ended. Bradley, the crowd, every one, vanished from her thoughts. She forgot
herself in the grand music of the “Ave
Marla," and she surpassed in its delivery the highest hopes of her teacher.
Then followed a wild ecstasy of applause from an enthusiastic audience,
and she reappeared, this time attired
She sang
In a pretty white frock.
"Home. Sweet Home,” into the hearts
of her hearers. Applause. call3, recalls
and flowers followed.
When the excitement had subsided
and the next number was on Bradley
found his way behind the scenes.
"Miss Louises'’ he said, bowing low
to the happy little girl, “when you are
n great prima donna don't forget that
I gave you your first flowers.”
"May 1 thank you for my violets?"
said a soft voice behind him.
He turned, and his face glowed with
pleasure when he saw Miss Kane was
carrying his flowers, lie noted how
happy she looked, but attributed the
fact to the success her pupil had
scored.
"Even I know that Miss Louise made
a bit.
Every one is wild over her singing, and they say she is the perfect exponent of your teaching."
"Then my ambition is satisfied musically," she replied. “I wanted to be
recognized as a successful teacher."
"And have you uuy ambitions other
than music?"
"Why, of course,” siie laughed. “Music is only a part of my life."
"Every one has an aim,” said Louise
precociously. "Mine is to be n prima
donna. Miss Kane's to be a teacher.
What is yours, Mr. Bradley?”
"To make a scoop,” replied Beryl.
he
"That is only a ‘part of my life,’
quoted. "1 have another, a great aim
and hope.”
“What is it?” asked Louise artlessly.
“I am going to tell Miss Kane some
time If she will let me. Then I will tell

you."
Some
then.

one

“May I

called Louise away Just
and

you soon-tomorrow night—Miss Kane?" he asked
in vibrant voice.
“Yes,” she replied softly, screening
her face with the violets.
“I always thought you were bored
by people who were not musical,” he
said.
“And I always thought,” she retorted, “that you were bored by people
who were musical."
"You were mistaken.”
“So were you.”
Louise ran to them.
“Our carriage is here, Miss Kane.
Are we going home now?”
come

see

“Certainly not,” replied Bradley
quickly. “Prima donnas always have a
supper after they sing. I am going to
take you to one now, and Miss Kane
will chaperon us."
"Ob, oh!” cried Lou ecstatically.
“This is my loveliest night!”
“And mine,” declared Bradley em-

phatically.
“And mine,” echoed Beryl softly.

INTERESTING

SOME

PACTS

—

SOME MISAPPREHENSION.
BE

MUST

AT

THE

CAPITAL— PRICES

REGULATED BY LAW—WHY PRESENT

INCUMBENT

SHOULD

give

an ample bond for tbe faithful
performance of hla duties, and fixing the
be
to
him
for
hla work. That
prlcee
paid

RE-ELECTED.

no
printer will claim that
there is any undue margin in this under
the conditions existing to-day in the

printing business. The price is low, conbelow the standard rates for
While the conditions under which this siderably
commercial printing, and as low as any
work is done, and „tbe requirements deprinter should bo asked to do the work—
manded for doing it are generally underespecially when he is required to mainstood by the printers of the State, there
tain at a high decree of efficiency, a thorappears to be more or less misapprehenoughly modern plant
sion regarding it among people who are
The committee which reported the presnot familiar with the conditions pertainent law was composed of Edward Wiging to It.
of Presque Isle; Cb «riei H. Prescott
For many years it was the custom for gin,
of Blddeford; A. R. Savage, of
Auburn;
the legislature to call for bids for this
George W. Abbott, of Bucksport; Charles
work, notwithstanding the fact that it W.
Coffin, of Bangor; A. M. Welch, of
was in the very nature of things absoKeonebunk; T. S. Burns, of Westbrook;
lutely necessary that it should be done at
L. C. Whitten, of Carmel; John A. Spear,
the capital.
of West Gardiner, and William Dickey, of
Various committees [wrestled with the
Fort Kent
all practical men who had
problem, only to come finally to this
giveD the greater part of the session to
unanimous conclusion. Various complithe consideration of the question, and
cations arose out of this fact. One seswho were satisfied that they had found the
sion it was discovered that the lowest bidbest possible solution of it. That the legder wrb an Augusta printer whose total
printer

State

should

not

be

re-elected.

—

equipment consisted

of

a

few

cases

of

second-hand

type and one small press
by foot power.
Inasmuch as a f50,030 plant with a large

which he

at that very
primers
moment working night and day and sup-

took this view of the matter
would appear from the fact that the measure

they reported

given

was

unanimous

a

passage.
No

c.l
co

the State would be served under the

members of its

large newspaper force In

order to

overtime work from

with the demands of the

keep np

legislature,

the

the humor of

this

bid

was

very apparent to members of the legislature who were on the ground and in a
to

and

position
appreciate the practinecessity of the situation. Yet the
nmttee having the matter in charge
was severely criticised in sections of the
State w ere the people did not understand
ihef tcis of the ca-^e for failing to accept
see

this bidMUST BE DONE AT

Again, outside printers did not feel that
It was a fair thing to be asked to bid in
work wbicb, in the very nature of tblugs,
ntcessarily be done at the capital.
Whatever views members might have at

must
the

beginning of

a

session, they invariably

before its close to the

recognition of
one plain, business fact, namely, that there
must be at the State capital a printlog
plant, big enough and strong enough*
with skilled printers enough to handle
promptly from day to day the printing of
the session, if the work of the legislature
came

was

to go forward

without

interruption.

There was no disagreement on this prop*
osition wh«n the members of the leg*
islature

came

face to face with actual

con

ditlons.

The legislative work is the supreme test
State
upon the plant which does the
work. It Is one which strains even its
resourcjs—for it is one of the
New England—to tha utmost. In
addition to his large regular force, the
State printer hires in all the printers he
can get, which at best are not many; for
printers capable of doing this grade of
work are nearly all employed in permanent places, and are not looking about for
temporary jobs.

splendid
best lu

When the State

favorable

printer, therefore,

has

very

existing conditions, by his

re-

election to the office he now holds.
Within a few days F. B. Nichols, the
editor of the Bath

candidacy
priuter; it is
his

CAPITAL.

Times, has announced
position of public

for the

doubtful

1f

even

will

he

claim that the

plant which he has available for the work is anywhere near as
large as the present Journal plant, and
he

that

announces

equip “within

a

“auxiliary plaut”
printing—a work
resources

will,

he

week” at
to do

the

legislative
strains the
of the immense Journal plant
that

now

to the last notch.
COURAGE

MORE

THAN

JUDGMENT.

evident that Mr. Nichols either has
very vague conception of the require-

a

its

PRESENT PLANT

A

PINE ONE.

accuracy with which this seemingly overwhelming volume of work is rushed to

completion. It

is

hoped

that every

mem-

legislature will visit this big
plant the present winter, for it is a credit
to the State.
Not ouly is it necessary for the legislature to be in close touch with the State
printer, but it is also essential to the work
of the State departments that they be in
ber of

the

similar touch.

The claim has sometimes

that certain portions of the
State work could be done outside of
Augusta. Possibly, at great incouvenience
to the departments. The important reabeen

*1 Oft

bottle.

a

All_druggists^^^ for

can conjure into existence at
Augusta “within a week” such an efficient plant as the Journal people have
built,up there by years of hard work, or
that any public Interest would be served

lieve that he

by forcing

printing

their

departments

done at

a

to

have

distance.

long
capital remains at Augusta, so long will good business judgSo

as

the

ment demand
done there

that

printing

the State

be

also, where the State officials

may be in constant and
with the work.
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Schools

began this week after
of several weeks.

vacation

a

Mrs. L. T. Dodge, of Southwest Harbor,
visited friends here last week.

Work

proposed glue factory has
up for several days awaiting
plans for the building to be erected. The
foundation is nearly completed.
Arthur Stanley, who has been employed
for several years in the plumbing business
at Northeast Harbor and elsewhere, is at
home to stay awhile, probably all winter.
been

on

the

held

Christmas exercises

were

held

church

Saturday evening with two large
with gifts. A Hue concert by
the young people and a visit from Santa
Claus, making an enjoyable occasion.
trees laden

S. S.

Dolliver,

who has

Saturday nights

the

new

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
REDUCED RATES.

b«en

WINTER SERVICE.

is at home for the
Two

Mr. Dolliver spent a mouth on
light being built on Ram Island

ledge and says tbat it Is
can

Bangor only.

Passengers we earnestly requested to proemm
tickets before Entering the trafus, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P.4T.A.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

employed
in government service, building and rewinter.

to

Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.18 p
m, and arriving EIU worth 1156 a m, 9.47 p m
connect with Washington Co R R.
tStop on slgual or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.

at the

as

fine

as

Trips

a

Week.

money

make it.
E.

BROOKSVILLE.
The concert

present except Mrs.
Morris, who is spending the winter in
New York. Tbe programme tucluded
singing, Bently Grindle at the organ;
reading by Hannah Perkins; elDgfng by
Sadie Bates; singing by all; reading by
Millie Young; reading by Nellie Wescott;
original dialogue between Della Cousins
and Nellie Grindle. Then was beard the
ringing of bells to warn them that Santa
Claus was coming. Bently Grindle impersonated Santa Claus. He picked the

presents

from

were

a

nicely-filled

From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5pa*
From Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays
9.30 a m, touching at Stonington, Southwea
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and 8eal Harbor.
All cargo, except livestock. Is Insured agaUuft
fire and marine risk.

at

E. S. J.

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Austin,
Vice-president m4
Mgr., Foster’s Wharf, Boston, Mass.
Calvin

Gen’l

Rockland, BlneHUl & Ellswortti Steamti’t a

they

tree and

by Misses Millie Young

distributed

were

Steamer leaves Bar Harbor Mondays, aa£
at 8 a m, touching at Seal Harbor
Northeast Harbor Southwest Harbor and StoaIngton, connecting at Rockland with steamo*
for Botton.
RETURNING

Thursday*

the members

It is probable, however, that be
difficulty in making the members of the legislature be-

the State

10 80

...

....

will have considerable

legislative printing, or else
exceedingly long

willing to take

chances in the furtherance of his ambi-

Bites. Lust came ice-cream,
coffee. Although Mrs. Morris
absent, all the members of the club

and Sadie
cake and
was

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

were

George Whittaker was up from Bar
Harbor Tuesday.
Asa C. Flood and wife were in Bangor
and

Monday.

S. S. Jordan and family have moved out
to the Hooper mills at Branch pond for
the winter.

Fred Grace and wife and Miss Myra
ery

were

HANCOCK.
There will be
town ball
under

on

a

dance and supper at the

Thursday evening, Jan. 5,

the management of A. B. Foss.

special

town meeting is to be held
Saturday, Dec. 31, to choose a selectman in place of Capt. O.
W. Foss, who
becomes county commissioner on Jan. 1.
A

next

was a

Christmas tree at the

church

Mrs.

stop Saturdays and Mondays.
fWlll stop Wednesdays and Thursdays upas

notice.

was

born

to

Lyman

Francis McQown spent Christmas

Lewis Flood, who has been at the
hospital at Bangor for treatment, is home.
Arthur Clemeut and wife, of Ellsworth,
spent Christmas with relatives here.
Mrs.

Mrs. Alexander McGown.of East Dover,
with her parents, George W. Patten and
for

a

few weeks.

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Mrs.

Mrs. Will Murch is quite ill with
rheumatism.

mus-

is

Helen

cular

Augustus Jones visited
Brewer recently.

his niece in

South

Evelyn Conary, of Brewer, is visiting
her aunt, Mrs. Susie Pray.
Blanch Stone went to Brewer Monday
work for Mrs. Fred Hall.

Remick is in Trenton taking
of her mother, who has pneumonia.
Capt Allen Holt, of the schooner C. C.
Lane, spent Christmas with his family.
Mrs. Oscar

care

Gene v ieve and Agnes Closson are home
from Bar Harbor to spend the holidays.
Walter Trim, who has been at work in
Bucksport, is at home threatened with
typhoid fever.
Shirley Holt and wife, of Portsmouth,
Mr. Holt's parents,
tbe guests of
Capt. Henry Holt and wife.
are

Sometimes the loftiest monument towabove

the

grave

of

the

poet

who

starved to death.
When you are growling about your
work, think of the poor fellow who has
none.

Patriotism, in tbe mind of a not uncomcitizen, is another^name for parti-

mon

sanship.

employed

27.

for

some

B.

^Wednesday and Thursday landings at Surry
discontinued Dec 1, 1904. Saturday and Monday landings will be In effect until Ice preventsConnections are usually made but cannot bs
guaranteed.

O. A.

CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, lie.

CHICK—At Great Pond, Dec 18, to Mr and Mrs
Guy Chick, a daughter.
CONDON—At South Brooksvlllc, Dec 20, to Mr
and Mrs James S Condon, a daughter.
| Harriet. 1
HASKKLL—At West Sullivan, Dec 23, to Mr
and Mrs Forest Haske 1, a son.
HOPKINS—At Trenton, Dec 19, to Mr and Mrs
Leprellett W Hopkins, a son.
JOHNSON—At Orland, Dec 21, to Mr and Mrs
Howard Johnson, a son.
MANN—At Surry, Dec 23, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest C Mann, a daughter.
SPRAGUE—At Tremont, Dec 19, to Mr and
Mrs Chester W Sprague, a daughter.

Consider what a wise man said:

BLACK—CANDAGE—At Surry, Dec 21, by
Rev J 1) McGraw, Mies Mary A Black, of
Surry, to Arthur C Candagc, of Bluehlll.
BRAGG—WHITE-At Orland. Dec 24, by Rev
Howard D French, Miss Alice M Bragg to
George A White, both of Orland.
CALER—W ARD—At West Franklin, Dec 25,by
Rev I) B Smith, Miss Etta M Caler to Roscoe
Ward, both of Pembroke.
GILBERT—SPRINGER-At Trenton, Dec 14,
by Rev P A A Ktllam, Miss Lillian A Gilbert
to La Forest Springer, both of Trenton.
NORWOOD—COLSON-At West Tremont, Dec
20, bv L W Kumlll, esq, Miss Flora M Norwood, of Tremont, to Capt George N Colson,
Oak Point.
SNOWMAN—IIUrCHINS-At Orland. Dec 24,
by Rev Howard 1) French, MIbs Linda Ella
8howman to Fred H Hutchins, both of Orland.
STEVENS-GOTT-At 8wan’s Lland. Dec 17,
by I^evl B Joyce, esq, Mrs Blanch. Stevens,
of Brook!iu, to Harry H Gott, of Swan's
Island.
TREG1LGA8—YORK—At Franklin, Dec 20, by
Rev C E Petersen, Miss Martha Frances
Tresl'gas, of Franklin, to Orren Fenton York,
of Sullivan.

DIED.
AREY— At East ftulllvan, Dec 21, George J
Arey, aged 69 years, 9 mon tas, 9 days.
BONSEY-At 8urry, Dec 23. Mrs Mary E
Bonsey, aged t5 years, 5 months, 19 days.
CANDAGE-At Bluehlll, Dec 18, Rhoderick H
Candage, aged 80 years, 7 months, 3 days.
DORR—At Orland, Dec 23, Infant son of Mr and
Mrs Everett E Dorr, aged 23 days.
FOX—At Ellsworth, Dec 25, A Judson Fox,
aged 65 years.
GRINDLE—At Orland, Dec 21, Miss Florence
Grlndle, aged 16 years.
JOYCE—At Tremont, Dec 15, Ralph Joyce,
aged 1 year, 4 months.
WHITE—At Surry, Dec 23, Mrs Mabala E
White, aged 57 years, 10 mouths.

always fit presents beproud assertion that
beauty outvalues all the

“Flowers are
cause

they

are a

ray of
utilities in the world.”

a

Send your order to the

ELLSWORTH

GREENHOUSE.

MARRIED.

the guest of

Louise Conary
Thomas.

Dec.

been

BORN.

with relatives at Bar Harbor.

wife,

WINTER SCHEDULE.
In Effect Nov. 2.
Steamer will leave Rockland upon arrival#*
steamer from Bot-ton, not before o.30 a m, aa*
returning will connect with steamer for Boston
except where otherwise noted, as follows:
Steamer will leave Rockland WEDNESDAY*
and SATURDAYS for Dark Harbor, *South
Brooksvllle, fLittle Deer Isle, Sargentville, Dear
Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklln, Bluehlll and JSurry.
RETURNING.
MONDAYS and THURSDAYS leaving Surry
at 6.30 a m, bluehlll at 8 o’clock for. above
named stations.
•Will

FRANKLIN.
where he has

DeWitt and wife Dec. 17.

ers

her.

C.

down from Green Lake hatch-

Saturday evening.
A ten-pouud boy

to

by

Ray Dwelley is at home from Boston,

There

Is

remembered

Dec. 26.

Christmas.

over

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

made

son for keeping this printing .together,
Un( While- at Work.
however, has always been the absolute
“They say the man whose soul wakes necessity of maintaining a plant at the
not to music is dead Indeed,’’ said the
capital big enough to handle the legislaman on the lookout tor odd things,
tive printing.
“and the average working negro in
In order to Insure a plant it ia necessary
this great southland of ours seems to to
keep it at work when the legislature is
be a pretty fair example of those who not in session. No man could be
expected
have ‘waked,’ if his fondness for vent- to maintain Buch a
plant in idleness for a
his
in
is
music
to be taken period of two years for the privilege of
ing
feelings
as a criterion.
IMd you ever see a gang doing three months’ work. It wouldn’t
of street laborers at work that some be a business
proposition. The interest
one or more of them were not calling on his
investment, together with insur*
out to an original theme a story anent ance, rent and taxes would more than eat
the things good to a darky’s eyes? him out of auy possible profits. Even if
They seem to fit the very measure of he were willing, however, to maintain
motion, whether it be the swing of a such a plant for such a precarious purhammer or pick or the heaving of pose, be would scarcely be able to pay a
some weighty object.
I saw a gang large force of printers to loaf the two
at their labor the other day, and the
years between sessions in order to have
ditty they enunciated held me interest- them available for legislative work.
ed until I had learned the very rhythm,
If be didn’t have such a ! force of expeif not the dialect, myself. These two rienced
printers at work when the session
fellows told their trouble and desire opened, he certainly couldn’t pick them
along this line:
up, and get them into gear for a period of
‘Say, old man. augh!’ (with a swing three months. Any printer in Maine will
of the pick).
bear testimony to this fact.
These are
‘Have yer got a good dog?’
very practical considerations in dealing
"
‘Cun he catch any coons?’
with this matter, and they have appealed
‘Just take him and try him.'
to members of the legislature because
“Repeating the grunt with every they have.been practical men.
stroke. To the white man this might
WHY BIDDING WAS ABOLISHED.
look like wasted energy, but somehow
They were the .practical ednSideratlons
the negro seems to do more and do it
which led the legislature of 1895 to do
better with a musical incentive.”—
away with the system of bidding, and
New Orleans Tlmes-Democrat.
elect the State printer, requiring him to

Ayer’s Hair Vigor Is a great success with
me.
My hair was falling out very badly, but
the Hair Vigor stopped it and now my hair is
all right.” — W. C. Logsdon, Lindsay, Cal.

tions.

ments of the
he la

Grace

Printers who have visited the Kennebec
Journal office in the closing days of
the session have never failed to be impressed with the order, rapidity and

ably expect anything better?

Christmas night at the
Methodist chapel was well attended.
The ladies’c ub gathered at the home
of Bently Grind.e on Christmas eve. All

Sunday

when

sitting In
mock session the last evening, while a
force
of
is
big
printers
engrossing the
final appropriation bill.

too, and all dandruff will disappear. Could you reason-

It is

legislature is enabled
work Is finished, its

adjourn

promptly stop the falling?
Your hair will begin to grow,

Dec. 26

F. H. Lowell was here from New York
over Christmas.

members

Hair Vigor

if elected,
Augusta an pairing lighthouses,

secured all be can, be is still short of the
number
for
his
necessary
purposes.
There is only one way for him to meet the
and
is
that
to
work
his availsituation,
able force overtime, and help them out at
the pinch with overtime work from bis
big newspaper force. Iq this way he
makes his connections, the work of the
session goes steadily forward, and the
to

Losing your hair? Coming
out by the combful? And
doing nothing? No sense in
that!
Why don’t you use
Ayer’s Hair Vigor and

one

State

P V
8 8

A M

RAR HARBOR..
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Ml Desert Ferry.,
Wnukeag S Fy...,
Hancock....
Franklin Road
WHHh>ion .lime
ELLSWORTH...
KfJuvortlJ Falla..
Nicolin.
Grien Lake.
Laic House.
Holden
Biewer June.
IL.Hk.or, Lx St
BANGOR, MC...,

BAR HARBOR

claims that the service Riven the
by the present public printer has
not been first-ciasB.
Every printer in
Maine knows that this plant is one of
the finest in New E igland, and that bis
work is everywhere a credit to him and
to the State. This will be the testimony
of every official who has ever had dealings with him. Under the circumstances
it would seem that the best interests of

plementing
employes with

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR

SERVICE SATISFACTORY.

was

overtime work of its other

the

Commencing Dec. 5, 1904.

islature

run

force of skilled

n it-

tions ranges from fifty to sixty-five cents
a thousand ems in Maine at the
present

Certainly

Augusta, Dec. 23 (special)—There seems
to be no good reason why the present

i

these prices are very advantageous to tbe
State is to be seen from tbe fact that
while tbe general price of book composi-

time, tbe State is getting Its work done
for forty-two cents per thousand.

BE

fisflniafte anli Steamboat;

aobertfgemmta.

Telephone connection.

L. W.

| JORDAN,
UNDERTAKER,

L

KLL8WOBTH.

\&0Cf&CfO®OO^^

HORSES

CLIPPED

Teeth filed, harnesses repaired ai d died;
Lkates sharpened; also knives and edge tools.
All work carefully and
Umbrellas repaired.
neatly done at moderate prices.

DAVID JOHNSON
(next door to .T- A. Taylor’s blacksmith shop).
WATER

ST.,

ELLWORTH.

Seven Premiums
Six Dining Chain and / O jwQn
i |]llull
Large Arm Kocker
with $10 assortment of our Soaps
Kxtracts. Spices. Tea,
Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Stand*
.ird Groceries Catalogue of 20S
OTHER PREMIUMS.

HOME SUPPLY CO.v
AUGUSTA* Ml
Dep. A,

lUK

iR'vA-

ancock county:
a
-he other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The Amerin

cts

ican

not

%*

only paper printed

the

additional

Netta

County

im

Other paQ**

WEST TREMONT.

in

Harry Latty

Bancoek county, and Aa> never claimed to
be. but it is tke only paper that can propiriy b* called a County paper; all the
best are merely local papers. The circulation of Thk American, barring the Bar
Borbor Record’s summer list, is larger
the* that of nil the other papers printed

is

at

boarding

W.

L.

Kumill’s.

Higglnsand family spent Christmas
their daughters Belle and Rena.
B. B. Reed took his son Carl to Portland
this we< k to have the cast on his leg and
Al

Newton,

with

arm

who

Haze! Reed, who has been ill with
for the past two weeks, is much
better. Little Ben, jr., is improving.

Miss Beatrice Johnson is clerking for
Hs'-isft R
during the holidays.

A

Rich has given up the
sloop Little Eddie, and
James Rich has taken command of her.

George
June, came home Dec. 20,
evening, Dec. 21, when their only parents on Duck Island.
w
Allen
of
s
married
to
Hall,
daughter
Hollis Reed, who has been
Sorrento. The parlor was decorated with F. W.
Lunt, has given up
and
bride
looked
the
evergreens,
charming Frank Rumiil, and will go to
W

halen

Wednes-

and will

we e

Notwithstanding the intense cold of the
beautiful < hristmas, the enti e day was
full of the spirit of peace and good will.
The pa* tor preached an excellent sermon
in the morning from the prophecy of
Isaiah c me rning the coming of Christ,
Mrs.
with spec al music by the choir,
H»rry H ?ll *»nd Carol Clark accompanists.
Su -day school in the church at noon, the
entire school uniting in a little gift to Mr.
Barnard; Garland district 2 30 with gifts
for teachers and scholars, Capt. Bragdon’s
acboo' giving a most successful concert in
the cv ning.
H.
Dec. 26.

couple

church

The

ing.

in

again.

ing

having plenty
of cdow and cold weather, and are getting
excellent catches.
The smelt fishermen

are

Gasper is saiitug-master of a small steam
yacht, which has been hauled up for the
winter.

Dec. 26.

G.
NORTH LAMOINE.

Miss Emma Austin is home from Winter Harbor for the
was a

holiday

Abigail (Carter) Candage, and gre*tgrandson of Jaime and E izabeth Candage, wbo settled at Bluebill lo 1776, coming
from Beverly, Mass.
In 1851 be married Mary Dally wbo §or
vlves with several children. In early life
he followed the sea on coast wine voyages
bat after bis marriage settled down to the
life of a farmer near tbe spot where be
was
born and three generations of bis

in the afternoon.

crew

Dec. 26

last

was

Y.

of tbe

topsail

schooner

Edward,

Stmcrtiscrnnits.

Rev. E. A. Cranston spoke at the Ferry
schoolhousc last Sunday. He will alto
speak there next Sunday evening.

day.

Christman passed off very quietly here
There was a family Christmas tree at
Walter P. Clark’s for the benefit of the
children. Among tbeo'deroue* present
were W. W. Jellison and
wife, Frank L.
Colby and wife, Waller Moon and wife,
and Misa Jane Crabtree.
Dec.

Halcyon

grange

presented

him with

line chair.

D.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Or. L. L. Larrabee was in Baugor for
d *y or two last week.
J. E. Pike leaves thin
Portland and Boston.

Capt.Frtd if. Allen
day calling on friends.

a

for

BROOKLIN.
A. Q. Blake is very ill.
R. Lewis Smith came home from Boston

in town Sun*

order of Red Men was inst’tuted
here Dec. 22, by George E. Foster, great
prc pbet, and W.E. St. John, great chief
of records. The order starts with fiftytwo charter members, and the prosptets
The name of
are bright for its success.
The
the tribe is Bstkenheagan No. 94.
night of meeting is Thursday. The
officers are: Charles C. Larrabee, prophet;
Ernest Rice, sachem; George Colwell,
William H.
senior sagamore;
Moore,
Junior sagamore; John Noonan, chief of
records; Irving Whittaker, ^collector of
wampum; L. 8. Ray, keeper of wampum.
C.
Dec. 28.
A-

last

R. W. Nutter

in

was

Ellsworth

days last week.
Gardner Hlnck'ey came home
Stoningtou Saturday.
A. H. Mayo moved his
family
from Naakeag last week.
Saturday

|

came

tor the

Henry Tracy

and

Dwight Braman
on

|

was

in town last

Elliott and Horace Sperry, of South
were
the ituetts of their
mother, Mrs. Marla Robertson, Sunday.

Capt. Clarence Martin, while taking out
fie'gbt at E. J. Robertson’s wharf, got
frozen In. It makes It bad for the cap*
tain, as he bad moved hts family on board
to take them to South Hancock.
B.
Dec. 26.

ilruc^ists

You know our gloves. We have an enormous assortment for the holidays especially In lined gloves and mittens. We have a remarkable assortment of boys', misses' and children's gloves and mittens.

j

SHOE DEPARTMENT.

|

In connection with our usual large stock of men’s, boys’ and youths’
shoes—also for women and children, we are showing Christmas slippers
for men and boys, from 80c to $2.
Women’s Felt Itomeos. all colors, fur trimmed. Men's and women’s.
House Moccasins, lamb's wool soles. Leggins and all staples of Hoots,
Shoes and Rubbers. We have undoubtedly the best Hue of boots andsboes

SEDGWICK.

in the

HOLIDAY PERFUMES.

parties.

Manicure Goods, Tooth, Nail and Hair Brushes, Silver Thimbles, Fancy
Hat Fins. Picture Frames. Hric-a Mrac and many novelties which cannot
be described, but pretty little gifts from 10c to as many dollars.

Mrs. Nellie Pierce was in town from
North Sedgwick visiting her aUter, Mrs.
O. P. Carter, the 20th.
T. A. Smith, of the firm of Smith Bros.,
in Ellsworth l«st week and took the
degrees in Bianquefort conmandery.

j

was

Charlie, youngest son of Capt. Yetta H.
Cain, slipped away from home last Satur- j

day and went to Sargentville to see the j
shooting match. A young son of J. H.
Hooper, aged twelve, was there with his
gun which he accidentally dropped, and It !
was discharged, the charge entering the |
1
right leg of the Cain boy just above the
knee, making a painful but not serious
wound. Dr. Hagerthy dressed the wound,
thinks he wl»l be all right
Dec. 28.

and

soon.

a

iUtocrtisnnenta.

attending

the normal school at Castine,
spent Christmas at home.
Dec. 26.
Use Femme.

Napkins,
Blankets,

These all make useful

SHERMAN,

2.00

lOcto 8.01)
5t)c to 7.80

presents.
'

This

department

is tilled with all that is

good and interesting.

Silk and

<

I

Woolen Waistings.

Rl BBONS.

POWER, SAIL and ROW BOATS.
Agent for the Ell a worth Gasoline Engines.
Excellent Installing Facilities.
MAINE,

$1.80

DRESS GOODS AND SILKS.

BL ILDKR OF

BROOKLIN

.....

to
to

Plain cotton, fleeced and cashmere hosiery. Hosiery for big and little
folks. For holidays and every day.
Underwear for everybody, big or little. We are selling the celebrated
Merode underwear which surpasses any other make in the market, and
doesn’t cost any more than inferior goods.

home

is

BASKETS—fancy, waste and work baskets.
PIN CUSHIONS—plain and fancy trimmed.
KUOS—all sizes and qualties.
Damask and Uuck Towels, from 28c
50c
Table Linens, from

HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR.

To Cure n ('old In One I>»y
Take LAX VIIVK RKOMO QUININE Tablets.
All <lragRl»u> refund the money if u falls to cure.
E. W. Grove's six nature Is 01 each box. 25c.

IVI.

city.

,

All kinds, colors and widths, for fancy work, bows, belts and sashes. We
have hundreds of articles that we have not space to enumerate.
We can, we will, we do supply just what everybody wants for Christmas

to

spend

the

holidays

with

Mlsa Helen Preble, of Bar Harbor, is
in town for Christmas wtth ber mother

mFIRST NATIONAL BANK

week bss
But the

Maine Central ferry boat has thus far
ploughed through it, and brought the
mail and express all right, and on time.
News from Emery Donbar is received
by bis friends here with mnehipleasure, as
condition of his health. His
physician advisee a warmer climate for

of

Capital,
$50,000.00

him,

and he has in

contemplation

a

trip

to

California. Mrs. Dunbar is with
him, and will accompany him on the trip
if he decides to go.

southern

The

annual Christmas tree was observed at the Church of Our Father Sat*

urday evening, ana was a great success.
| The church was finely decorated, and the
| little folks acquitted themselves well,both

|

i

in recitations and song. The committee
in charge left nothing undone to make It

Surplus,
$50,000.

ANDREW P. WISWELL, President
ARNO W. KINO,
Vice-President
HENRY W. CUSHMAN,
Directors

Cashier

j

_1

IHVITE THE

Deposit

Vaults,

M.

MOORE,

Dealer iu all kinds of l'w»h,
Salt, Smoked sod Dry

FURNITURE
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

-FISH.-

Annum.

Eugene Hale,
L. A. Emery,
A. W. King,
J. A. Peters,
E. H. (jreely.
ACCOUNTS

EDWIN

Safe

$4 to 20 per

:

A. P. Wiswell,

$630,000.00
AND

Maine:,

ELLSWORTH,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE. II

Deposits,
WE

QALLERT,

M.

1887-1004.

bis

mother.

The severe weather of the last
i threatened to close up the bay.

BO WNE

til

son.

KID GLOVES AND MITTENS.
j

W. H. Stanley is on the sick list.
Wilbur Ford and Roland Carter have
purchased a Urge sloop ooat of Deer Isle

from

who

New-

Leathers.

This is always a strong line with us, especially during the holiday seaWhen there is nothing else you can think of to give, you
can give handkerchiefs. They are acceptable to old or young, man, woman
I or child.

|

Mrs.

E.

McFarland,

Fancy

Gouldsboro,

holidays.

Gertrude

Patent and

week

and aunt.

SCOTTY
Pearl Street
NEW YORK
5f*c. ani $! ;

wife, of Gouldsboro,

New Oxford shape bags-

Seal,

HANDKERCHIEFS.

home from New York

Dr. Fred Stevens arrived in town Satur-

Be sure that tbia
picture in the form
of a label is on the
wrapper of every
bottle of Emulsion
you buy.

CHEMISTS

Elegant lines of Pocketbooks, Ham.
est leathers in staples and fancies—Mat

business conected with Dnnbar Bros.

day night

sample free.

409

NECKWEAR.
A beautiful array of holiday Neckwear from 2ftc to Iftft.OO.
to $3. Aprons from -~>c to $1.
(laud-made Stocks from

LEATHER GOODS.

and
I

to the better

»

war*

pre
hour

Qeorge Arey, who has been ill at the
home o' his sister, Mrs. L. J. Bragdoti,
for several weeks, died last Wednesday,
He was nearly eeveoty years old.

R. W. Smith, O. L. Flye and G. W. Herrick were in Ellsworth last week.
Mias

e<it,

au

Caroline Pettee. of E»*t Sullivan,
Is the guest of Mr. Emerson and Misses
Prudy and Ellen Preble for a few weeks.

few

Bert Marks

were

Mrs.

Saturday.

Mrs.

cum

SULLIVAN.

Scott’s Emulsion

We 'teitl send you

26._C.

An

rooted. At the first evidence of loss of flesh

should be taken immediately. There is nothing that will repair
wasted tissue more
quickly or replace lost
flesh more abundantly
than Scott’s Emulsion.
It nourishes and builds
up the body when ordinary foods absolutely
fail.

was

morning

a

mu-tic aud

from

About forty-live friends and neighbors
Edward Leach gave him a pleasant surprise party Dec. 17 in honor of his birth-

Dec. 26.

tjfe best time to remedy wasting conditions in
the human body is before the evil is too deep

home

Alice M. Wescott, who ia teaching in
Augusta, is spending the holiday vacation
with her pare its, C. F. Wescott and wife.

a

‘Sie experienced farmer
has learned that some
grains require far different soil than others;
some crops need diflferenthandling than others.
He knows that a great
deal depends upon right
planting at the right
time, and that the soil
must be kept enriched.
No use of complaining
in summer about a mistake made in the spring.
Decide before the seed
is planted.

at

brief visit with relatives here last Saturday.
C. T. Eldridge, of Portland, air-brake
inspector of the Maine Ceutral, was here
last week.

of

TIME

Is

Princeton, N. J., where he is attending
college.
Harvey E. Colby, of Bangor, made a

ton last week.

SEED

Newcomb

with

J. B. Havey and family were the guests
of Mrs. Haven’s parents, Capt. and Mrs.
O. P. Braadon, Sunday.

of

MT. DESERT FERRY.

Leslie

Thomas Grieve, John Dority and A. T.
Gillis attended the State grange In Lewis-

stock.

a

What is more useful at any time of the year, in rain or shine, than an
Umbrella? The largest stock and roost complete line of men's,'women's
and children’s Umbrellas we have ever shown, as low as r>Oc and up
to $10 00.

iljr.

an

town, and for nine or ten mouths
were shipmates.
Of that crew tbe writer
only Is left, all otbers having preceded

ing.

complete

UMBRELLAS.

Ou leaving alt wished
pleasantly passed.
the bride and groom a long aud happy
wedded life.
The presents were many and beautiful,
attesting the popularity of the couple.
Dec. 26.
K.

that

There was a Christmas tree and entertainment in the grange hall Monday even-

was

never so

ASUVILLE.

honest. Industrious and
kindly man, and in tbe circle and sphere
in which bis life was spent will be greatly
missed.
Sixty years ago, be, the writer and six
other yoaog men of Bluehiil made up the
He

tree at the borne of Aivah Graves on SatEffie L. Dunbar is spending her holiday
urday evening.
vacation at home.
him on the voyage to tbe undiscovered
Coleman Hagen and bride are visiting
H. S. Dqnbar haa a crew In the woods country. Tois simple obituary Is tbe last
Mr. Hagen’s parents, Ira Hajeu and wife, cutting spool wood.
tribute that can be paid to bis memory by
for the holidays.
one who esteemed him as a cousin
by
B. F. Stover has returned from a busi- blood, aud a brother In affectionate re*
Miss Eunice Coggins anticipated a trip
R. (J. F. CAKDAQE.
ness trip to Massachusetts.
gard.
to Southwest Harbor to-day to visit her
Brookline, Mass., Dec. 24.
W. T. Hill and wife are spending Christ
alsirtr, Mrs. Robie Norwood.
with P. J. Qrindle and wife.
In the absence of the superintendent mas;week
and his assistant, the Sunday school
C*v?
oy jrirs. A. H. Coggins
San »a «.

Cloaks, Suits, Jackets and Capes,

Miss Bernice Smith Is in poor health.
Milton Johnson, who U at work at
Franklin, spent Christmas with his tarn*

ancestors resided.

NORTH BLUEHILL.

a

About twenty five guests
and

Roderick Harlow Candage, wbo died at
Sooth Bluebill, Dec. 18, whs boro May 24,1
1824, toe eon of Saod9 and Abigail
(Norris)Caudage, grandson of Joseph and

were

week.

Christmas gathering and

FURS.
fashionable tor all. Furs for women and children in sets and
Furs
separate pieces, all dependable kinds, at the very lowest living prices.
Eiderdown and Flannelette Dressing Sacks. Hath Holies
a
Sweaters, Wrappers and Petticoats.
are

A

DEATH OF RODERICK HARLOW CANDAGE.

The juniors etch earned five cents and
purchased their kind snd faithful teacher.
Miss Mary B. Somes, two statuettes for a
Christmas present, and they were presented to her Suuday afternoon. Miss
Somes was taken by surprise, and was
much pleased w ith the pre-ents which were
accompanied by the little notes of the
children stating how they earned the
money. She says she shall always keep
them and prize them highly.
J.
Dec. 26.

Capt. Eugene Gasper end wife came
home from Boston Wednesday.
Capt.

Salisbury*,

the
few

SOUTH BLUE HILL.

dent of

J. E. Oort, after being confined to the
bouse several days by illness, is out

circle in district No. 2, composed of

and

Rev. C. E. Owen, of Watervllle, presithe Maine civic league, preached
here Christmas morning and evening,
making some interesting remarks. He
also attended the junior Endeavor meet-

Saturday

;

I

was

inspection.

our

used.

At 8 o’clock the bridal party e tered
the prettily decorated parlors, while a
pretty march was played by Mrs. Petersen,
and stood beneath an arch, Miss Tregltgas
attended by Miss Eva Fenton, and the
groom by Harry M. Patten.
The bride was prettily gowned in ashes
of roses crepe de chine trimmed w»in
white silk and passementerie. She car. led
white chrysanthemums.
The bridesmaid was attired in white.
The groom wore the usual black. After

goodly sum was realized, and it the wedding there was an Informal receppleasant evening for those who tion, and a dainty feast of good things,
attended.
tbs wedding cake being passed tirst, done
Dec. 26.
Davis.
up prettily to take home.

the

cream, cake and home made candies
sold, and over f44 was netted.

in

arrangements to

for

ready

a

was

library
Wednesday afternoon and evening. Iceheld

making

being

Is

Gifts

for
With pride and confidence in the variety, richness
and
completeness of our lieautiful holiday stock, we invite you to look
through our up-to-date line of

pretty wedding

service

weeks ago to
raise money to hire a band another year
for their reunion, had a sale and sociable
at Mrs. Della Lally’s last Wednesday even-

Thklma.

was

glad of the recent snow, which will
times lively for them.

ladies, connections of
which was organized a

happiness.

nsrful articles

to

are

Holiday

Christmas.

YORK.

the home of J.
when
Orin York

Eddington

Sparkling

Lin© of

Your judgment will tell you what to do. You
will
fine display of Holiday Goods because it is in close
touch
with the times, and anticipates your every want. Our stock is
thoroughly up with the times in variety and novelty in every department
The simple, plain talk of the price that is right is our convincing
argument. We can, we will, we do supply just what everybody wants

took place Dec. 20
11. Patten and wife
Misa
Martha
and
TregUgae, sister of Mrs. Patten, were
married by Kev. C. E. Petersen, the ring
A

Bright*

Come and Look.

delight in

at

with his double span of horses
for the winter. He will board with W. W.
Tibbetts.

afternoon and

The

who

were

from Tllden to

Our

past week, has
brother, T. E.

her

TRKGILQAS

winter

team here

were

evening.
library society’s sale of fancy

of teams In town

owners

John Lee Fogg, of Hull’s Cove,

SOMESVILLE.

evening.

There

much

to live for the

spool* bars

town last week

The Thimble club held Its sale of fancy
and useful articles in Masonic hall Thura-

Misses Esther and Cbarlena S ulth, of
Ellsworth, are visiting relatives io Surry.
There was a union Christmas concert

Baptist

Tremont,

of

Dec. 26.

Curtis is ill.

trfe at the

Norwood,

come

haul
make

Colson, sister of the groom, was bridesmaid, and Alvin Norwood, brother of the
bride, was best man. All wish the young

HURRY.

and

The

married by L. W. Rumiil, esq., at bis office
Miss Jennie
Tuesday evening, Dec. 20.

day
Miss Flossie

M.

|

who is in feeble health.

Capt. George Colson, of E'lswortb, and
Flora

to

Kenney’s father, Isaiah Jordan,

with Mrs.

to attend

served.

Bend, have

ton

Holiday Buyers!

The entertainment and Cbrh tmas tree
at the Free Baptist church by the two
societies was a decided success. It was
found necessary to have two trees, so
many presents were carried. Among the
many costly and useful presents was an
elegant silver service for Mrs. Joseph
Colson. Many fine dolls gladdened the
hearts of the little misses.

and

Saturday

A Cheerful Call to

attending

la

Hooper.

Bar

at

home to

Charley Kenney and wife, of Edding-

to

Duck Island
school. He is now visiting his
sister, Mrs. Eunice Lopaus.
Edwin Rumiil, who has been at work
for A. E. Lawler, of Southwest Harbor,
the past summer, came home Dec. 22 to
visit his parents, L. W. Rumiil and wife,
before going to Hebron to attend school.

The ceremony was performed by Hhv. O. G. Barnard in an impressive manner at 7.30, after which an
Informal b- ur was spent in well wishing
and admiring the wedding gifts. Refreshdressed i»> white.

ments

work for

his work

week’s

a

with
Tibbetts and wife.

day

at

Grijodal

came

who

Piltbfie.d, spent Christ-

at home.

returned

wife, of Bar Harspend Christmas
Mrs. Grindal’s parents, W. W.

Sanford

bor,

visit his

Springer,

Eva

Snlllvan and Hancock the

Christmas brought family gatherings In
the homes, but there were no public trees
or entertainments.

Charles Reed, who has been at work for
his sister Georgia in New Hampshire since

pay#*

Edward Johnson and Harry Patten, of Sullivan Center, spent a day last
week with Mrs. Johnson’s brother, John
H. Patten.
Miss Cassfe Hooper, who has been In

R.

Harbor.

ones.

*th*r

Mrs.

days.
Percy Grover has returned from
visit with his brother Harley

Santa Claus was very liberal with all his
goodies in this place as well as his Christmas trees, as several homes had some fine

p etty wedding took piece at the home

of Mr. and Mrs.

mas

OTIS.

command of the

Mrs. George Patten has returned from a
lengthy visit in Franklin. Miss Agnes
Pai 60 lefi Saturday for an extended visit
in Massachusetts.

Miss

the Institute in

Horace Salisbury and wife, of Brewer,
are guests of their son Willis for a few

Charles

Capt.

The bay is closed to Ash’s point. Frost
fish are In the stream, and thermometers
Ere ric tvi. g due attention.

»•*

EAST FRAKLIN.
Agnes Springer came home from
Ellsworth to spend Christmas.

her generous gifts, has
years made the little ones

Dec. 26

abscess

an

County Afan

MIm

by

Miss

EAST SULLIVAN.

additional

for several
glad at the Christmas tide.

renewed.

flfcbntfiimnita.

COUNTY NEV 8.

the success It was. la the absence of Mies
Dunbar, Miss Helen Bartlett took charge,
and In her capacity of soloist, beau**fully rendered “O! Little Town of Bethle
hem”.
The gifts were numerous and
valuable, and were served iu a unique
manner.
The occasion was enchanced by
the presence of Miss E. J. Htmpsoo, of

COUNTY news.

(tubscribem al 106

o

OF

Savings Dept.
Next quarter
begins Jan. I.

CORPORATIONS,

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES
Fresh
Cod,
Haddock, Halibut and
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, scallop*.
Lobsters and Finnan Haddles.

CAMPBELL & TRUE BLDG.,

EAST END OF BRI08E. ELLSWORTH, ME,
FIRMS

E. J. DAVIS’
j__

INDIVIDUALS.
The

Ellsworth American

—

~~=

only COUNTY paper

1

i

COUNTY NEWS.
For

additional County

othor pag*

Now

of earthquake that occurred at 7.35
Saturday evening.
A quiet marriage wan performed at the

FRANKLIN.

NORTH

The local line of telephone
modate several individual subscribers,
among them Dr. Homer and Rev. Mr.
Peterpen.
Andy Appleby has been the guest of
Boyd Blaisdell during the Christmas reclassical
institute.
of Higglus
cess
Young Blaisdell, Appleby, Harold Wilbur
and Miss Ula Gordon returned to school
accom-

Monday.
The Christmas tree at the hall Christeve, under the supervision of Burleigh

mas

given for children at the
homes of Mrs. Qeorge Small, Mrs. Meredith Ellis and Mrs. George Holden Saturday evening. Christmas trees and treats
and

wife entertained several friends at their
home.

ken.

Mias Jennie Young spent Sunday with
parents at North Brooklin.

her

Many

attended

Sedgwick

cert

In

as

the

well

the
as

evening.

morning

services

the Christmas

Bath

were

con

muco

enjoyed.
library building is quite an
town—a neat, pretty
little building.1 Work bas been suspended
on the Inside until spring.
The

new

ornament

to the

Christmas tree and concert
at the chapel Saturday evening, and many
old as well as young hearts were made
happy by Santa Claus, Arthur Nevils fillThere

ing

was a

that

position.

While at the shooting match here ou
Saturday, Charlie, the nine-year-old son
of Yctts Cain, of Sedgwick, waa accidentally shot in the leg by a gun dropping upon a rock. Herbert Dority took
him to Dr. Ilagertby who dressed the
wound, and says it will be some time
before he will bs

out.

Your correspondent wishes tbe editor
a Merry Curiatmas and
prosperous New Year.
Dec. 28.
M.

Die. 26.

Spec.

HANCOCK.
RESOLUTIONS

Adopted by

OF RESPECT

Pamola grange at the last

cup,

one

one

spoon,

one

plate,

a man that was quite the best fellow
she knew, only—only"—
She read
Edward
Ford's
letter

through again,

ns

though seeking

some

suggestion ns to the most delicate and
decisive manner in which she could decline his proposal.
ii

was

n

cnarmmg

leuer—simple,

manly and straightforward. He loved
her—he had always loved her.
She
must know that.
There never had been
another girl for him. There never could
or would be while life lasted, whether
she made him happy or bade him

wait

or—or even
should she answer
He had wanted to speak when she
came up to work In the city, but had
not felt free to do so, having others dependent upon him. But now that his
dear mother’s sufferings were ended
and that his sister had married and
possessed a home of her own he was
able to follow the dictates of his heart.
The old place needed a mistress.
It
was very beautiful just then, he added.
The syringe hedge was white with
You couldn’t see the road
blossom.
for the clematis and seven sisters rose
across the porch.
The gild, sitting at the window of
the lodging house, looked out at the
dirty Nottingham lace curtains of the
lodging house across the street and
then afar over a wilderness of irregular brick walls and smoking chimneys
with eyes grown suddenly wistful.
Even if she
How she hated it all!
could keep this fresh and dainty—this
tiny room she called her own!
The big. comfortable
Maplewild!
country bouse, set back in rich orchard
lands! She used to laugh at the quaint,
prim, low ceiled rooms, with their air
Now
of rigid order, of sedateness.
she fancied them as a 'sweet, cool
no.

j
j

refuge.

If there

were

only

some

fresh

What shade do you

NERVOUS ACHES
Such

as

Headache, Faceache, Earache and Neuralgia, arising from inthrobbing nerves, are soothed and quieted

flamed and

by the anodyne quality

JOHNSON’S

darling!”

I. 8. JOHNSON & OO.

"Isn't he!” said the mother proudly.
“John thinks there never was such a
boy. He came up to the conveutiou,
and of course we had to come along.
You look awfully stylish, Jocelyn—
and pretty. You're prettier than ever.
But—my, you're thin!”
“How is every one at Maplewild?”
Jocelyn asked hastily, busyiug herself
with the gloves.
“Blooming—all that are left. We’ve
had some deaths, you know.
Poor
Mrs. Ford is gone. They do say that
Eilie Moore would willingly be mistress of Ned's tine old house now”—
"Eilie
Moore!”
repeated Jocelyn.
She flushed hotly. There was a queer
nolle in her throat
What right had
Eilie Moore—or any other girl—
“She's a rich girl—and not bad looking! Tan, please! How queer it seems
to be buying gloves from you!
Yes.
those will do.
I must hurry.
This
1
young man is getting impatient.
suppose you’ll never condescend to

™

I couldn’t bear to read your
followed my letter In person.
at 8 this evening.

us

went

In due course be received tliis reply:
reply to your letter, I deeply
sympathize with you, for, since I received
your MS on the 5th ult. I have carefully
read It several times, but up to date 1,
Sir—In

too, have failed
joke referred to.

to

find any trace of the

Beeclier and the Medium.

While
Beecher

in

was

SttrfjcrttBemntta.

to

home—loved, admired, protected.
Such magic had they wrought!
And when she dressed herself in her
prettiest gown of blue and silver it
was a girl with starry eyes and rose
red cheeks who smiled proudly back at
her from the mirror.
she
‘•Ellle
said—“Elbe
Moore,”
Moore, indeed! The very idea!”
She looked so radiant and so lofty
when she swept into the parlor that
the stalwart young fellow striding
across the room to meet her felt hi.>
heart sink.
“Jocelyn,” he said, “I’ve come for
my answer.”
She smiled tenderly and touched the
blooms thrust in her belt.
“Oh, Jocelyn!” he whispered, his
eyes kindling. “Oh. Jocelyn—dearest!’

SICK AT NIGHT
WELL IN THE MORNING.
4
A MOST WONDERFUL CHANOE IN
EVEN A FEW HOURS CAN BE
EASILY ACCOMPLISHED IN NATURE’S WAY.
Your head aches and feels heavy. Perhaps
your throat is a little dry. You have little
appetite, and occasionally chilly feelings creep
along the spine. Your eyes are hot, tongue
furred, and \ou are about half knocked out.
You know what the trouble is. You have been
You have
drinking and eating too much.
felt this wav before and it took you a week to
44
bijous
and your
get well. You are just
stomach has gone back on you. Now if you
do the right thing at the very start you will
Just take two or three
feel better tomorrow.
of Smith’s Pineapple and Butternut Pills, take
them now, and tonight when you retire take
one or two more, and you wiilfeet one hundred
per cent better tomorrow morning and before
the day is passed you will forget all about it.
These wonderful little pills, combining the
antiseptic and resolvent properties of pineapple with the laxative ami cleansing effects of
butternut, wil quickly relieve a congested circulation, and drive out of the blood the bile
accumulations, restoring harmonious action to
the digestive ort' inj,
Just one day’s use of
these little pills u i.l cure any threatened bilious
attack. Thcv are g »<4 for young or old, never
gripe or weaken, nor leave behind any unpleasant after effects.
They always cure sick headache, constipation and biliousness in one night.
2o cents at all dealers.

SMITHS

.Read 111

This.

HOOD RUBBERS

DR. KINO’S “W

PENNYROYAL PILLS

,

|

legal Notices.

^

THE

Cleaves.

To all persons interested in either of the es*
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bucksport, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of December, a. d. 1904.
following; matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks snccessively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said connty, that they may appear at a probate court to be be d at Ellawon h, in said county, on the third daj of
January, a. d. 1905, at ten of the clock In the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

Sir—I have carefully read your papei
for the last month, but fail to find any
trace of the joke I sent you on the 5tl
ult.

answer.

her portfolio, took
out a half written sheet of note paper
and tore it into minute pieces. Then
she knelt down by the window and
hot cheek against the cool
laid
velvet of the flowers. And all the dull,
monotonous, dreary present fell away
from her. She was not an independent
She was a
young working woman.
happy girl again among the fields at

Jocelyn

BOSTON, MA88.

Couldn't Find It.

A young man having evolved what
he considered a good joke forwarded
it to a comic paper, but received n<;
Desirous of ascertaining tin
answer.
fate of his contribution he sent tineditor the following letter:

she

I
Will call

LINIMENT

...

England Henry Ward
entertained by a gentleman who believed In spiritualism and
was himself a
medium. One day he
asked if Beecher would like to talk
come to Maplewild again, Jocelyn?”
Jocelyn laughed !:i a sudden, breath- with the spirit of his father. Dr. Lyman Beecher. Mr. Beecher replied that
less, nappy rasnion.
it would please him immensely. After
“Perhaps I shall!'* she said.
When she opened the door of her the seance was over he was asked how
ugly little room that evening a miracle it had impressed him, at which, with a
of loveliness met her gaze.
In the twinkle in bis eye, Beecher responded,
pitcher on the window sill was an j “All I have to say is that if I deteriorate as fast for the first ten years after
immense bunch of daisies and butter
I am dead as itv«' father has I shall b<=
cups- a blaze of snow and go!d.
“A splendid looking young gentleman a stark naked foul.”
brought them/’ the maid said when
Much talk is no demonstration of abilquestioned. "He said I was to put
them in water in your room. And lie ity; the n oldest automobile does not
always win the race.
left a card with writing on.”
Jocelyn's tired face glowed
read the penciled lines:

of

Ii has cured inflammation and
conquered pain for nearly a century
Valued as much for internal as for external use.
three
times
as
much
MSc;
SOc. At all druggists.

CENTER.
and silkoline draperies around,
regular meeting:
[
School began this week taught
W'hereat, The angel of death has entered our and magazines and a lot of light, creby
tonne pillows, what an ideal home it
grange and removed from our midst our worthy
Martin A. Garland, of Lakewood.
sister, Fannie B. Stratton, therefore
would be! She would do the dining
Tbe Christmas concert held In the
Resolved, That we not only mourn the loss room in yellow, as it was on the north
Methodist church Saturday evening was of a true sister, but wc share in the sorrow of
side of the house, and—
a decided success.
About 150 attended. the husband and children.
The clanging gong of a Are engine
That
The pieces were well rendered, and much
our
sincere
and
Resolved,
loving sympassing in the street below startled
credit is due Herbert Butler who taught pathy is extended to the bereaved family; thut a
her from her dream. She straightened
copy of these resolutions be sent to the family
the children.
up with a little jerk and glanced
of our sister; that our charier be uruped In
Orville Bartlett, who has been in the
mourning for thirty days, and a copy of these around the shabby little room, with
Maine general hospital for tbe past ten resolutions be
placed upon our records, and the crude paper, the aggressive carpet,
weeks, U home, much improved.
also sent to the Ellsworth American for
the cheap pine furniture, and her
Mrs. C. a. Crabtree,
Warren Bartlett, of Trenton, spent publication.
trunk in the corner. It was here she
Bessie Walker,
Christmas with bis mother, Mrs. Lois
She had
was going to remain—here.
Mbs. B. W. Page,
Bart.'ett.
no intention of marrying Ned Ford.
Committee on resolutions.
Mrs. Oatacre—These here pictures are
So she hastily dipped her pen in the
William Andrews and wife, of GouldsDec. 26.
Spec.
Ail genuine signed W. F. Smith.
ink bottle on the window sill, steadied pesky tiresome moving about from wall
boro, are visiting Mrs. Andrews’ parents,
her portfolio on her knee and began to wall, Mr. Oatacre—Never mind, Mandy.
Colin Campbell and wife.
GO FT'S ISLAND.
Next time I go to town I’ll buy a movingto write:
H. 8. Mitchell spent Christmas with R.
BUCHU
Sunday morning the mercury was at
Dear Ned—I have your letter, and I’m picture machine. I’ve heard so much
B. Higgins and wife.
zero, the coldest for the winter so far.
sorry, sorry, so sorry’ you wrote It! Not about them.
.LITHIA
PILL 5
Mrs. Lena Butler has been vlsLing her
that I don’t want you to be fond of me.
Mrs. Susie Gross, who has been ill, la
Old skinner thinks he’s generous
A POSITIVE CURE FOR RHEUMATISM
I do. It seems sometimes as If I'm mildaughter, Mrs. Isaac Stanley, at Maoset. but
slightly improved.
With his young and handsome wife;
lions of miles away from every one who
AND ALL FORMS OF KIDNEY AND
Helen Stewart was the guest of Silva
Yet there Is oue great drawback
Miss Hattie Trask, of McKinley, is to ever cared a pin for me. But it Isn't any
BLADDER ILLS.
last
week.
me—that
Don’t
use
Higgins
your loving
way.
To her joys of married life.
AT ALL DEALERS-25 CENTS.
teach the winter term of school which
think there's any one else. There Isn’t.
AT
THE PEOPLES PRICE
CURE
A
He
the
loveliest
James Turner and wife are visiting commences to-day. She will board with
supplied her with
Two men have asked me the same quesLittle book of checks In blank;
relatives in Bluehill.
Mrs. Jennie Hardlog.
tion since I've been earning my living in
But, strange to say, he quite forgot
Deo. 26.
town. But I couldn’t care for either the
H.
Amos W. Staples, whose wife has been
To place his money In the bank.
tiniest bit. And 1 do care for you—only,
her sister,
Mrs.
Jennie not in the way I ought to if—
caring for
BLUEHILL FALLS.
Grindle, of Stonington, who has been
fHrtrital.
She shot a look at the little clock—
H. G. Herrick and hia housekeeper, Mrs.
111, went to Atlantic for her last Thurs- Jumped to her feet.
G. Carter, apeut Sunday with trleuda lu
day, she having returned by way of
“Seven ten, still!”
Brooklln.
Swan’s Island, on the steamer Mineols.
She grabbed her hat, hastily put It
Gardner BowdeD and bride, ot HanDec. 26.
Chips.
on, adjusted her veil with a glance at
visited
his
cock,
slater, Mrs. Abram
the pretty, pule face that looked back
ATLANTIC.
Duffy, last week. It waa an occasion ol
You Never Know the Moment when
at her from the glass with quite a
Mr.
Bowden
was
rejoicing,
recently
Timothy Barbour and wife spent Christ- frightened expression, and caught up
knocked overboard trom a vessel, and lor mas with Seth
This Information may Prove of
8iockbrldge and wife.
her gloves.
days bis sister supposed him drowned.
There was a family Christmas tree at
I must have forgotten to
"Mercy!
Infinite Value.
A quiet Christmas here, celebrated
by a Mrs. Thomas Pinkham’s. Santa Claus wind the clock. I was so tired last
tree In the schoolhouse
It is worth considerable to any citizen
Saturday veiling, was there in all his splendor, and there night. I’ll be late as sure as fate!”
and a family tree at P. M. Friend’s.
was no lack of nice things for
The cars were crowded, and she had of Ellsworth to know hew to be cured of
everybody.
There Is to be a family tree at A. B. Conto stand all the way to the store. She
Mrs. A. H. Staples, Mrs. Alfred Staples
ary’s to-night, the 26th.
painful, annoying and itching piles.
was late and was not ouly docked, but
and daughter Goldie visited Rockland last
S. C. Grindle and wife visited his
sister, Thursday, and while there they called on received a reprimand from the head of Know then that Doan’s Ointment is a
Mrs, WilltamClosson, of North
the department. There was a convenSedgwick, Mrs. William Hills.
for all itchiness of the
Sunday.
In town, and the great positive remedy
Amos W. Staples, wife and little daugh- tion of some sort
Dec. 28.
establishment was thronged with sight- skin, for piles, eczema, etc. One applicaSubstitute.
ter spent Christmas with Mr. Staples’
The heat of the
seers and shoppers.
NOT MADE BY A TRUST
mother, Mrs. E. M. Staples. They left for
tion relieves and sooths. Read this testi/F rOU CANNOT GET THESE HUB
day increased, and what with the close,
OAK POINT.
their home early in the week.
{EE/PS E/tOfifyDMO&MEfi-MW/rEOS
sultry warmth, the worry over the mony of its merit.:
Abden Emery has moved into Fred
Dec. 26.
A.
episode of the morning and the incesFernald’s cottage.
Charles H. Curtis, shipbuilder, of Water
sant demands upon her attention a
MARLBORO.
Stephen and John Kimball are lumbersplitting headache began to torture the St., says: “In 1897 I happened to see
Miss Lizzie Saunders,
of
ing tor Seth Pomroy.
Surry, is girl. She found it hard to retain her
Doan’s Ointment advertised in the Ellsspending the winter with her sister, Mre. usual calm
J. H. Galley has returned to
courtesy of manner when
Bangor Fred Anderson.
Arehighly recommended by ladies
after a short visit with friends here.
recoma
who have used them. They are
fashionably dressed woman upon worth papers and so highly
Ford
catne home from Higgi; a
■are, safe, and reliable A trial will
Maynard
whom she had been waiting announc- mended that
Capt. Palmer Heavy has hauled his
I/vent to Wiggin & Moore’s
convince you of their intrinsic value. Send tea
classical institute to spend Christmas.
ed loudly and with a suspicious glance
echooner up at Southwest Harbor for the
cen*s for sample and booklet. Ask for Dr. King 5
store
a box.
I
bad
for
used
imuuHe
return to Charleston to-day.
Star Crown Brand." All druggists, #1.50 a box.
will
drug
in her direction that she had missed
winter.
King Medlolno Co., P- 0. Box 1330, tiostoa, Nuo,
Dec. 26. _________Ark.
her poeketbook.
merable salves
and
ointments almost
Boy and Kalph Haynes were called
“I had It a moment ago. I just laid
home last week by the death of tbelr
without number, but none of them
A man’s standard of beauty always deiLtgal ^Notices.
it down here!” she explained to the
father, Melvin D. Haynes. Roy returned
on the woman who questions him.
pends
who had hurried up. “This brought anything like the satisfactory
to Ballardvale last Friday.
floorwalker
iber hereby gives notice that
will
Ralph
been duly appointed adminThe average financial magnate feels that young lady was waiting on me!”
remain home ajfew days.
results obtained from the use of Doan’s. istrator debonis non with the will annexed of
are
you
"It may have been taken to the lost
taking unfair advantage when
Dee. 28.
the estate of John N. Swazey, late of BucksPlctakch.
If you will Since I first tried it 1 have recommended 1 port, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
you attempt to engage him in a convers •
and found department.
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
tion concerning mental development.
come with me, madam.”
WEST FRANKLIN.
it to a great many in this neighborhood having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
She reluctantly accompanied him.
Peunibus—Poor Scribbles is worried.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reCapt. A. P. Dyer la home for the winter'
Inkerton—What’s the trouble? Penni- And when a few minutes later she re- and have heard others say they have been quested to make payment immediately.
8. 8. Scammon loaded a car with
Albebt C. Swazey.
December6,1901
dry bus—He’s afraid he has lost bis cunning passed the counter carrying her re- greatly benefltted by its use.”
pine for Rhode Island last week.
as a humorist.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
The English magazines claimed property the look she sent
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents.
he has been duly appointed executor
The little snow has started the teams are beginning to
Jocelyn iiunne was as vindictive as
oopy his jokes.
of the last will and testament of Sarah
moving, and business will soon assume
though she still harbored doubt of her Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole M. Cleaves, late of Sullivan, in the county
*4 believe in lending a helping hand to
of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
winter proportions.
a
friend in need,” said the moralizer. Innocence.
law directs.
All persons having demands
for the United States.
“Plea nt life, this!” the girl mur- agents
Banta Claus was quite liberal In distrib- “That’s ail right as a
against the estate of said deceased are detheory,” rejoined
sired to present the same for settlement, and
was not all
mured.
Be!''"!
Remember
the
independent
and
take
name,
uting bis goods In this vicinity.
Doan’s,
His the demoralizer, “but it isn’t practical in
all indebted thereto are requested to make
It was cracked up to be she was decoming was preceded by quite a heavy a poker game.”
payment immediately.
no other.
December 6. 1904.
Hebbebt L.
swissos

;

saucer,

the diminutive teapot and set It on the
shelf with the china.
“Now to tell
Ned, dear old Ned, that—that—oh, how
would a girl In a story refuse to marry

H7it'recta. It has pleased

and staff

many dishes to be washed—one

knife, one fork.
"Quite an old maid’s outfit!” she said,
with a little grimace as site rinsed out

Montaford Haskell, who has been mate
the schooner Susan N.
Pickering,
arrived home from Boston Saturday.

Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved
widow and family of Brother Bunker our sympathy, ana commend them to the care and protection of Him who doeth all things well; that
these resolutions l»o spread upon the minutes
and duly published, and a copy forwarded to
the widow and family.
A. E. SMALL,
C. K. GROVER,
B. E. Tracy,
Committee on resolutions.

not

one

of

our Great Creator
of the universe to call from his earthly abode
and from our midst to that oeleetlal lodge above
our esteemed honorary member,
Clement Y.
Bunker, oi Goulisboro, therefore be It
Resolved, That In the death of Brother Bunker we lose an aged and distinguished affiliated
men.l»er, he having taken Ids E. A. degree in
HI. .John’s lodge, No 491, K. R., St. Johns, Antigua, West Indies, March 5, A. L. 5889, and the
fellow craft and M. M. degrees In Palermo,
Sicily, and sdmltted a member of Winter Har
bor lod.o, F and A. M
No. !9 •, L»ec. *2, a. d.
1891, upon the vouchers for the degrees afore
said wldcb are laid up in the archives of the
lodge. While Brother Bunker resided quite a
distance from the lodge, yet before he grew
feeble, he attended when he could make It convenient, and was always greeted with due re-

the tiny clock od

Her task was accomplished with
brisk dexterity. To be sure, there were

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.

9ARUENTVILLE.
The chapel circle met with Mary Mill!-

at

her dresser.
“Seven ten!” she said.
“I’ll have
time to answer that letter after 1 get
the dishes washed!”

Swan, was attractive, as usual. Preceding
the distribution of fruit, the children,
Miss Juliette Nickerson, agent for the
under Mtb. Petersen’s care, entertained Maine State society for the prevention of
the audience with a brief programme, cruelty to animals, has been a guest at the
|
M1b» Lola Dyer, organist.
Ellis house the pastjweek. A six-monthsRev. C. E. Petersen gave his hearers old calf, owned by Joseph Haskell at
The Mountainvllle, was found in a starved
Sunday a fine Christmas sermon.
music was an attractive part of the ser- condition, and the agent had it destroyed.
vice. Mrs. Bunker, Mrs. Bartlevt, Miss Four other cases here have had her attenMiss
Dunn and Mr. Butler were heard effect- tion with satisfactory results.
ively In soloa. Mrs. Flckett was organ- Nickerson returned to Bar Harbor Saturist. Previous to the sermon occurred the day.
baptism of the infant daughter of Mr.
Burton Hsskell has gone to Boston to
and Mrs. E. F. Bartlett, and the reception visit his father, Capt. Charles Haskell, on
of
church
one
member.
DecoraInto the
the schooner Susan N. Pickering.
tions of evergreen were about chancel,
Dec. 28
E.
rail and choir.
nun. 2fl.
H.
WINTER HARBOR.

at

bu Kate M. Cleary

Jocelya glanced

were

enjoyed. Lafayette Thompson

Utifanrtiamtnta.

spoke,

“Goodness.” cried the new customer,
“if It isn't Jocelyn Duane!”
A plump little woman, holding a
plump little baby, sat beside the counter.
The wholesome tan of the country wuk on her cheek, uud the joy u.
living shone in her soft brown eyes.
“Why, Mary Andrews!” Jocelyn
greeted her gladly. "It does seem good
to see any one from Maplewild!
I
heard you were married soon after I
left And this is your child? What a

Copirflght,

making this winter.

were

voice

And Daisies

DEER ISLE.

Miss Emma Eaton has gone to Newburyport, Mass., where she will do dressParties

gentle

a

"Yes, mailam!
pre”—

TBy K_ate M. Cleary

Joseph
Capt. and Mrs. “Jack” Stinson and
Superintendent
Doyle and Pereival Cobb, teacher, will daughter, Miss Lida, arrived home from
Boston Wednesday.
arrive Monday evening.
will

fien

'Buttercups

ou

Schools

of

\'

'Glove*—6%!”

Christmas
evening by Rev. D. B. Smith, when RosEtta M. Caler, of
coe Ward and Miss
Pembroke, were married.
Ch’b’er.
Dec. 26.
home of the bride’s mother

The concert at the Baptist church Sunday evening was well attended.
Miss
Vivian
Murchie Gordon and
Scanimon are to return to E. M. C. seminary after vacation.

tiding

shock

!

Nancy M. LaQros, late of Buck port, in said
county, deceused. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and t( Huinenl of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, and for the appointment of an
administrator with the will annexed, presented by Stover P. LaGros, a beneficiary under said will.
E. Shepley Haynes, late of Trenton, in said
Petition that Harry B.
county, deceased.
Ober or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Busan E. Haynes, widow of said deceased.
Albert Gott and Alton Gott, minor heirs aud
children of Arthur Gott (residence unknown),
and Abbie Gott. late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by the selectmen of the town of Bucksport tiiat Iia.k
F. Smith or some other suitable person be appointed guardian of s*id minors.
Evelyn A., Charles B., Sadie, Gertrude and
Sylvia Carver, minors, of Tremont, in said
filed by Mildred E. Carver,
county. Petition
guardian, for license to mortgage certain of
the real estate of said minors, described in
said petition.
Henrietta Sawyer, a person of unbound
mind, of Castine, in said county. Petition
filed by R. B. Brown, guardian, for license to
sell certain of the real estate of said ward described in said petition.
Daniel P. D *rity, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. First and final accouutof
Daniel Fred Dority, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Eben L. Hlggios. late of Eden, in oald county, deceased. Second account of Eben M.
Humor, executor, filed for settlement.
Ro*coe R. Ward well, late of Verona, in said
First account of George
county, deceased
W. Basset', trustee under the will of said deceased. filed for settlement.
William H. and Fred B. Hardin, minor heirs
of Irvin H. Hardin, late of Bluehill. in said
couut\, deceased. Final uccountot Edwin B.
Dodge, guardian, filed for settlement.
Joshua P. Sawye
late of Castine, in s*aid
tirst account of R. B.
county, deceased.
Brown, administrator, filed for settlement.
Ella C White, late of Philadelphia, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, deceased. Petition filed by Merwin White, a devisee under
the will of said deceased, to have the collateral inheritanc tax assessed.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said court.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—Cnas. P. Dorp, P.egister.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss—At a probate court held at
Buckspoit, in and for said couuty of Hancock,
on the sixth day of December, in the year of
our

Lord

one

thousand

nine hundred and

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament
and one codicil of Susan W. Hardy, late of
Boston, in the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and
of the prohate thereof in said Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having
been presented to the judge of probate for
our said county of Hancock for the purpose
of being allowed, filed and recorded in the
probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a cony of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the third day of January,
a.
d. 1905, that they may appear at
a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
O. P CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dork, Register.

A

subscilber

notice that

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed executrix
THE
of the last will and testament of Edwin
tt.

Humphrey late of Eden, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
December 6, 1904.

Jclia A. Humphrey.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Elwell L. Gr>ss, late
of Bluehill. in
the county of Haucock
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMaria T. Gross.
mediately.
December 6,1904.

THE

subscriber

thnt

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed adminisTHE
tratrix of the estate of Fred W. Houston,
rotice

Bucksport, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
late of

the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAlice M. Houston.
mediately.
December 6,1904.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
rpaE
X she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Ruel J. Leach, late
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
t >e same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to rnaue payment imOlive J. Leach.
mediately.
December 6,1904.
subscriber

hereby gives notice

that

she has been duly appointed adminisTHE
tratrix of the estate of Gideon S. Cook, late
of Ellsworth, in the county ol Hancock, de-.
ceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against Hit estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHarriet C. Davis.
mediately.
December 6,1904.
NOTICE OF FOBBCLOSURB.
Drusia H. Oonary, of Orland,
by her mort190*2, and recorded
gage
in Hancock county registry of deeds, in volume 884, page 185, conveyed to me the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land with
the buildings thereon situate in said Orland,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the westerly side of the road
leading from Higgins corner to Surry illi'ge,
at the northeast corner of land occupied by
Stephen E. Grindle; thence S. 5-^° W by
the north line of said Grindle’s land to the
shore of Toddy Pond; tbence northerly by H e
shore of saici pond to the southwest corner «*t
land occupied by Garveuus H. Grim le;
u'h
thence by said Garvenus H. GiIndle’c
line io said road; thence southerly by said
road to the first bounds. Containing sixty
he
acres more or less. Reserving however
house and other buildings occupied bv
Natban Oonary. Ar.d whereas the condition
of said mortgage bas been broken, now. therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition
the reef, I claim a foreclosure* of said mortAlvin K. Blunders
gage.
alit .i.cy.
Bv Edward E. Chase.
Bluehill. December 14, a. d. 1901.
Hancock county, Maine,
WHEREAS
deed dated October 4,

Subscribe for The American.

he had gained control of the smile (hat
threatened to convulse his countenance, for he knew he could not be
mistaken about that patch and diamond dust. It was scarcely probable
that two girls would be dressed Just
like this.
"Your highness, no battle trophy ev
er tilled me with a joy that the effect
of your approval does not far exceed,
rennit me," he added, seating himself
beside her.
"It's really a pleasure* she contin
“I hope you will remember it has
ued affably. “It is so seldom that one
been my pet scheme for the last five
meets royal blood In this democratic
years," said young Hr. Hilver, polishIt will positively be the
America.
his
with
a
due
less
ing
glasses
vigor
cause of my being an old maid, for of
bn necessity than to a desire to avoid
course a princess could not marry a
bis sister's flashing eyes.
commoner, could she?” Rettina's wickBettina gave her head a disdainful
ed little dimple was now In evidence,
toss and helped herself to another
and the patch on her cheek called atchocolate.
tention to it in a way that seemed
“I know I shan't even like him,” she
audacious.
•aid, finding it difficult to express dis- positively
“No. indeed.” he assented eagerly:
approval with any great amount of “of course
princesses must marry—er—
dignity when one cheek was distorted
kings and things."
by a chocolate drop.
Bettlna nodded approvingly. Her blue
“Now, Bettina, that's simply prejueyes looked Into his with guileless exdice. He was the nicest fellow at colpression that threatened Dent with a
lege. and he is the only man on earth second attack of convulsions.
1 would be willing for you to marry."
“Yes, of course," she smiled Into his
Bettinn's fingers seized a candied vioface with a confidential friendliness.
let which site discovered in the corner
"I rather think I would like a king my«f the box.
self. hut 1 have met so few,’ sighing.
“Of course I know he's a wonder.”
“In fact, you are the first one."
■he said. “That's the reason I know T
He leaned over and took the fan
■han't like him. He is probably so perfrom her hand.
fect that he chews his food a regula"Fair princess, I feel that one could
tion number of times before swallowwish the first might be last and the
tog.”
last might be first.”
Hilyer laughed.
“Oh. don't; please don't,” she en“I’ve seen him swallow sandwiches
treated hurriedly. “Don't wish for any■o fast it would take a lightning calcuthing:. I’m afraid yon might—cry.”
lator to keep up with him. Now. BelDent stared in astonishment.
Cna, please he reasonable! I haven't
“Perhaps I ought not to have men•een Dent since we left college, but if
tioned it”—she drew the comers of
be is as Jolly a doctor as he was a medher small mouth down in an absurdly
ical student you certainly will not have
contrite manner—“but we heard about
Cause to complain of his primness. He
—Alexander the Great's weeping: it's
Will be here in time for the dance toa matter of history.
I would
night. and I simply want you to be really
not start you to crying and spoil the
nice to him. I don’t know what it is
evening for yon—not for anything.”
women
do to themselves when they
"I feel a lump in my throat right
want to be especially charming, but
“I am perfectly
now," he declared.
sis."
can
do
it
when
little
you
try.
yon
sure that if you don't dance this next
Bettina balanced the somewhat dewaltz with me I shall burst into tears
pleted candy box on top of a skull that
according to history."
ornamented the doctor's desk.
She rose quickly.
“That's to keep the servant from eat“Anything to please the ba—I mean
ing the rest of it," she laughed. "Magto keep you from crying."
gie wouldn't dare touch it now. Well. anything
she said as they joined the dancers,
Brother Doctor. I'll see what effect the
Hilyer peeped Into the conservatory
new pompadour silk will have on Dr.
Dent. If it is immediate and startling an hour later. "1 guess I'll not disturb
that” he muttered and tiptoed away.
•nd you see me sitting in the conservOn the Inst day of Dent's holiday
atory holding his hand don't be alarmBettina's maid carried a box into her
ad: it may be necessary to take his

j

pulse.”
Dr. Hilyer smiled

room.
as

his erratic little

aister flitted from the room.
He had been resident physician at
the Burton asylum for two years.
Where it was customary to give an oc
casional dance for the inmates.
Bettina found something unusual in these
dances that she fairly reveled in, and
ahe had not been known to miss one
aince her brother had been in charge.
She would take the electric car from
the city and arrive at the sanitarium
triumphantly bearing a box containing
ter newest party dress, produced by
The girl's mother entome talent.
•ouraged her industry by giving her ail
the material for party dresses that she
would make up. and her chic creations
were the envy of her girl friends.
When she had arrived that afternoon
■he had shown her brother a gay little
blue and pink pompadour frock that he
bad vowed would make It necessary
to send all his harmless patients back
to padded cells and leave a paucity ot

dancing

men.

Dr. Dent 8 train was late. He liur
•led Into Ills dress suit, and tlie two
friends started down the hall toward
the ballroom. An attendant came up
hurriedly and whispered that Hilyei
was needed immediately.
“I’m sorry, old man," he said, turn
tag to go with the nurse. “You'll have
to find your way in alone. There’s no
hostess, so go in and talk to any one
You’ll find Bettlna some
jou like.
where. Look for a yellow haired little
girl in a blue and pink dress. I be
Beve the little minx has sprinkled dia
mond dust in her hair r -d put a black
patch on her cheek to be in keeping
with her pompadour costume, so you
will have no trouble in recognizing
her.”
Iiettina was partly hidden by a group
of palms when Dent entered the room
Bhe saw him speak to several of th€
patients near the door and finally ask
one dark eyed girl to dance.
Bettina recognized him immediately
from the photograph in her brother's
loom and studied him calmly as he
and his partner passed her.
Certain she was that Will had not
told her Dent was a perfect Hercules
and that even the photograph had been
misleading. She acknowledged to her
•elf the improbability of a man of his
type masticating food according to set
rules and was rather Inclined to think
Will might have mentioned his style oi
dancing as a point in his favor when
Be had given a list of his friend’s many
Tirtues that afternoon.
When she saw him coming towaro
her with the evident intention of speak
tag she thought he mistook her for a
patient and her eyes sparkled with
mischief.
“May I Introduce myself?” he asked
bowing before her.
Bettina raised a haughty little head.
“It is somewhat unusual for royalty to
be approached with so little formality,” she said icily, “but of course the
daughter of the lost dauphin of France
has had to put up with a great many
trials.”
Dent looked startled.
"Perhaps I
have made a mistake”— he commenced.
“Oh, don't mention it.” she interrupted, with an airy little wave of the
’Tis within royal power to parband.
don. and even I, Princess Fleur-de-lis,
feel that it is no condescension to talk
to Alexander the Great on an equal

footing.”
Dent bowed again profoundly, so
profoundly that when he stood erect

It contained delicate purple and
white lilacs tied with a royal purple
ribbon strangely decorated.
On one
streamer was a hand painted shield
of strange device, and another end of
ribbon was tied around a small scroll
of paper.
The girl opened it eagerly.
Little Princess Fleur-de-lis—Alexander
the Great feels another lump in his
throat.
He wants to call this afternoon
and nsk you tlmt the fleur-de-lts shall be
bound always by the royal ribbons of his
house.

at>btrt«mtnu.
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3TOP THAT

NORTH SEDGWICK.
R. C. Abbott and wife spent Christmas
in Bluehill.
Roland Durgan aud wife, of Brooks*
ville, were in town Saturday evening.
M. L. Eiwtll and wife spent Christmas
with their daughter, Mrs. H. H. Allen.
Several teuts are on the salt pond, and
th? men have bad good luck catching

Mi««

\ Beautiful
ItlfUl

cold?

them?

Miss Ir.c* Psge, teacher at school No. 9,
bad a tine concert and Christmas tree at
the school house Christmas eve.

enti~i'

James Page aud wife spent Saturday
evening at Sedgwick, aud atteuded the
Christmas concert at school No. 9.
Harold Grindle and,wile and Mrs. G. A.
Grindle, of Brooklln, were in town Saturday visiting Mrs. G. M. Allen, Mrs. Grindie’s daughter, st Oakland.farm.

step*

CHRISTMAS CONCERT.

The Baptist Sunday school held Its
Christmas celebration Saturday evening,
Dec. 24. at the Grange hall. A committee
consisting of Eugene M. Allen, Mrs. Dora
Mrs. Annie G. Alien
Hauscom and
tastefully decorated two trees and
ranged a large number of presents

aron

them.

by
Impersonated
assistance
of some of the boys and girls, distribui d
the presents.
In the early part of the
eve log a concert exercise was well curried oat by the members of the school.
Those who psrticipa ed were Mrs. 8. M.
Thompson, Faye Carter, Cora Carte.',
Nellie Anderson, Virginia Alien, Harold
Staples, Florence Alen, Leslie Carter,
Clarence Carter, Forest Closaon, Esther
Allen, Eric Ciosson, Blanch Staples,
Bernice Carter, Melbourne Heald, Daniel
Alien, B.mice Carter, Austin Staples, Ira
C-ossoii, Nellie Anderson.
Special meetings will be held at the
church beginning Jan. 1. Tbe pastor will
preach Sunday morning on “Waiting for
the

Blessing”.

was

who with the

/IMISS

[

ALMA

V LILLI A

_

8KDOWICK RIDGE.

Christmas
Bcbool

Christmas

observed

was

the

on

by the Sunday

Ridge by

a

concert

|

and

Monday, Dec. 28.
programme was listened to with interest
by an audience that filled tbe acboolhoose
to overflowing.
Those who took part
were Mrs. S. M. Thompson, Elery Young,
Willie Carter, Rosy Hooper, Miss Beulah
M. Thurston, Mrs. S. M. Thompson,
Marian Peastey, Alice Torrey, Lucy Aettiury, Gladys Neveils, Clareuce Torrey,
Helen Chapman, Florence Young, Martha
tree held

A

1

’!!

Carter, Bert ha Coapman, Gladys Young,
Edgar Torrey, Grace Carter, Sadie Young,
Edith Torrey, Lixzte Gray.
At the conclusion

of

these

exercises

appeared, and tbe little folks
showed signs of fear rather than pl«*asnre
at seeing him. The presents were then

Santa Clans

distributed from
were

a

weli-fi ltd tree and ail

happy.

Later that afternoon Bettina smiled
Dec. 26
Rae.
into his eyes admiringly.
BLUSH ILL.
”1 certainly am glad to marry a man
who knows so much,” site said, pointWallace Hinckley Is home from Jonesing to the painted ribbon that she port.
wore in a knot on her breast.
“Now
Mlsa Ella A. Stover baa arrived in lola,
I was so ignorant that 1 had no idea
Kansas.
how Alexander's coat of arms looked."
Miss Nellie Ureene, of Bangor, Is visitDent drew the curly head over on
ing her parents, F. P. Greene and wife.
bia shoulder and laughed.
Hon. G. E. Chase baa been confined to
She asked him why he laughed.
He didn't think it necessary to tell bla bouse for some days with rheumatism.
her that he had paid a girl in an art
E. F. Hinckley, superintendent of tbe
store to copy the strangest looking Chase Uranite Co., has returned from New
shield he could find in the dictionary. York.
A lion couchant or a charger rampant
Miss Angle Hinckley, wbo is teaching
was all the same to him—he bad trustIn Augusta, is spendiug tbe holiday vaed to luck that she would not know the cation at borne.
difference, and he now added a touch
Misses Mildred and Minnie Cbase, wbo
of diplomacy that promised him great
are students at the U. of M., are at borne
future success as a married man.
for tbe bolidays.
“What am I laughing at, little girl?
Ceylon Hoyt, bis daughter, Miss Carrie,
You might know that a man who was
emotional enough to cry for mere and Mlsa Abble Merrill have gone to Bosworlds would laugh when he found- ton for tbe remainder of tbe winter.
Tbe usual Christmas festivities were
heaven.”
observed by eacb of tbe Sunday schools
Til* Bird* In the Ptctnre.
Saturday eveniug. Eacb bad a tree and

of consumption oat of ten
this way:
A person catches a cold. The cold is
But properly cured, and they qaickly
catrIt another one. This cold is* dillydallied with by no treatment, or some
Jf in*

occur

eases

in

Ask your

■

Druggist for

from Port and (o upend the holldaya with
h?r mother, Mr*. Augnata Leach.

Rev. T. W. F.-ssenden preached an excel'ent Cbrlstmss sermon at the Perkloa
hill ecboolhouee Sunday afternoon.

a
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Prairie

now

Japanese Plarlng Cards.

countries, “are unlike those of any
other country on earth. In shape they
resemble those used in France and other countries on the continent, but they
are very much smaller than ordinary
cards, being but two inches in length
by one in breadth. The backs of the
cards are almost invariably black and
with true Japanese artistic instinct are
pasted over the edges of the cards so
ns to leave a narrow rim to form a
frame on the face of the card. The
symbols are stenciled and the card varnished or enameled, thus causing it to
be extremely slippery. The pack consists of forty-nine cards, the extra one.
which has a plain white face, being
used or not at option as a ‘joker.’
ent

M.
NORTH CASTINF,.

Robs Conner Is home from
winter.
Miss

land for

sea

lor the

Annie Dunbar 1b home from Ora few days.

Miss Annie B. Conner la visiting relatives at the village.
Percy Wardwell and Frank Webster,
who have been 111, are Improving.

Robert Domansky Is home from
school In Boston tor a short vacation.
Miss Helen F. Dunbar

his

Is home from

Chelsea, Mass., for the Christmas recess.
Harry Webster leaves to-day for Rockland to take the position of Bremen on
the steamer Hector.
J. W. Bowden and wife returned Saturday from Lewiston, where they went to
attend tbe Slate grange.
Miss Annie E, Leach came Saturday

Seven Doctors Failed
“L F.” Relieved Him

log good-bye,

▲ s far as their
could reach.

aprons and handkerchiefs

Now as we lay in Port Royal, 8.0.,
Hundreds of miles away, we hare a chance
to think to some degree
Qf what we left there—our pedigree. Wat U

Wytopitlock, Me., Dec. 25, 1903.
Dear Sirs:—
good?
I feel it my duty to write you and tell
Wo’ll afek them aud see what they will say.
of
“L.
F.”
think
a
deal
that
I
great
you
Atwood’s Bitters, as .1 was taken sick Jac, our dear president, in 'Frisco far away,
DoUoo attending our shipmates iu the hossix years ago and was treated by seven
Was also at the
different doctors.
Eastern Maine General Hospital, at
told
me I had a canand
they
Bangor,
cer in my stomach.
I did not work a day for three years,
and now, after using “L. F.,” can do a

hard day's work.
Yours truly,
WILLIAM SCOTT.

“L. F.” is a natural Blood Purifier.
Brings relief at all seasons of the year.
The True "L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters, 35
cents at all good stores.

pital aero-a the way;
Bell on the ship keeping our records cl ar
Fonlc in the galley our stomach* to fill.

Omnly .Vein

other pagoa

at

SWAN’S ISLAND.
spout Christmas at tba
lighthouse.
Oapt. Edward Smith broke tbe boom of
I be acboooer Hockomock one day leaf
Prof. Prock

week.
Ure. John (Jotl and family, of Rockland,
apent Christmas bere with her parents,
Mlcbael Stinson and wife.

Henry Conary la confined to tbe bona*
wltbactroke of paralyata. He la doing
aa

well

aa can

still,

Bartlett still growling like an old sea dog,
Punk the same as ever—lost In the
fog;
Meyers would like to be daurlng •till.
But he's at the barracks on account of the
quarantine bill.
So new If you don’t like what I've
said,
Juet cut It out and go to bed;
But hold—theie is one more
thing:
We waut to be at Lamolue next
spring.
For then we’ll add lo what we‘ve already
begun,
And I honestly lliluk there'll be more
fun.

be

expected.

Tbe remalne of Delmer Stewart came on
tbe boat Monday nlgbt. Tbe funeral waa
held to tbe Metbodlat cbucb Tneaday at
1 p. in., Kef. Mr. Haoeon, of Stonington,
officiating. Mr. Stewart died alter an
operation at tbe Maine general boepltal
where be bad been tbe paat year from tbe
tff cia ■•( typbold fever.
Spec.
Dec. 26
_

WEST BROOK8VILLE.

_

Dec. 29.

--

free Peruna Almanac for 1905.

Port Royal, 8. C.
During the squadrou’s visit to French*
Mrs. Lowtna Rice arrived Saturday
man’s bay last summer, all were moat
after an extended visit In Boston and viSons
cinity. She will leave Tuesday for Bucks- cordially welcomed, and the Merry
of Neptune clob of the Prairie do not
port, where she will be employed.
The friends of Mrs. Chester Leach are want Christmas to to ly without telling
glad to know that she Is rapidly recover- their friends in Maine know that they are
ing from a eu glcal operation, performed remembered.
at the Bangor hospital a tew weeks ago.
The Prairie is at present under formal
She will toon be at home.
quarantine at Port Royal, 8. C., and many
The Chrlstmaa entertainment at the of the ahlp'e crew are at the barracks
Dunbar schoolhouae Saturday evening, aabore.
under the direction of the teacher, Mlaa
There ia not much .sickness, however,
wary W. Hutchins, was a dee ded succesa. but great precaution! are being taken to
The exercises by the children were all that
could be deal red. The tree, heavily laden prevent contagiou.
The following verses, written b> Charles
with pretty and useful presents, brought
Mildred L. Bartlett, of the Prairie, are iu the na*
cheer and gladness to all.
George Chambers, an artist, was • pleasing programme.
Ward We II, a little four-year-old miss,
of a Christmas greeting to their
once commissioned by
Ernest L. Osgood lost a valuable horse gave a description of Saute Cteus in a tore
King William
friends in Ellsworth, Lamoiue and vicinIV. of England to paint a picture of last week. Tbe animal bad bis leg broken pleealng manner.
ity.
Dec. 26.
L.
the attack on a fortress on the Spanish by tbe kicking of another horse wbleb
THB MEKBT SORB AT L4MOIMB.
coast by a frigate commanded by his got loose In tbe stable during tbsnlgbt.
TRENTON.
Id the summer of nineteen hundred-four.
majesty, who was then the Duke of
Tbe cotters land qoarrymen of tbe
The fratrie sailed for Maine’s beautiful
K. L. Moore, jr., end family have
Clarence. The attack took place at White Oranite Co. resumed work Dec.
26,
shore;
night. Chambers completed a beauti- after a ten-days’ vacation cauaed by a moved to Ellsworth.
For five weeks she lay In Frenchman’* bay.
ful picture from some rough sketches
Miss Mary Joy, of Boston, la ths guest
And the Merry Sons revelled nlg&t and day.
strike, wbeo pay day was not observed
that were in the king's possession, and tbe
16th. Tbe men received tbelr checks of her mother, Mrs. Johu Carpenter, for When not
a few daya.
riding in their tally ho.
when submitted for approval his majlast.
Saturday
For a buck board ride some would go;
Willis Moore and aona, of Etlaworth,
esty was delighted with it, but ChamAnd
not
of
Miss
Tbe
Irene
having nothing at all.
pupils
Billings In tbe were the guesta of Mr. Moore’a brother
bers had taken an artist's liberty with
Some would say, let’s have a ball.
Beech Hill school gave a fine Cbrlstmas Bidder Sunday,
the picture and for the purpose of reentertainment Friday evening, Dec. 23,
lieving the somber veil of night had
Miaaea Eulalia and Emllie Young re- Many sad faces there were
W hen the captain to the old saying did adhere:
introduced some sea gulls skimming the consisting of dialogues, tableaux, recita- turned home from Boston Thursday to
We’ll soon get up anchor to leave here
tions and music, after wbleb Santa Claus spend the holld ya with their
waves.
"Hello, hello. Chambers!" said
parents, C.
For another port—but not so dear.
C. Young end wife.
bis majesty. “This will never do to dispensed gifts from a well-laden tree.
Mrs. Francis Read, Maude and Edward It was up to the Merry Sons for a farewell ball
have the birds flying about at night.
Sunday morning at tbe Congregational
Jordan spent Christmas with their parAnd they gave a rousing one attthe old town
They were all gone to roost.” "So they church tbe service was appropriate to tbe ents, Benjamin Jordan and wife. Mlaa
hall;
Tbe
musical
Chamselection
was
day.
Jordan was accompanied by her friend,
opening
were, your majesty,” replied
Everybody came, both large and small.
bers, “but you gave such a rousing “Shepherds Awake’’. Tbe response was a Lonnie Woodworth, of Bar Harbor.
To bid farewell to Jack one and ail.
Dec. 27.
M.
broadside with your guns that they all duet by Miss Emma Osgood and Mrs. L.
Then as the sun rose o'er the bay.
woke up and flew about.” “Ah, so I L. Partridge. Tbe pastor, liev, E. Bean,
On the tlxth of August, a sad but fine day,
atmatisnncnts.
did; so I did, Chambers I forgot that. gave a fine sermon descriptive of tbe ad▲11 along Lamolne beach were our friends wav*
vent of tbe CbrLt child.
Very good, very gcod!”

“Japanese playing cards.” writes a
correspondent who has given some
study to the playing cards of differ-

T
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Annie S. Closson, who has been
quite ill for ttvo weeks. Is a little better*
although not able to sit up.

Claus

Consumption
Ullla, of Illinois, *Urtw1

in tht.
way. Portunatei,
took a course of 1‘crnna
before It
too late. She had
caught several
men a cough
developed. She took
sort* of cough
mcdicinea, until as ,k
puU It, -I sickened at thealghtof
In four weeks Peruna had
cured her of
her catarrh and her system was
clJ
rid of It.
This Is What Pertina Is
doing all th,
while. Not a day, and
probably not an
hour, passes but some one has a simile
experience with Peruna.
The first step toward
consumption la
catching cold. The next step is afailur*
to cure it promptly. The third
slop i,
the development or entarrh, which
grad,
ually becomes chronic. The fourth
tho catarrh begins to spread from
th«
head to the throat. The fifth
step, th»
catarrh snreads to the bronchial
tube,
and lungs. It then becomes
consuicp.
tion In its first stage.
At any time during the progress of
the
catarrh, from the first ocsetof thceoid
to its final settlement In the
lungs, p,runaean be relied
upon to stop the Ul*.
ease.
It cures entirely.
Even after
consumption has become thoroughly
developed, many cases havo found in
Peruna a permanent cure. After
they
havo been given up by physicians to die
of consumption Peruna has cured them.
We have hundreds of testimonials
that declare these facta In the most
enthusiastic language.
U. 8. Senator John M. Thurston, from
Nebraska, writes tho following letter
from Washington, D. C., under date of
April 6,1901:
“I have used Peruna at various times
I
50618th
♦ Miss Aim# Lillis,
81.,
during the past year or two with most
*
Rook Island, 111., says:
T
satisfactory results.
•
•/ am M firm friend toPeruna, for
•‘It entirely relieved me from an Irria
In
o
of
<»
it cured me
cough *
days
tho result of excessive
which bad been annoying me fori tating cough,
! three weeks, and which had de- * effort in the Presidential campaign, and
I am a firm believer in its efilcacy In
veloped a serious catarrhal aftec- *
any such trouble.”—Jno. M. Thurston.
; lion of the throat and lungs.
•I had a number of colds during
To take quieting medicines to stop a
the year, and each left me with a
cough is absurd and harmful. Thoonly
little more catarrh; then this bad
to stop a cough permanently and
! cough was the worst. I took cough way
without doing more Injury than good Is
medicines until I sickened at the
to cure the catarrh, which is
; sight of them. But Peruna cured what Peruna does. Itcures the exactly
catarrh
me up In such quick time that I am
of the bronchial tulies and the cough
Its firm friend. Four weeks' con•
ceases.
[ slant use of it got the catarrh en
tirely out of my system.
At the slightest appearanceof acough
>
It deserves all the praise be•
a
bottle of Peruna should lie taken
Ilia.
Li
stowed upon It."•‘•Alma
according to directions. One bottle In
the beginning will do more thsn a half
treatment that is ineffectual, ami the
doyen bottles after the catarrh baa
cold continues.
Then they catch another cold and l*e* fastened itself on tlie lungs.
If you do not derivo prompt and satisgin to cough. Then they take cough
factory results from the use of Peruna,
syrups, hut they do no good.
once to Dr. Hartman, g;ving a
By and by they get tired of taking write at
full statement of your ease, and he will
medicine and give up in despair.
Their cold continue* and their cough lie pleased to give you his valuable ad| gfw* worm*. Then they apply to a vice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
doctor, only to discover that they at« in
The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,O.
ihu first stages of consumption.

exactly

Girtrs
A
enceflr
Experience

Mrs.

Santa

COUGH!

Colds Lead to Catarrh—Catarrh Leads to

smelts.

George H. Allen,

—=■

O

car

jostles

L. Tapley baa been appointed ■
tbe peace.

of

Stimtifinsuntfi.

DO YOU GET UP
WITH A LAME BACK?
Kidney Trouble
Almost
papers is

Makes You

Miserable.

everybody who reads the newssure tc know of the wonderful
tusc^

r.uuc

uy

ivi.

Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
j; the
kidney, liver
j\l and great
bladder remedy.
It is the great medl-

triumph of the nine*| cal
teenth century; disjjjj covered
years of
11f scientificafter
research

by

>.§

Dr. Kilmer, the emimoney ana otaade* specialist, and is
wonderfully successful In promptly curing
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid troubles and Bright's Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not recommended for everything but if you have kidney, liver or bladder trouble It will be found
Just the remedy you need. 11 has been tested
in so many ways, in hospital work. In private
practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successful in
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladdsrtrouble.
When writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper and
send your address to
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y. The
regular fifty cent ar d Rome of owajnp-!too4.
dollar sloes are sold by all good druggist-.
nem

